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Summary 

Problems and Objectives 

With the purchase of a business software application (at this study called Enterprise Infor-

mation System, EIS for short), the enterprise has opted for an operational way of working, 

without being very well informed about the relevant features of the package and without 

the supplier of the package being aware of exactly how the enterprise works. People realize 

this, but there is a generally accepted belief that potential problems due to the package not 

being aligned with the enterprise should be resolved during the implementation process. 

One customizes software or adapts business processes as alignment frictions occur. Clear-

ly, the changes must be limited because the supplier must operate within a bandwidth in 

terms of time and cost.  

 

The approach described here became commonplace the last decades. It can be character-

ized as an approach based on ‘best practices’. This approach is widely accepted, partly 

because of the increased configuration capabilities of standard EISs.  

From the early 1980s, the researcher consciously took part in this development in senior 

management positions at leading suppliers of standard ERP systems. He started developing 

standard software products and later went on to provide IT services to enterprises that had 

implemented large EISs. The researcher often wondered whether companies buy the soft-

ware that they actually need (this question also lies at the basis of this study). By this is 

meant not only ‘need at present’ but also ‘need in the near future’. That question was 

fueled by practical experiences that showed that (1) enterprises make only partial use of the 

options in the software they have purchased; (2) enterprises sometimes wonder whether 

their organization has not perhaps diverged from the EIS they once implemented, and (3) 

enterprises sometimes see their EIS as a barrier to implementing changes. 

 

How should the relationship between an organization and an EIS be understood? In this 

summary, we shall not discuss this topic in great depth, it is clear that an EIS should sup-

port the company’s employees in performing their tasks. An EIS is usually so overtly pre-

sent in the organization that the way in which processes are operationalized is to a large 

extent determined by the construction of the EIS. As an example, a forklift could be con-

sidered as a tool in the hands of an employee within the organization meant to perform a 

particular production act. An EIS is of a very different order: it should be considered as a 

tool to operationalize a part of the business organization. It implicitly determines how peo-

ple work together. It supports their information needs and ‘remembers’ new created facts 

to make them available as information later. The importance of this observation should not 

be underestimated. After all, the enterprise’s operational performance is determined by the 
construction of the enterprise!  
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Taking this into account, we like to ask the questions that form the basis of this study, 

namely: how do we develop an EIS that fits in an organization and how do we decide 

whether a particular EIS includes what the organization needs? These questions assume, on 

one hand, that we can decide what the organization needs and, on the other hand, that we 

are able to conclude to what extent an existent EIS supports the organization. This study 

shows that this is indeed possible.  

Research Approach 

This study has been carried out by making use of the Design Science Research methodolo-

gy. According to this methodology, an intervention type is developed for a class of prob-

lematic contexts in which a number of generative mechanisms are called on to achieve a 

desired outcome. In general, generative mechanisms explain why an intervention should 

lead to a desired outcome. The class of embedding standard EISs within organizations 

should be understood as the class of problematic contexts. We already mentioned that the 

embedding of a standard EIS within an organization does not always bring what the stake-

holders of the organization expect. As a result, the organization will not perform optimally. 

Therefore, an intervention type needs to be defined by which an EIS can be developed that 

meets the ultimate needs of the organization. This intervention type is the subject of our 

study. It provides a set of rules based on a specification framework. The intervention type 

is called the Procedure for Implementation Design - Framework, the PID-Framework for 

short. The generative mechanisms on which the PID-Framework is grounded are the -

theory, the -theory, and the φ-theory. These theories are discussed in the second chapter 

of this dissertation. The -theory regards the organization as a social system whereof the 

elements and the influence bonds between the elements stand for actor roles and transac-

tions, respectively. Business actors perform coordination acts and production acts using 

different abilities in order to create coordination facts and production facts. Business actors 

need these facts, or derivations of these facts, for deciding the acts to perform. The -
theory describes the generic process of deriving an object system from a using system, for 

example, the derivation of the infological organization from the business organization. 

From the using system the function model of the object system is defined. Subsequently 

the implementation-independent construction model of the object system, also known as 

the ontological model, is designed from the function model of the object system. Many 

alternative implementation models could be produced from the ontological model. The -
theory shows that an EIS comprises the technology that must be allocated to components 

of a particular implementation model. The φ-theory, which the -theory also invokes, 

throws considerable light on the idea of a ‘fact’ in the infological and datalogical organiza-

tion within an enterprise. 

   

Three applications have been executed to validate the applicability of the Framework 

and to refine the Framework. The first application regards a case- study which is already 

written extensively in literature, namely The Foundation for Consumer Complaints Boards. 

This case-study is sufficiently suitable as a basis for the design of an EIS by using the PID 

Framework. The second application regards the assessment of an EIS that has been imple-

mented in an organization that provides commercial trainings, and that has already been in 
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use for several years. The third application focuses on the development of an EIS for a typ-

ical Dutch line of business, namely exporting flower bulbs. 

Research Results 

Current enterprise engineering research places a strong emphasis on describing the essence 

of the enterprise in an ontological model of the business organization. Although both origi-

nal facts and derived facts are specified in the ontological model, no attention is paid to the 

real derivation of facts and how they are shared between the actors. According to the ter-

minology used within the enterprise engineering domain, this is known as the realization of 

the essential model by adding a model for the infological and datalogical organization. 

There are many reasons to call why this is vital for the design of an EIS. 

Firstly, the ontological model of the infological organization provides an implementa-

tion-independent model for remembering, deriving and providing C-facts and P-facts. The 

semantics and syntax aspects of a fact are distinguished. This distinction is important be-

cause the semantic meaning of a fact can be captured in one of more documents. The onto-

logical model of the datalogical organization provides an implementation-independent 

model for archiving, transforming and fetching documents. 

Secondly, besides the other aspect organizations, the physical organization is distin-

guished. Although the physical organization is not elaborated in this study, some features 

of this organization are necessary to understand. The ontological model of the physical 

organization provides an implementation-independent model for storing, copying, destroy-

ing, transmitting and retrieving files. A file is an imprint of a document. 

Thirdly, the enterprise is understood as a social system. In the pre-computer age, pro-

cessing and using facts were a shared human activity. Currently, deriving and sharing facts 

are usually executed by a software system with the consequence that in many cases, it is 

completely unclear which actor bears responsibility for the quality of original facts. Clear-

ness concerning this subject will be achieved by developing an EIS from an integral coher-

ent ontological model of the business organization, the infological organization and the 

datalogical organization.  

 Fourthly, The availability of an ontological model of the infological and datalogical or-

ganization makes it possible to evaluate (at the level of actors) the extent to which actor 

roles should be fulfilled by human beings or agents (software technology).  

 

In short, the availability of an extended ontological model of the enterprise is an essen-

tial requirement for the development or the selection of an EIS. This ontological model has 

to be considered as the starting point for the design of various scenarios for the EIS to be 

developed or selected.  

This study does not discuss the criteria which may be used to distinguish the different 

implementation scenarios. It has been focused on the question of what conditions an im-

plementation scenario must face if it reflects the underlying ontological model. Answers on 

questions as, to what extent actor roles are automated and what kind of technology is used 

for developing the software are understood as out of the scope of this study.  

In summary, this study has resulted at a way of working to arrive at an EIS that is based 

on a coherent ontological model of the business organization, the infological organization, 

and the datalogical organization.  
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Many aspect groups are defined at the PID-Framework, each of which specifies a num-

ber of aspects. Every aspect is connected to one or more rules that should be considered as 

specific work instructions for the process of designing an EIS. These instructions are 

drawn up in such a way that they can be used not just to specify a new EIS from the onto-

logical model of the organization but also to assess the applicability of an EIS for an enter-

prise.  

In the third part of this study, three cases are discussed. On the basis of the PID-

Framework, the aspects to be taken into account at the design of an implementation scenar-

io are illustrated for a number of actor roles. These aspects are mainly derived from both 

the scientific literature and from several decades of practical experience of the researcher 

in the development and implementation of EIS's. In each case study, these aspects are vali-

dated by an intensive discussion with those who are directly involved. In the first case as 

well as in the third case-study, both engineers and users of the EIS were involved. The sec-

ond case is different from the others by the presence of an EIS that was already imple-

mented. In this case, the validation of the aspects from the PID-Framework took place with 

the users of the EIS. They told that some aspects of the implementation design of the EIS 

had not been implemented in their current EIS. The users discovered that actor roles were 

not named explicitly, and that they were not or only to a small degree supported by the 

EIS, and that a significant part of coordination between actor roles was based on improvi-

sation. 
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1 Introduction  

1.1 Business Process Control 

Interest in the active control of business processes is a relatively new phenomenon. The 

insight that enterprises could save a lot of money through small improvements in the area 

of effectiveness and efficiency only really took hold at the beginning of the twentieth cen-

tury. Frederick Winslow Taylor, born in 1856, is widely acknowledged as a pioneer of this 

movement. In his classic work Scientific Management [Taylor 1911] Taylor argues against 

the notion that managers do not have to worry about motivating their employees and that 

merely reminding your staff of their duties should be sufficient. Taylor points out that as an 

employer, you can only seek to increase the efficiency of the work if you make sure that 

your employees are provided with proper training and good working conditions. Taylor 

worked in America, and in order to make his argument seem plausible he had to produce 

something spectacular. He therefore chose one of the most simple, unskilled types of work: 

moving pig iron. He revealed that the output per worker could be quadrupled by carefully 

studying the work, choosing the right man, adapting the tools, and effective instruction 

[Taylor 1903; Bennett 1990].  

Around the same time, the Frenchman Henry Fayol, born in 1841, highlighted the re-

sponsibility of management in enterprises. Management is a profession, and managers 

therefore need to receive proper training. Managers are responsible for the performance of 

the organization. Fayol was central to the establishment of a theory of Management Studies 

[Fayol 1920]. In an interview that appeared in La Chronique Sociale de France of January 

1925, Fayol said in response to what he considered to be the best way for an organization 

to be audited and to determine what improvements are needed: “The best method is to 

study what I have called the ‘control apparatus’. If the said control apparatus is as it should 
be, it will be possible to obtain accurate information about the current situation of the en-

terprise and its overall growth. One will then also be able to establish immediately whether 

prediction and planning, organization, management, coordination, and control are being 

taken care of properly, i.e., whether the organization is being properly managed. If gaps are 

found in the control apparatus, these will be the result of weaknesses in the organization or 

deficiencies in the functioning of the enterprise.” Fayol defines the control apparatus as “a 
system of observation that encompasses the present, the past, and the future, wherein the 

contributions of experienced members of staff, along with information from external 

sources, create the best opportunity for the board to estimate the possible consequences of 

their decisions.” It is clear from this that Fayol considers management to be responsible for 

the proper functioning of an organization, which is very much in line with the ideas behind 

Total Quality Management [Deming 1986; Deming 2000].  

In Germany, Max Weber, born in 1864, was concerned for a long time with the phenom-

enon of power and leadership and in this context also the legitimacy of authority. Accord-

ing to Weber, legitimate authority is grounded in rationality, which is in turn based on the 
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belief at the legality of patterns of normative rules and the right, within the framework of 

those rules, of certain people has been assigned a role of authority to give orders. Such 

rational authority can also be found in bureaucracy [Fayol 1920].  

 

The foundation had been laid. In that time, manpower was still relatively cheap. Indus-

trial companies invested in inventories of raw materials, intermediate and finished goods 

needed to meet customer demand and keep production going. Because calculating the ex-

act amounts of materials needed for production was far too labor-intensive for a company 

with many different and complex end products, various methods were developed to ensure 

sufficient inventory with relatively little effort [Woodward 1958; Woodward 1965]. Ex-

amples include inventory replenishment systems, where the inventory of an item is re-

turned to a predetermined level once consumption has been detected, and order point in-

ventory systems, where replenishing is based on assumptions about the consumption and 

delivery times of items. However, they are both only approximations in the sense that they 

fail to take the real demand for items into account. Actually, this approach only began to be 

considered when computers became available for commercial purposes in the 1960s. ‘Total 

systems’ also date from this time [Harvey 1968; Mohr 1971]. After all, computers can cal-

culate anything as long as you give them enough data to work with. Orlicky [Orlicky, 

Plossl et al. 1972; Orlicky 1975] published an authoritative book that describes how com-

puters are able to calculate which intermediate goods, and procurement items are needed at 

any given time in the production process in order to enable the execution of a given pro-

duction plan. Every time the production plan changes, e.g. because a new order is placed, 

the consequences for the materials supply can be recalculated. This theory is known as 

‘Material Requirements Planning (MRP I)’. A further refinement of the theory led to what 

is currently referred to as ‘Enterprise Resource Planning’ (ERP). ERP systems have been 

widely used by organizations wishing to work with integrated information systems at the 

hope of increasing their market agility [Keller 1999; Grabski and Leech 2007]. In short, the 

foundation laid by Taylor, Fayol, and Weber for the active control of business processes 

was the starting point for the trend of approaching the design of organizations in an inte-

gral way [Dietz and Hoogervorst 2012]. This pursuit of effectiveness and efficiency was an 

important driver for the use of information technology in organizations, and indirectly also 

for the development of scientific knowledge about developing enterprise information sys-

tems.  

1.2 Information Process Control 

1.2.1 Generations of Information Science 

Following Hirschheim [Hirschheim, Klein et al. 1995], he distinguishes seven different 

generations in the development of information science. The first generation, in which there 

was a noticeable structure for the first time, began in the early 1970s. The methods of this 

time focused on the phasing of information system development projects. A well-known 

methodology from that time is System Development Methodology [Hice, Turner et al. 

1970]. It was only the next generation, in around the 1980s that focused on analyzing user 

specifications and incorporating them in a well written design. Well-known publications in 

this generation include Yourdon et al. [Yourdon and Constantine 1979], Codd [Codd 1969; 
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Codd 1970], Chen [Chen 1976], Lundeberg et al. [Lundeberg, Goldkuhl et al. 1981] and 

Nijssen et al. [Nijssen and Halpin 1989]. A distinction is made between physical and logi-

cal data structures [Langefors 1977]. Unfortunately, these models are usually not noted for 

their clarity and transparency. The next (third) generation introduced new, interactive 

methods. From the mid-1980s, prototyping and Rapid Application Development [Martin 

and Finkelstein 1981] became key concepts. The user became co-creator of the ultimate 

solution. But this also entailed risks. Mulder [Mulder 2006] points to the risk that the de-

velopment of more and more functionality is seen as a solution, while this is actually mere-

ly treating symptoms caused by the lack of precise specifications. He also frequently sees 

that this kind of application development leads to the re-automation of existing manual 

systems and other systems. The fourth generation, in the early 1990s, put more emphasis 

on the socio-organizational aspects of changes. Hirschheim [Hirschheim, Klein et al. 1995] 

speaks of social relativism. The management formulates the corporate strategy, the em-

ployees understand the nature of the work, and within this framework information system 

development is carried out by the facilitator, computer experts, and users. This social rela-

tivism is reflected in methods such as ETHICS [Mumford 1985] and Soft Systems Meth-

odology [Checkland 1988]. A number of experimental methods are known for the fifth and 

sixth generations, but no real-life examples. Therefore, these methods are disregarded. 

From a completely different perspective, Porter introduced the theory of the Value Chain 

[Porter 1985; Porter and Millar 1985]. Various researchers [Hammer 1990; Scott Morton 

1991; Davenport 1993; Donovan 1994] have elaborated on it. Methods in the seventh gen-

eration of information science are developing into methods for organizational change. The 

Language Action Perspective [Austin 1962; Searle 1969] is required to play a dominant 

role here too [Goldkuhl and Lyytinen 1982; Dietz 1990; Dietz and Widdershoven 1991; 

Dietz 2004]. It provides assistance with designing and redesigning information systems 

and organizations [Keen 1991]. The key to the desired integration lies in elevating com-

munication to the central concept for understanding organizations and their operation. The 

still relatively young approach of Language Action Perspective is in a position to achieve 

an integrated design comprising the business functions, business processes, organizational 

structure, and information systems. The focus is on communication as a concept for under-

standing and modeling systems and organizations. Speech Act Theory considers communi-

cation not only as a means to transfer information, but also as a kind of action, with which 

new facts can be created. Searle [Searle 1969] has attempted to categorize speech acts. He 

identifies five categories of speech acts. The philosopher Jurgen Habermas [Habermas 

1981] sought to remedy particular weaknesses in Speech Act Theory with his Theory of 

Communicative Action. Central to the philosophy of Habermas are the validity claims of 

speech acts, which are now called communicative actions. According to Habermas, the 

claim to validity made by a person performing a communicative act, and the ability of the 

addressee to challenge it, constitute the operating principle of the coordination between 

people. There are three types of validity claims: the claim to truth, the claim to justice, and 

the claim to sincerity. Each type of claim has its own world from which its validity is de-

rived. The claim to truth derives its validity from the state of the shared objective world of 

the speaker and the addressee. The claim to justice derives its validity from the state of the 

shared social world, and the claim to sincerity derives its validity from the state of the sub-

jective world of the speaker. See also [Koningsveld and Mertens 1986; Reijswoud van 
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1996; Reijswoud van, Mulder et al. 1999; Dietz 2004; Finlayson 2005] for a more detailed 

treatment of this theory. 

The concept of the ‘communicative act’ as the key to understanding organizations trans-

cends the concepts of the ‘form’ and ‘content’ of information. These are concepts that are 

familiar from Information Systems Engineering [Martin and Finkelstein 1981]. There is a 

growing perception that the concepts of ‘form’ and ‘content’ are not enough to understand 
the relationship between the organization and IT. A new concept is needed, which is the 

concept of ‘intention’. If the communicative act functions as a key to understanding organ-

izations, then the concept of ‘intention’ clarifies and explains the organizational concepts 

‘cooperation’, ‘responsibility’, and ‘authority’ [Winograd and Flores 1986; Dietz 1990; 

Dietz and Widdershoven 1991]. 

1.2.2 Adoption of an Industrial Concept 

In parallel with the growth of information science through many generations as outlined 

above, another phenomenon has been seen since the early 1980s. It is connected to the fact 

that enterprises sometimes have a lot in general, especially when they run in the same in-

dustry. It turns out that these enterprises need the support of information systems that have 

many in commonality. This raised the question of whether the development of information 

systems could be much more efficient if commonality were taken into account. A number 

the of forward-looking IT companies took up the challenge in the early 1980s and began 

developing and marketing so-called Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) information sys-

tems [Scheer and Habermann 2000]. Holland and Light noticed this trend early on: “Com-

panies are radically changing their information technology strategies by purchasing pre-

packaged software instead of developing IT systems in-house” [Holland and Light 1999].  

The development of standard enterprise information systems, as COTS products are also 

called, has really taken off. Although efficiency is an important driving force in infor-

mation system development, this was not the only mainspring for visionary entrepreneurs. 

They argued that history had shown that if the IT sector wished to become more profes-

sional, this could not be done by adhering to the service model. It would only be possible 

by adopting an industrial concept. Real progress could only be made by thinking in terms 

of a single standardized database and sharing implementation practices between compa-

nies. It was during this time that the so-called ‘BOPS’ companies were founded: Baan 

(1978), Oracle (1977), PeopleSoft (1985), and SAP (1972). They were the four world 

leaders in the field of COTS software around the year 2000 [Koedijk and Verstelle 1999]. 

Frick et al. [Frick and Schubert 2009]: “The further development of software by the sup-

plier is driven internally by the will to improve but also from external pressure to keep 

pace with the competition. Developers try to differentiate themselves from their competi-

tors in every sector by offering innovative system architectures, new technologies, com-

prehensive business models and assertiveness in the market. This competitive pressure 

leads to the situation where systems do not continue in their old form but are continually 

altered and newly designed.”  
The author entered Baan in the early 1980s and was fully involved in this debate as he 

had ultimate responsibility for the development of standard enterprise information systems. 

BOPS companies saw the information technology sector as a sector that operated like 

craftsmen. Every information system delivered was seen as unique. From their viewpoint, 

most IT companies were reluctant to make in-depth investments in research and develop-
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ment. They fail a long-term view of the market and their own place in that market. Their 

core business consists of detaching their own employees to their customers. According to 

Jan Baan, the founder of one of the BOPS companies [Baan 2005], one can recognize eve-

ry advanced development by its supporting process type. In his opinion, the industrial level 

of most IT companies does not exceed that of the typical village carpenter's workshop. The 

BOPS companies, on the other hand, claim that they have implemented industrial process-

es by which software components are engineered. These components are merged into EISs. 

BOPS companies argued that the cost per customer can be much lower than if everyone 

were to write his own software, or have his own software written. Standard software is 

immediately available, whereas so-called custom built software would still need to be writ-

ten, and the use of standard software avoids reinventing the wheel. Theoretically, data in-

tegration and best practices also provide opportunities to improve business operations.  

Organizations that adopt ERP expect, among other things, to be able to eliminate incon-

sistent and duplicate data and to redesign their processes. They also expect to reduce the 

lead time of their production, make fewer mistakes in processing orders and thus increase 

customer satisfaction [Shang and P. 2002; Adam and O'Doherty 2003; Duplaga and Astani 

2003]. Gluchowski et al. [Gluchowski, Gabriel et al. 2008] mention three classic ad-

vantages of package software compared with company-specific developed software: (1) 

low cost despite high procurement costs, (2) time saving and (3) long term security (see 

also [Davenport 1998; Shang and P. 2002; Bernroider 2008; Sneller 2010]). 

Nevertheless, research shows [Koning de 2004] that the functional objectives of ERP 

implementation projects are not or not fully realized in most cases. Empirical research 

shows that whether an ERP implementation is successful or not (where success is defined 

as the achievement of project objectives) depends to a large degree on the fit between the 

ERP package and the business process to be supported by the package. This confirms what 

Sumner reports based on a literature review on specific risk factors and ERP projects 

[Sumner 2000]. Besides lack of skills and expertise in the implementation-team and prob-

lems with respect to the planning and the integration of the technical solution, he recog-

nized an inadequate adaptation of business processes, a lack of an organization-wide ap-

proach to data integration, and an insufficient adaptation of the organization to the concept 

of the standard EIS as risk factors. That adjustments of business processes are needed has 

been amply demonstrated [K. and Hillegersberg 2000; Hong and Kim 2002; Grabski and 

Leech 2007; Bernroider 2008; Kallunki, Laitinen et al. 2011]. 

In this context it should also be noted that many enterprises that purchase an EIS fail to 

understand the meaning of the EIS for their organization. In a number of meetings with 

business people and managers, the author asked whether they could tell him the differences 

between buying an EIS and, for example, a truck. The majority saw no differences between 

the procurement of both goods. Another group believed that there were differences but did 

not know exactly what they were. Only a few individuals could explain that a business 

application should be understood as the technology needed to make business and infor-

mation processes operational. People hardly seemed to realize that the responsibility for 

selecting the technology, and appropriately connecting it up to the business and infor-

mation processes, lies entirely within the enterprise. 

With this, we have arrived at the heart of the problem, namely the disconnect between 

the disciplines related to thinking about the construction of business processes and those 

dealing with the use of IT within the organization.  
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1.3 Business-IT Alignment 

Research into Business-IT alignment has yielded many scientific publications. Henderson 

and Venkatraman  [Henderson and Venkatraman 1993] argue that the lack of alignment 

between business operations and IT causes many IT investments to fail to pay off optimal-

ly. Strassmann [Strassmann 1997] establishes the link between the alignment and the con-

tribution of IT to an organization. The overviews [Melville, Kraemer et al. 2004; Chan and 

Reich 2007]  in this field sketch a picture of the quest that has since been performed by a 

large number of authors. It lacks practical handles and is therefore, in large measure irrele-

vant [Sauer and Burn 1997], it is unclear how to reach [Bryson and Currie 1995] and it is 

even inconvenient and harmful [Ciborra 1997]. It depends on the use of the system 

[Godwin 1992], namely the extent to which it is actually used and the extent to which the 

user is satisfied. Briggs, De Vreede & Nunamaker introduce the Technology Transition 

Model [Briggs, Vreede de et al. 2003]. They describe aspects that determine the added val-

ue of IT: economic, satisfaction, physical and cognitive, political (dominant position), so-

cial (personal relationships). They take into account the frequency with which these as-

pects occur and the costs and benefits of the transition process from the old to the new cir-

cumstances. The value added can be expressed in many aspects, but also depends on the 

view one chooses that of the shareholder that of an employee, or that of a customer. Cronk 

and Fitzgerald [Cronk and Fitzgerald 1999] indicate that the added value not only depends 

on the stakeholder, but it also depends from the business and the type of system.  

Finally, it is not possible to speak about alignment in a general sense. Because the em-

phasis is very much on the process of aligning the business with IT, the question of what 

should exactly be the result of this alignment fades somewhat into the background. It is a 

difficult task to measure accurately the added value of IT for the business of the organiza-

tion. However, many studies have shown that the perceptions of managers regarding the 

contribution of IT to the business are often useful indicators for showing the real situation 

[Tallon, Kraemer et al. 2000]. 

 

It is clear that the implementation of alignment between business and IT should lead to 

the joint performance of business people and IT people of added value that should ulti-

mately be reflected in an effective and efficient operation. Dietz [Dietz 2006] indicates that 

the effectiveness and efficiency of operations are the result of the design of the organiza-

tion. In this context, he speaks of the construction of the organization. Much research relat-

ed to the business-IT alignment domain relates to the revenues of the organization and the 

contribution of IT in it, but according to Dietz, alignment between business and IT should 

be reduced to a question of operation of the organization.  

 

Despite this research, organizational studies are still unable to address the various as-

pects of an organizational design (structure, business processes, information systems, etc.) 

in a sufficiently integrated manner [Mulder 2006]. Dietz et al. [Dietz and Mulder 1998; 

Dietz and Hoogervorst 2012] found that the methods developed during the first six genera-

tions of information science, see section 1.2.1, are not suitable for the development of in-

formation systems. “At present there is a gap between approaches for modeling business 
processes and those for modeling information systems. Due to this gap, the translation of 

the business processes into an information system (and vice versa) and consequently the 

alignment of business and IT has become difficult.” [Reijswoud van, Mulder et al. 1999]  
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This is the fundamental problem posed by this study. There is a strong need for a meth-

odology for creating a supporting information system that is based on the design of the 

construction of an organization. Barjis [Barjis 2008] notes that the practice of the last two 

decades shows the failure of software systems over and over again, due to poor modeling. 

These systems fail not because of technical flaws, but because they do not adequately sup-

port the underlying business processes. He refers to a survey by the Standish Group 

[Standish 2004] conducted among IT executives indicating that only 29% of software pro-

jects succeeded, while 53% were challenged and 18% completely failed. As pointed out by 

these IT executives, the primary reason for software projects being challenged or failing is 

poor conceptual modeling (requirements’ definition). Surveys conducted every 2–3 years 

since 1994 by Standish Group shows consistently that the primary reason for software pro-

jects being challenged or failing is poor conceptual modeling. According to Barjis this has 

all instigated the start of a new wave in conceptual and process modeling that has been 

seen as a requirement for successful software intensive systems design [Carr 2003; Smith 

and Fingar 2003; Smith and Fingar 2003]. This has led to the emergence of a large number 

of methodologies for modeling and analyzing business processes. Many of these method-

ologies present rich design environments (tools, graphical editors, library support), but lack 

theoretical rigor that should lead to accurate conceptual models and abstractions. The fact 

that they do not have a clear theoretical underpinning makes it difficult to justify the mod-

els created with them. 

Dietz [Dietz 2006] argues that a method to design a supporting information system from 

the organization design must meet the C4E quality criteria, i.e., it must be coherent, com-

prehensive, consistent, concise, and essential. These notions are conceived by the author as 

follows. By coherent is  meant that the working process within this method [Seligmann, 

Wijers et al. 1989] must constitute a reasonable and truly integral whole. By comprehen-

sive is meant that it must include all relevant aspects needed to move from a model of the 

business organization to a model of the information organization and then on to a model of 

an implementable information system. By consistent is meant that the approach must be 

free of irregularities, and by concise is meant that no unnecessary trappings should be in-

corporated in the process and that the method should be defined as concisely as possible. 

Finally, by essential is meant that the method must be universally applicable, that is to say 

that it generalizes from the particular functionality of the information system to be de-

signed.  

 

The research of this study ties in with the seventh generation in information science 

[Hirschheim, Klein et al. 1995], which considers organizations to be social systems in 

which people communicate, where the dialogue that really matters is formalized in transac-

tion kinds, and where people who perform similar transactions are grouped into roles. This 

approach stimulates the developer of information systems to think in terms of the needs of 

actors. This information science approach shows significant overlap with the organization-

al science approach [Reijswoud van, Mulder et al. 1999]. These new insights about the 

organization do not have direct consequences for the relation between the organization and 

IT. According to Te’eni [Te'eni 2001], the software systems we develop should play a role 

in enabling effective communication within an organizational or business setting. In order 

to achieve this, the underlying model should draw a balance between relationship and ac-
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tion, cognition and affect, message and medium. Dietz [Dietz 2003] and Maij et al. [Maij, 

Toussant et al. 2002] derive a set of use cases from the essential business process that is 

considered as a starting point for the development of an information system. Mallens, 

Dietz and Hommes [Mallens, Dietz et al. 2001] define an ‘information system’ as a system 
that belongs to the category of rational systems. They talk about rational individuals who 

perform rational acts. According to Mulder and Dietz [Mulder and Dietz 2002], “Infor-

mation systems belong to the category of rational or conceptual systems. The components 

of a rational system collect, distribute, include, and derive knowledge of facts about some 

world. They act upon each other by emitting commands to each other to perform these ra-

tional operations. The components run in a rather mechanical way, i.e. a command is a 

cause for some effect, a stimulus to which there is a particular well-defined answer. This 

mechanical understanding of how a system works fits perfectly well for rational systems, 

thus for information systems. The mistake many IT people make is that they consider a 

business system as a kind of information system, and consequently apply the (rational) data 

model and information process model to understand business systems. They fail to recog-

nize and appreciate then that organizations are essentially social systems, not rational 

ones.” Mulder [Mulder 2006], finally, writes about actors as social components who are 

embedded in information systems and infrastructure systems. Mulder and Dietz, once 

again [Mulder and Dietz 2002]: “In both informative and performative communication, but 

most significantly in performative communication, the subjects are engaged in mutual 

commitments. With the notion of commitment we are at the heart of the category of social 

systems, of which organizations are a special kind. A social system is a system of which 

the elements are social individuals (human beings) who enter into and comply with com-

mitments. This is the working principle of social systems, thus also of organizations.” It is 
clear that what is meant here is that it is not the nature of the productive activity that de-

termines the system category, but rather the concept of ‘transaction’, it being understood 

that the claim to justice is the dominant claim in business, while for intellectual activities 

this is the claim to truth [Habermas 1981].  

 

The trend is apparent: in scientific research, information science and organizational sci-

ence are converging. The concept of ‘communicative action’ is the key to understand or-

ganizations. From this concept, the coherence between business processes and information 

processes is elaborated in this study. Based on an integrated model of business organiza-

tion and information organization that is constructed in an implementation-independent 

manner, the author will present a method for arriving at the design of an EIS for a particu-

lar scope of interest.  

1.4 Research Method and Design Proposition 

The proposed study is situated within the field of design science research. After discussing 

the concept of ‘design science research’, the design proposition will be formulated and the 

underlying principal research questions explained. Lastly, the research strategy that will be 

followed for this proposition is elaborated. 
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1.4.1 The Research Method 

Recently there has been an increased interest in the design science paradigm and its poten-

tial for improving the relevance and application potential of the research base [Aken van 

2004; Aken van 2005]. Denyer [Denyer, Tranfield et al. 2008] states that design science 

research privileges prescriptive knowledge, i.e. knowledge linking interventions to out-

comes, and grapples with the vexing question faced daily by managers of ‘how should 

things be?’ This does not mean the actual application of scientific knowledge to solve a 

particular managerial problem - this is the domain of the workers in practice - but the de-

velopment of scientific knowledge to solve a class of managerial problems. That does not 

involve recipes, but the development of field-tested and grounded technological rules to be 

used as design exemplars of managerial problem-solving [Aken van 2004].  

In this context, based on the idea of Simon [Simon 1996] about fundamental differences 

between (natural) science and the ‘sciences of the artificial’, March and Hevner [March 

and Smith 1995; Hevner, March et al. 2004] speak about the difference between behavioral 

sciences and design sciences. The mission of an explanatory or behavioral science is a 

quest for truth by developing knowledge aimed at the classical triplet of description, expla-

nation and prediction. It seeks to develop and justify theories (i.e. principles and laws) that 

explain or predict organizational and human phenomena surrounding the analysis, design, 

implementation, management, and use of information systems [Hevner, March et al. 2004].  

Design sciences include engineering, law and, according to Simon, also management. 

The mission of a design science is to develop knowledge for the designing and achieving 

artifacts, i.e. to solve construction problems, or to be used in the improvement of the per-

formance of existing entities, i.e. to solve improvement problems. Hevner [Hevner, March 

et al. 2004] states that design science addresses research through the construction and eval-

uation of artifacts designed to meet the identified business need. In other words, the ulti-

mate objective of research in these sciences is to develop appropriate and reliable 

knowledge to be used in creating solutions to problems. Hevner [Hevner, March et al. 

2004] states that the goal of design science is utility, i.e., the construction and evaluation of 

generic means–ends relations [Winter 2008]. Research on the basis of the paradigm of the 

design sciences is characterized as follows by Van Aken [Aken van 2004]: 

 

 research questions being driven by an interest in field problems; 

 an emphasis on the production of prescriptive knowledge, linking it to artifacts, provid-

ing the key to solving field problems; 

 the justification of research products mainly based on pragmatic validity (do the actions 

based on this knowledge produce the intended outcomes?). 

This kind of research can be conducted in any discipline, but usually it is only consid-

ered as ‘mainstream’ research in design science, i.e. in a discipline concerned with ‘how’ 
as well as ‘what’ questions. The proposed research in this thesis is based on the Infor-

mation Systems Research Framework (cf. Fig. 1.1) [Hevner, March et al. 2004; Hevner 

2007]. The framework is shown in three columns. 
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The environment is described in the leftmost column, which includes the goals, tasks, 

problems, and opportunities that define business needs as they are perceived by people 

within the organization. The middle column describes how design science research is con-

ducted in two complementary phases. Behavioral science addresses research through the 

development and justification of theories that explain or predict phenomena related to the 

identified business need. In contrast, design science addresses research through the con-

struction and evaluation of artifacts designed to meet the identified business need. The 

right-hand column contains the knowledge base. It provides the raw materials from and 

through which Information Systems research is accomplished. The knowledge base is con-

stituted of foundations and methodologies. Methodologies provide guidelines used in the 

justify/evaluate phase. Rigor is achieved by appropriately applying existing foundations 

and methodologies. 

 

Fig. 1.1 Information Systems Research Framework [Hevner, March et al. 2004] 

1.4.2 The Design Proposition 

Before explaining the development and evaluation of the artifact based on Figure 1.1, the 

design proposition is presented first with a number of sub-questions. Take into account that 

the theoretical framework of DEMO is assumed to be known, see for further explanation 

section 3.1 and 3.2.  

 

The artifact being designed in the context of this study can be described as follows: 

 

A specification framework is created that enables the specification of an implementation 

model for the information provision in an organization. This framework is based on the 

realization of the essential model of the organization.  
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The following three sub-questions can be derived from this design proposition. 

 

1. What is understood by the realization of the essential model of an organization that 

constitutes the basis for the design of an implementable model of the information pro-

vision in the organization?  

 

Enterprise Engineering provides theories and methods for building construction models of 

an organization. The highest level construction model of an organization is called the es-

sential model of an organization (per definition [Dietz 2008]). An essential model defines 

the essence of an organization in an implementation independent way. It includes also the 

information requirements for each actor role for which an original production act is de-

fined.  The essential model is the starting point for designing the ontological models of the 

business organization, the infological organization and the datalogical organization. These 

three organizations are understood as three aspect systems of the organization  [Dietz 

2006]. Facts are created in the business organization. They are derived in the infological 

organization and are transformed in the datalogical organization. The three mentioned 

ontological models constitute an integral coherent model which is considered as the lowest 

level construction model from which an implementable model for information provision 

can be designed.  The process of constitution the integral model is called realization.  

 

2. What does an implementation model of information provision based on the realization 

of the essential model of the organization consist of?  

 

Once the integral, implementation-independent model of the organization is available, the 

question arises of how to move from this model to a model that can be implemented. We 

shall see that actor roles could be fulfilled either by subjects or by agents. A subject is un-

derstood as a human being and an agent is understood as an automated actor. It consists of 

a piece of software that executes acts, which are described by the actor role. Agents are 

found particularly frequently in infological organizations. The situation is different in busi-

ness organizations because original facts simply cannot be created by agents. In the im-

plementation model the interrelationships between subjects and agents must be elaborated.  

 

3. What guidelines are needed for the design of an implementation model of the organiza-

tion, on which the design of an enterprise information system could be based? 

 

As was stated under the previous research question, a method must be developed to create 

an implementation model of the organization on the basis of the integral, implementation-

independent model of the organization. For that reason, a specification framework should 

be defined. That framework makes it possible to design the implementation model in a 

methodical way by using the specifications that are provided by the framework.  
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1.5 Research Strategy 

Figure 1.2 shows the Information Systems Research Framework drawn on the paper “A 

Three Cycle View of Design Science Research” [Hevner 2007]. Three research cycles are 

shown. 

The relevance cycle provides a bridge between the contextual environment of the research 

project and the design science activities. An application domain consists of the people, 

organizational systems, and technical systems that interact to work towards a goal. Design 

science research often begins by identifying and representing opportunities and problems 

in an actual application environment. However Iivari [Iivari 2007]  points out that some 

design science research is about potentiality: the identification of new opportunities to im-

prove practice before any problem is recognized. So, the relevance cycle begins in an ap-

plication context that not only gives the requirements for the research as inputs (e.g., the 

opportunity/problem to be addressed) but also defines acceptance criteria for the final 

evaluation of the research results. The business alignment problem as described in section 

1.3 provides the criteria that must be satisfied by an acceptable solution of the specified 

problem. The results of the field testing, which are given in Chapter 6, 7, and 8, will de-

termine whether further iterations of the relevance cycle are needed in this design science 

research project. A comparison of the problem formulation and criteria formulated in sec-

tion 1.3 with the results of Chapters 6, 7, and 8, is presented in Chapter 9.  

 

Fig. 1.2 Information Systems Research Framework (adapted from [Hevner 2007] 

The rigor cycle connects the design science activities with the knowledge base of scien-

tific foundations, experience, and expertise that informs the research project. The rigor 

cycle provides the research project with prior knowledge to ensure it is innovative. In 

Chapter 2, a number of theories and a method in which the design of the artifact is ground-

ed are described as prior knowledge. It ensures that the designs produced are research con-

tributions and not routine designs based upon the use of well-known processes. In order to 

design the artifact, it was necessary to begin by thinking about the constructional aspects of 

the infological organization of an enterprise. Chapter 3 includes a detailed analysis of the 
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results of this study. The results must be regarded as extensions to the original theories and 

methods. Therefore, they may be added to the current knowledge base. 

The central design cycle iterates between the core activities of building and evaluating 

the design artifacts and processes of the research study. This cycle of research activities 

iterates between the construction of the artifact, its evaluation, and subsequent feedback to 

enable further refinements to the design. The design cycle is discussed in Chapters 3 to 5. 

Simon [Simon 1996] describes the nature of this cycle as generating design alternatives 

and evaluating the alternatives against requirements until a satisfactory design is achieved. 

As Iivari [Iivari 2007] states in his essay, “The essence of Information Systems as design 
science lies in the scientific evaluation of artifacts.” Therefore, artifacts must be rigorously 

and thoroughly tested in laboratory and experimental situations before releasing the artifact 

for field testing along the relevance cycle. This calls for multiple iterations of the design 

cycle in design science research before contributions are output into the relevance cycle 

and the rigor cycle. 

Yin [Yin 2003] lists five different possible research strategies: experiment, survey, ar-

chival analysis, history, and case study.  He proposes first of all basing one’s choice of a 
research strategy on the well-known series or types of questions: ‘who’, ‘what’, ‘how’, and 

‘why’. Taking account of the artifact being designed in the context of this study—namely a 

specification framework that is used in the designing process of an implementation model 

of an organization—the question types ‘who’ and ‘what’ are not applicable. The research 

strategy must therefore be based on the question types ‘how’ and ‘why’. Of the five strate-

gies in the classification of Yin, the more explanatory research strategies such as history, 

experiment, and case study remain possible strategies. According to Yin, there exists a 

further distinction between history, case study, and experiment, namely, the extent of the 

investigator’s control over and access to real behavioral events. If there is virtually no ac-

cess or control, histories are the preferred strategy. History can therefore be rejected as a 

research strategy here. So, only the experiment and the case study remain. The difference 

between experiment and case study concerns the possibility of manipulating relevant be-

haviors. The case study is preferred for examining contemporary events that cannot be ma-

nipulated. An experiment is performed if an investigator can manipulate behavior directly, 

precisely, and systematically. Experiments can be carried out either in a laboratory setting 

or in a field setting. To be able to make an informed decision between the two strategies, 

we must look back at how the artifact that is to be validated was formed. The artifact is the 

result of a design process. The specification framework was established on the basis of a 

number of scientifically grounded principles on the one hand, and the demands of the busi-

ness organization on the other hand. Validation thus concerns the question of whether the 

framework is usable in practice for the purpose for which it was designed, namely, for the 

design of an implementable model of information provision. We can conclude that the in-

troduction of an artifact in an operational environment immediately and precisely manipu-

lates behavior. The research strategy that should be used for this research is the experi-

mental method. This conclusion is entirely in line with what Hevner [Hevner, March et al. 

2004] states. He too refers to the experimental method. He then points to the fact that the 

use of this framework introduces a completely new approach that has not been used in 

practice so far. It is not possible to observe existing cases. He notes that, the experimental 

method can be used to examine the created artifact in a controlled environment. In this 

study, we use the name ‘application’ instead of ‘experiment’. 
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Concluding, three steps provide the evidence for the design of the artifact. In the first 

step evidence from literature is determined. See the rigor cycle (cf. Fig. 1.2). In the second 

step arguments based on several papers that have been discussed in various workshops of 

the Enterprise Engineering Working Conference [Jong de 2009; Jong de and Dietz 2010; 

Jong de 2011] are discussed, and in the third step three applications are elaborated. They 

are discussed in Chapters 6, 7 and 8. 

1.6 Structure of the Thesis 

In Chapter 2, the theories and methodologies in which the dissertation research is grounded 

are examined. In this context, Hevner [Hevner, March et al. 2004] talks about the 

knowledge base within the Information Systems Research Framework (cf. Fig 1.1 and Fig. 

1.2). The analysis is not exhaustive; rather, it focuses on the theories that will be referred 

frequently.  

 

In Chapter 3, the concept of the ‘realization of the organization’ is discussed. Within the 

enterprise engineering domain, Dietz [Dietz 2006] developed a method for revealing the 

essence of organization. The essence of an organization is described by different models. 

The original facts that are created and the (derived) facts that are asked by business actors 

are identified within those models. However, the constructions of the infological and the 

datalogical organizations are not dealt with. In this chapter, a modeling method is present-

ed for revealing and displaying the white box model of the infological and datalogical or-

ganization.  

 

In Chapter 4, the question about designing an implementable model of the infological 

organization is discussed. In addition, scientific research that has been and that is still on-

going about designing implementation models based on the essential model of an organiza-

tion is presented. The main distinguishing feature of this thesis research, if compared with 

other studies, is that both the business organization and the infological organization are 

seen as social systems. Social systems are centered on human beings. Therefore, a business 

organization as well as an infological organization is centered on human beings. 

 

In Chapter 5, the specification framework is positioned; it enables practitioners to for-

mulate the implementation model of the information organization based on the integral, 

implementation-independent model of the organization. The framework includes a set of 

rules that has to be used in designing an implementation model that corresponds with an 

EIS. The framework has to be discerned from an architecture framework. Architecture is 

defined as “a consistent and coherent set of design principles that embody general re-

quirements, where these general requirements hold for a class of systems” [Dietz 2008].  A 

rule is defined as “a prescribed guide for conduct or action” [Merriam-Webster 2012]. That 

means that a rule gives directions for designing an implementation scenario. That is com-

pletely different from a requirement that has been raised to the status of a design principle. 

 

In Chapter 6, the first application at the Conciliation Board for Consumers is described. 

The Conciliation Board for Consumers is a non-profit organization with the aim to negoti-
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ate quickly, less costly and easy solutions for disagreement between consumers and suppli-

ers. The case study has been described in detail in several publications. The specification 

framework has been applied to design a new EIS. 

 

In Chapter 7, the second application which has been described at a particular unit at 

Mprise is described. This unit provides a standard training program to the customers of 

Mprise. The unit has implemented a supporting EIS. Based on the specification framework 

the EIS has been analyzed in depth.  

 

In Chapter 8, a third application is described. The experiment has been made for a group 

of distributors of flower bulbs. Based on an implementation independent construction 

model, a part of the implementation model has been designed.  

 

In Chapter 9, we reflect on the applications and determine to what extent the objectives 

of this study were achieved, based on the research questions. 
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Theoretical Foundations 
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2 Grounding Theories  

2.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, more specifically in sections 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4, we will briefly elaborate on 

the main theories that form the basis for this study. The Information Systems Research 

Framework of Hevner [Hevner, March et al. 2004] places these theories in the knowledge 

base (cf. Fig. 1.1). Dietz, in his farewell lecture at Delft University of Technology [Dietz 

2009], named these theories using letters of the Greek alphabet. In this study I will contin-

ue to use the same letters. The first theory discussed is the φ theory (the Greek letter phi is 

pronounced like FI, which are the initial letters of Fact and Information). We then continue 

by discussing the  theory (the Greek letter tau is pronounced like TAO, which are the ini-

tial letters of Technology, Architecture, and Ontology), and lastly the  theory is discussed 

(the Greek letter psi consists of the initial letters of Performance in Social Interaction). 

These theories form the grounding of a research school in the field of enterprise engineer-

ing that was set up by Dietz [Dietz 1990; Dietz and Widdershoven 1991; Dietz 2001; Dietz 

2006; Dietz 2009; Dietz, Albani et al. 2010] in the early 1990s.  

2.2 Summary of the φ theory 

The φ theory is a theory about the conceptualization of factual knowledge. The theory is 

rooted in semiotics, in ontology, and in logic [Dietz 2009]. Within the discipline of semiot-

ics, the semiotic triangle is represented in Figure 2.1 [Morris 1938; Stamper 1973; Stamper 

1996].  

 

Fig. 2.1 The semiotic triangle [Dietz 2006] 

It shows how people use symbols as representations of objects in order to be able to 

communicate about these objects without the objects being present. The elementary no-
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tions within the diagram are ‘sign’, ‘object’, and ‘concept’. A thought (concept) is in the 

mind of a subject (i.e. a human being), the term or symbol (sign) designates the concept 

and the real thing (object) is the object referred to by the concept and denoted by the sign. 

The first thing we would like to mention regarding the object is that the object should be 

considered an identifiable thing. It is for example a person, a car, a sales agreement, a rent-

al contract, etc. Although the object is not always something you can see (how could you 

see a sales agreement?), the object is still present and by definition a thing in the objective 

world. It can be detected through its properties. Quite apart from the presence in the objec-

tive world, an image of the object exists in the mind of the observer. Most communication 

between human being refers to common images of objects.  An image of an object that is 

kept in mind is called a ‘concept’. Accordingly, the concept is a thing in the subjective 

world. The question then arises of how to communicate with others about a concept that is 

part of the subjective world. The answer to this question is that people are inclined to have 

a concept that reflects the concept that other people have of the same object. Dietz speaks 

in this context of the “human social condition” [Dietz 2006]. He concludes that “the notion 

of subjectivity is a highly inter-subjective notion of subjectivity”. Communication between 

people about a concept is impossible if no ‘signs’ are used. Signs are sounds, words, dia-

grams, drawings or other symbols that must be understood as the form of a concept. The 

form of a concept must be separated from its physical substrate. The physical substrate in 

itself is not so important. It is not part of the sign, but just its carrier. For example, the sign 

‘thesis’ is one and the same sign, whether typed into a Microsoft Office Word document 

with the aid of a PC or written with a pen on a piece of paper; it is only shown in two dif-

ferent ways, or substrates [Liu 2000; Stamper, Liu et al. 2000]. 

A question that now arises is about the relationship between object and information. In-

formation refers to an object. Information can be seen as the inseparable duality of a sign 

and the concept it designates. The sign is called the form of the information and the con-

cept is called the content of the information. In this thesis the term ‘document’ is used to 

refer to the form of an information item.   

The second thing to mention regarding the object is that the term ‘object’ is very broadly 

defined. It covers not only physical objects (a tree, machinery, a clock, a piece of furniture, 

etc.) but also abstract objects (a lease contract, a project, a loan, a marriage, etc.). In this 

context, we need to address the philosophical position that is considered in this study. 

Searle [Searle 1995] makes a distinction between the position of the objectivist, the subjec-

tivist and the constructivist. These positions are not elaborated on. In this study the position 

of a constructivist is taken. Dietz [Dietz 2006]: “The constructivists agreed with the subjec-

tivists that there is no absolute objective reality (as the objectivists believe), but they be-

lieve that there is instead a kind of semi-objective reality that they call an inter-subjective 

reality. It is built and continuously adapted through the negotiating and achieving social 

consensus among subjects”. An example of this reality is a leasing agreement. A leasing 

agreement is an abstract object which is the result of negotiations between two subjects. 

The agreement exists on the moment that both parties consider it as an agreement.  

The semiotic triangle does not only apply to individual concepts but also to generic ones. 

Dietz [Dietz 2009]: “A generic concept is called a type and a generic object is called a 

class. A class is the extension of a type, and a type is the intension of a class. The notion of 

type can best be understood as prescription of form, where form is some collection of (rel-

evant) properties. If an object conforms to the prescription of form of a type, then its refer-
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encing concept is said to be an instance of the type. Next, an object is said to be a member 

of the class that is the extension of the type to which it conforms (cf. Fig. 2.2)”. 
This can be illustrated by the example of a lease transaction. There is a class of closed 

lease agreements that are (semi-objectively) observable for everyone. These lease agree-

ments have features in common, which are shown in the set of relevant properties. The 

intension of this class of lease agreements is the type ‘lease contract’. A particular, semi-

objectively observable lease agreement, denoted as the object in Fig. 2.2., conforms to the 

type ‘lease contract’. A particular contract, a concept, is called an instantiation of the type 

‘lease contract’. 

 

Fig. 2.2 The ontological parallelogram [Dietz 2006] 

The representation of the concept, denoted as the ‘sign’ in Fig. 2.1, is not shown in Fig. 

2.2 since the sign is not relevant from the ontological perspective.  Because, ontology is 

about the essence of things, not about how we name them. The ontological parallelogram 

will be the basis for developing the ontology of a world.  At any moment a world is in a 

particular state, which is defined as a set of objects; these objects are said to be current 

during the time that the state prevails.  The world of an organization can be understood as 

an example of the mentioned world. 

 

This study concerns the operation of organizations. The operation of an organization 

leads to a transition of the ‘world of the organization’. A transition is defined as a state 

change of the world at a particular point in time. Dietz [Dietz 2006] argues in this context 

that “the state of the object world reflects the effects of the production acts that are per-

formed by the elements of the system”. Dietz considers the organization as a system. That 

is based on the system definition of Bunge. [Bunge 1979] Dietz expands the definition of 

Bunge with the addition that a system has a definite production: “By this we mean what is 
brought about by the elements of the system once they are activated through their structural 

links”. 
Organizations are complex. A general approach to examine a complex system is to build 

a model of this system. For our definition of a model, we refer to Apostel [Apostel 1960]:  

Any subject using a system A that is neither directly nor indirectly interacting with a sys-
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tem B, to obtain information about the system B, is using A as a model for B.  According 

to this definition, a system has to be considered a model if the system is used as a model. 

There are three different categories of systems that can be distinguished; namely concrete 

systems, symbolic systems, and conceptual systems. The relations between these catego-

ries are shown in Figure 2.3. The conceptual system is considered a conceptual model of 

the concrete system by means of conceptualization, and the conceptual system is consid-

ered a conceptual model of the symbolic system by means of interpretation. Conversely, 

the concrete system is considered a concrete model of the conceptual system through im-

plementation of the conceptual system. The symbolic system is considered a symbolic 

model of the conceptual system after formulation of the conceptual system. 

 

Fig. 2.3 The model triangle [Dietz 2006] 

Dietz explains that there are two different types of conceptual models of a concrete sys-

tem, namely a black box model and a white box model. A black box model is defined as a 

conceptual model of the function of a concrete system. A white box model is defined as a 

conceptual model of the construction of concrete system. A white box model is adequate 

for the purpose of building or changing a concrete system. It is therefore the dominant type 

of model in all engineering sciences and therefore also in this study. Both concepts, black 

box modeling and white box modeling, are elaborated in the next section.  

2.3 Summary of the  theory 

For an extensive description of the  theory we refer to Dietz [Dietz 2006; Dietz 2008]. 

The  theory is a theory about the development of artifacts. Since an enterprise can also be 

considered as an artifact, the de  theory should be viewed as a theory for developing or-

ganizations. By developing systems, as organizations, we understand the bringing about of 

a new system or of changes to an existing system. The system development process com-

prises all activities that have to be performed in order to arrive at an implemented system. 

In this section we will present the nature of this process, which will lead to the conception 

of a generic model of the system development process (cf. Fig. 2.4). Any development 

process concerns two systems, which we call the using system and the object system. By 

the object system (OS) is understood the system which is going to be developed. By the 
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using system (US) is understood the system that is going to use the services (the function-

ality) of the object system. As an explanatory example of the US, we take the sales de-

partment of an enterprise. One of the services that the US takes from the OS is the monthly 

turnover of the enterprise. As an explanatory example of the OS we take a sales infor-

mation system.  One of the monthly services it produces is the sum of a number of numeri-

cal values. This sum is interpreted by the US as the monthly turnover. 

 

We will divide the complete system development process in three major sub processes 

or phases: design, engineering, and implementation.  

 

Let us discuss the design phase first. Two major activities can be distinguished in the de-

sign of the OS. The first one is called ‘function design’ and the second one is called ‘con-

struction design’. Function design starts from the construction of the US and ends with the 

function of the OS. This means that the specified function of the OS does not contain any 

information about or even any clue to the construction of the OS. In other words, the func-

tion of the OS must be specified fully and only in terms of the construction of the US. 

Construction design is quite different from the function design. It starts with the specified 

function of the OS and it ends with the construction of the OS. Construction designers have 

to bridge the mental gap between function and construction. This is nothing less than es-

tablishing a correspondence between systems of different kinds: the system kind of the US 

and the system kind of the OS. The result of the activity function design is a functional 

model of the OS, which by nature is a black box model. It contains all functional specifica-

tions for the OS to be built. They include the specifications for the interface through which 

the services of the OS are provided to, or acquired by, the US, next to the specifications of 

the services themselves. 

 

Fig. 2.4 Generic System Development Process [Dietz 2006; Dietz 2008] 

The primary input for the activity function design is the set of functional requirements, 

provided by the US. They need not be similar to the functional specifications, as contained 
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in the functional model of the OS, for several reasons. Firstly, requirements may be un-

founded. Secondly, both the functional and, particularly, the constructional specifications 

must be implemented feasibly, given the available technology and budget. 

The entire design of a system is understood as a process of alternating analysis and syn-

thesis steps. An analysis step is one in which the problem becomes better understood; a 

synthesis step is one in which the solution becomes clearer. In this context Christopher 

Alexander should be mentioned. He wrote one of the most consistent and influential con-

tributions to the methodology of design [Purgathofer 2006]. In his ‘Notes on the Synthesis 

of Form’ [Alexander 1964], he states that the actual process of designing is not one (large) 

function design step, followed by one (large) construction design step, but rather a se-

quence of (small) alternating analysis and synthesis steps. In an analysis step, a better un-

derstanding is achieved of the requirements of the user system (including those enforced 

by the functional principles). This improved understanding results in extending or improv-

ing the black-box model of the object system. In a synthesis step, a better understanding is 

achieved of how the system could be created. This results in extending or improving the 

specifications regarding the construction and operation of the object system. 

So, in general, designing includes negotiation, in order that the end result is a balanced 

compromise between (reasonable) requirements and (feasible) specifications. This holds, 

mutatis mutandis, also for the construction design phase. The constructional requirements 

which are provided by the US have to be understood as the primary input for this phase. 

They are usually called non-functional requirements. Constructional requirements regard 

the performance characteristics with which the OS is going to provide its services. 

 

Subsequently, the phases engineering and implementing are discussed. Both ontology 

and technology play an important role now. Then ontology or the ontological model of a 

system is a model of its construction that is completely independent of the way in which it 

is implemented. By definition, it is the highest –level constructional model of a system. 

The engineering of a system is the activity in which a series of constructional models are 

produced. Every model is fully derivable from the previous one and the available specifica-

tions. Contrary to designing, engineering is rather a matter of craftsmanship than of crea-

tivity. Engineering starts from the ontological model and ends with the implementation 

model. For that reason, engineering is also called implementation designing. By imple-

menting a system is understood the assignment of technological means to the construction-

al elements in the implementation model. Once implemented correctly, the system can be 

put into operation. 

 

The concept of enterprise architecture has been introduced to avoid giving designers and 

engineers excessive design freedom [Hoogervorst 2004; xAF 2004; Hoogervorst and Dietz 

2005; Dietz and Hoogervorst 2007; Op 't Land and Proper 2007; Dietz 2008; Hoogervorst 

and Dietz 2008; Op 't Land 2008].  After all, unbounded design freedom has the conse-

quence that systems thus developed would typically be suboptimal in use, maintenance, 

and costs. In the development process, the interests, concerns, and objectives of all stake-

holders have to be taken into account. They restrict the design freedom of a class of object 

systems. This has been the starting point for the developers of the Extensible Architecture 

Framework, who define architecture conceptually as a normative restriction of the design 

freedom and operationally as a consistent and coherent set of design principles that em-

body general requirements, where these general requirements hold for a class of systems 
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[xAF 2004]. These requirements consist of policies, guidelines, standards, and precondi-

tions [Davenport, Hammer et al. 1989; Tapscott and Caston 1993]. They can be divided 

into functional and constructional requirements. Constructional principles have to be taken 

into account when developing both the ontological model and the implementation models 

of an OS.  

 

An example of an instantiation of the GSDP is the process for developing an organiza-

tion. The organization wants to contribute to the goals of the stakeholders, otherwise the 

organization has no raison d’être. The contribution to the stakeholders’ goals can be found 
in the function model of the OS. Designing the construction model of the organization be-

gins with the function model and ends with the highest level implementation independent 

construction model of the organization. From this ontological model the implementation 

model can be engineered through the implementation design process. The operational or-

ganization is then brought into being by assigning technology to components in the imple-

mentation model.  

2.4 Summary of the  theory 

The  theory [Dietz 2006] consists of four axioms, viz. the operation axiom, the transac-

tion axiom, the composition axiom, and the distinction axiom, as well as the organization 

theorem. In this section, these axioms and the organization theorem are elaborated briefly.  

The operation axiom states that the operation of the organization is constituted by the ac-

tivities of actors, which are elementary chunks of authority and responsibility fulfilled by 

human beings. Actors perform two kinds of acts: production acts, or P-acts for short, and 

coordination acts, or C-acts for short. These acts have definite results, namely production 

facts and C-facts, respectively. By performing P-acts, actors help create goods or services 

or information or data that are delivered to other actors. A P-act is either material or imma-

terial. Examples of material acts are the manufacturing and storage of goods and transpor-

tation. Examples of immaterial acts are the judgment by a court condemning someone, 

granting an insurance claim and selling goods. By performing C-acts, actors enter into and 

comply with commitments towards each other regarding the performance of P-acts. A C-

act is defined by its proposition and its intention. The proposition consists of a P-fact, e.g. 

‘Purchase order #200 is delivered’ and a delivery date. The intention represents the pur-

pose of the performer; examples of intentions are ‘request’, ‘promise’, and ‘decline’. The 

consequence of performing a C-act is that both the performer and the addressee of the act 

become involved in a commitment regarding the P-act being referred to. 

The transaction axiom states that coordination acts are performed as steps in universal 

patterns. These patterns, also called transactions, always involve two actor roles, i.e. two 

chunks of authority and responsibility. They are aimed at achieving a particular result, the 

P-fact. Figure 2.5 shows the standard transaction pattern. A transaction evolves in three 

phases: the order phase (O-phase for short), the execution phase (E-phase for short), and 

the result phase (R-phase for short). One of the two partaking actor roles is called the initi-

ator, the other the executor of the transaction. In the order phase, the initiator and the exec-

utor seek to reach consensus about the P-fact that the executor is going to create as well as 

the intended time of the creation. In the execution phase, the executor creates this P-fact. In 
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the result phase, the initiator and the executor seek to reach consensus about the P-fact that 

is actually produced as well as the actual time of creation (both of which may differ from 

the request). Only if this agreement is reached will the P-fact become existent. The request-

>promise->execute->state->accept path in Figure 2.5 is called the basic pattern; it is the 

course that is considered when the initiator and the executor consent every time. However, 

they may also dissent. There are two states from which this may happen, namely the ‘re-

quested’ and ‘stated’ states. Instead of promising, an actor may respond to a request by 

declining it, and instead of accepting, one may respond to a statement by rejecting it. These 

responses put the process in the ‘declined’ and ‘rejected’ states respectively. These states 

are indicated by a double disk in Figure 2.5, meaning that they are discussion states. If a 

transaction ends up in a discussion state, the two actors must ‘sit together’, discuss the sit-

uation at hand and negotiate how to get out of it. The possible outcomes are a renewed 

request or statement (probably with a modified proposition) or a failure (quit or stop). 

 

Fig. 2.5 The standard transaction pattern elaborated (left) [Dietz 2006] and in DEMO notation 
(right) 

The composition axiom states that every transaction is either enclosed in some other 

transaction, a customer transaction of the organization under consideration, or a self-

activation transaction. The question dealt with by this axiom concerns the interrelationship 

of the transactions and their resulting production facts. Let us consider the assembly of a 

bike as an example. The construction of a bike is not one atomic act but an assembly of a 

number of (atomic) parts. One atomic part cannot be assembled. A bike can be conceived 

of as a tree structure of parts, both atomic parts and subassemblies. The creation of each 

part is the outcome of a successful transaction (e.g. manufacturing or purchasing). The 

logical sequence of the component structure puts restrictions on the sequence in which all 

these transactions are executed.  

The distinction axiom states that there are three distinct human capabilities playing a role 

in the operation of actors, called performa, informa, and forma. These capabilities are rec-

ognized in both kinds of acts that actors perform.  

Let us first look at the P-act. The forma capability is the human capability to carry out 

document-related actions, such as archiving, transforming, fetching, etc. These are all ac-
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tions in which the content of the documents is of no value. Actors which use the forma 

capability to perform P-acts are called datalogical actors or D-actors for short. The informa 

capability is the human capability to carry out intellectual actions, such as reasoning, com-

puting, remembering, and recalling knowledge, etc. These are all actions by which the con-

tent of data or documents, irrespective of the form, is of value. Actors which use the in-

forma capability to perform P-acts are called infological actors, or I-actors for short. The 

performa ability is the human capability to carry out new, original actions, such as deci-

sions, judgments, etc. The performa ability is considered as the essential human capability 

to do business, of any kind. Actors which use the performa ability to perform P-acts are 

called ontological actors or O-actors for short. 

 

Fig. 2.6   theory: coordination [Dietz 2006; Dietz 2013] 

Let us next look at the C-act (cf. Fig. 2.6). By performing C-acts, actors enter into and 

comply with commitments towards each other with respect to the performance of P-acts. 

The effect of performing a C-act is that both the performer and the addressee of the act 

become involved in a commitment concerning the P-act being referred. That commitment 

is a result of a performative exchange that can only be made by actors in their performa 

ability. However, the only way for the performer of the C-act to reveal its commitment and 

to make it knowable to the addressee, is to make use of its informa ability, followed by the 

inducement in the mind of the addressee of an equivalent thought, by means of its informa 

ability. The intellectual understanding between the two actors comes into existence by 

means of an informative exchange. Expressing a thought can only be done by formulating 

it in a document in some language, and at the same time uttering it in some form, such as 

speaking or writing. Significational understanding between the two actors only comes into 
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existence by means of a formative exchange by actors in their forma ability. That means 

that the performer has to use a language that is known to the addressee. So both the per-

former and the addressee shift between abilities several times during a C-act. Concluding, 

O-actors, I-actors and D-actors only differ with regard to the kind of production act. 

The last part of the  theory that we would like to explain is the organization theorem. It 

states that the organization of an enterprise is a social system that is constituted as the lay-

ered integration of three homogeneous systems: the B-organization, the I-organization, and 

the D-organization. The D-actors in the D-organization support the I-actors of the I-

organization, while the I-actors in de I-organization support the B-actors of the B-

organization (cf. Fig. 2.7).  

Although in non-published papers a B-actor could be an O-actor, an I-actor or a D-actor 

[Dietz 2013], we consider in this study that the B-organization only contains O-actors. All 

three systems are called aspect systems of the overall organization of the enterprise. A sys-

tem can be considered from two different perspectives, namely from the function perspec-

tive or from the construction perspective, see section 2.3. Therefore, it is the function of a 

supporting system, e.g. the I-organization that supports the construction of the supported 

system, e.g. the B-organization. Integration between the three organizations is established 

through the cohesive unification of human beings. Let us elaborate this point in more de-

tail, taking the I-organization as the starting point. From the functional perspective the I-

organization provides information services to the B-organization, i.e. to O-actors. Howev-

er, how does an O-actor actually receive information from an I-actor? The answer is given 

by the distinction axiom. The subject who fulfills the O-actor role is able to take on his/her 

informa shape for initiating an infological transaction with an I-actor in order to obtain the 

requested information [Dietz 2006; Dietz 2008]. 

 

Fig. 2.7 The layered integration of the organization of an enterprise [Dietz 2006] 
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3 Realizing the Organization  

3.1 Introduction 

In section 2.2 we already indicated that a system can be considered from the function per-

spective, as well as from the construction perspective. In the existing literature both per-

spectives are used when describing an enterprise information system. The function per-

spective on an information system usually covers the entire lifecycle of the information 

provision system. Choo [Choo 2008] writes: “the management of information processes is 

seen as a strategic advantage that affords four kinds of benefits to an organization: (i) a 

reduction of costs, (ii) a reduction of uncertainty or risks, (iii) added value to existing 

products and services and (iv) the creation of new value through the introduction of new 

information-based products and services”. Other researchers in the field of information 

management promote a construction view of information management 1990s [Davenport 

1993; McGee and Prusak 1993; Choo 2002; Detlor 2004; Robertson 2005; Karim and 

Hussein 2008; Detlor 2010]. For example, Wilson [Wilson 2003] defines information 

management as “the application of management principles to the acquisition, organization, 

control, dissemination and use of information relevant to the effective operation of organi-

zations of all kinds.” Similarly, Choo [Choo 2002] defines information management as the 

management of processes that acquire, create, organize, distribute, and use information. It 

is assumed that the operation of an organization can only be explained by the construction 

of the organization.  

Our research is grounded on the knowledge base [Hevner, March et al. 2004] that has 

been found within the domain of enterprise engineering as defined in [Dietz and 

Hoogervorst 1213].  

 

In section 3.2 the usual way of modeling the essence of an organization within the enter-

prise engineering domain is discussed. The methodology used is known as the DEMO 

methodology1 which has been developed by Dietz [Dietz 2006]. The organization of an 

enterprise is understood as a social system that is constituted as the layered integration of 

three aspect organizations: the B-organization, the I-organization, and the D-organization. 

As DEMO is focused on modelling the essence of an organization, current DEMO models 

relate to the construction of the B-organization in an enterprise. Developing the ontological 

models of the I-organization and the D-organization is called the realization of the organi-

zation. This chapter focuses on the realization of the organization. Section 3.3 deals with 

the ontological model of the B-organization which is distinguished from the essential mod-

el in some details. This model is used in section 3.4 as the starting point for the develop-

ment of the ontological model of the I-organization. Subsequently, based on the model of 

the I-organization the ontological model of the D-organization is elaborated in section 3.5. 

                                                 
1 DEMO stands for Design & Engineering Methodology for Organizations 
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This chapter ends with some remarks about the File Management organization of the Piz-

zeria in section 3.6 and some conclusions in section 3.7. 

 

The use of the term ‘organization’ with regard to an ontological model requires clarifica-

tion.  By ‘organization’ is meant a ‘scope of interest’. It can coincide with the boundary of 

an enterprise, but it can also regard a part of an enterprise, or can exceed the boundary of 

an enterprise.  

3.2 The organization 

Dietz distinguishes four different aspect models for the ontological model of an enterprise, 

which is called its essential model [Dietz 2006]. The first aspect model, the Construction 

Model (CM), specifies the transaction kinds identified and the associated actor roles, as 

well as the information links between the actor roles and the information banks; in short, 

the CM specifies the construction of the organization. It is the most concise model. The 

CM is split into two parts: the active part, the Interaction Model (IAM), and the passive 

part, the Interstriction Model (ISM). The IAM of an organization consists of the transac-

tion kinds and the recognized actor roles that participate as initiator or executor. The trans-

action kinds with the associated result kinds are defined in the Transaction Result Table 

(TRT). This table is understood as a part of the IAM. The ISM on the other hand shows the 

passive system structure i.e. the information links between actor roles and banks. The con-

tents of the banks are defined by the Bank Contents Table (BCT) which is part of the ISM. 

The second aspect model is called the Process Model (PM). The PM specifies the state 

space and the transition space of the coordination world (C-world). Every transaction kind 

in the CM includes the basic pattern, standard pattern and the cancellation pattern. In addi-

tion, the PM contains causal and conditional relationships between transactions. A set of 

causally related transactions is called a business process. The third aspect model, the Ac-

tion Model (AM), specifies the action rules that serve as guidelines for the actors in dealing 

with their agendas. The AM contains one or more action rules for every agendum kind. 

The AM is the most detailed and comprehensive aspect model. At the ontological level of 

abstraction, there is nothing below the AM. The fourth aspect model, the Fact Model (FM), 

specifies the state space and the transition space of the production world (P-world): the 

object classes and fact kinds, the results kinds, and the ontological coexistence rules. The 

FM may be viewed as the detailing of one part of CM, namely the contents of the infor-

mation banks (especially the production banks).  

 

Figure 3.1 exhibits the CM of a simple Pizzeria where only pizzas are made and deliv-

ered on the basis of orders received at the counter. The prices of the different pizza kinds 

are adjusted periodically by the business process that consists of O-T04 and O-T05. The 

transaction results are specified as follows:  

 

 O-R02:  [order] has been completed 

 O-R03:  [order] has been prepared 

 O-R04:  price assignment in [period] has been controlled 

 O-R05:  [price_assignment] has been done 

 O-R06:  [order] has been paid 
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The Pizzeria uses a discount stack for determining the price to be paid. This stack is only 

applied to orders from companies. For example, if a customer places an order for pizzas, 

and he has already ordered 10 pizzas this year, a discount rate of five percent will be ap-

plied to each new order.  For every additional 10 ordered pizzas, the discount rate increas-

es. The stack for determining the price is listed in the external production bank PB90.  

 

Fig. 3.1 Construction Model of Pizzeria 

Customer O-CA10 asks O-A02 to complete a pizza order. In order to perform O-T02, O-

A02 needs the result of the enclosed O-T03 from the preparer O-A03. Both actors produce 

original production acts (this is indicated by the red color in the transaction symbol). All P-

facts which are created by actor Ai are stored in the bank Ti. This bank also contains the C-

facts in transactions Ti. By means of information links, one models that an actor role re-

quires access to a bank. The information links are represented by dashed lines. Figure 3.1 

exhibits a model that shows that O-A02 uses facts from fact banks that correspond to the 

transactions O-T02, O-T03 (there is also an information link below each solid line in the 

construction model) and O-T05. Besides, P-facts are used from the external fact banks 

PB60, PB90 and APB01. O-A02 also uses C-facts from the fact banks corresponding to O-

T02 and O-T03. 

Figure 3.2 shows the AM of the Pizzeria. An action rule is a guideline for an actor for 

responding to an agendum. The execution of an action rule results into the performance of 

one or more coordination acts. The decision about which coordination act has to be per-

formed is dependent on the state of the C-world and the P-world. The decision is taken in 

the response part of an action rule. The assess part is divided in three sections, correspond-

ing with the three validity claims of Habermas [Habermas 1981; Dietz 2006]: the claim to 
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justice, the claim to sincerity, and the claim to truth. Assessing justice comes down to vali-

dating the authorization of the performer. In our case it means that a preparer acknowledg-

es the authority of a completer to be an initiator of O-T03. Assessing sincerity means vali-

dating the sincerity of the performer of the coordination act. The question is, for example, 

can the completer trust that a particular customer is sincere in his request for a pizza. Last-

ly, assessing truth means validating the truth of the P-fact. It is valid if the fact exists, or if 

creating the fact leads to a lawful new state of the production world. For the Pizzeria this is 

guaranteed as long as the requested pizza kind is known. 
 

Actor O-A02: 

 

  when  completion for new Order is requested   O-T02/rq 

   with the pizza_kind of Order is a Pizza_kind 

     the #ordered_pizzas of Order is a #Ordered_pizzas  

      the customer of Order is a Customer  

 

  assess justice: the Performer of the request is the customer of Order 

   sincerity:  <no specific condition> 

   truth:  <existence of Pizza_kind> 

     <Price of Pizza_kind is available> 

 

  if complying with request is considered justifiable  

  then promise completion for Order 

  else decline completion for Order 

 

          

when  completion for Order is promised    O-T02/pm 

 

  assess justice: the Performer of the promise is the completer of Order 

   sincerity: <no specific condition> 

   truth: <no specific condition> 

 

  if complying with promise is considered justifiable  

  then request preparation for Order 

 

when preparation for Order is stated    O-T03/st 

 

 assess justice: the Performer of the state is the preparer of Order 

   sincerity: <no specific condition> 

   truth: <preparation of pizza is well done> 

 

  if complying with statement is considered justifiable  

then accept preparation for Order 

 request payment for Order 

  with the Amount_to_pay is an Order_amount 

  else reject preparation for Order 

 

  

when payment for Order is stated     O-T06/st 

 with the Amount_ paid is an Amount 

 

  assess justice: the Performer of the state is the customer of Order 

   sincerity: <no specific condition> 

   truth: Amount_paid is equal to the Amount_to_pay  
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if complying with statement is considered justifiable 

then accept payment for Order  

  execute completion for Order  

              state  completion for Order  

else reject payment for Order 

 

 

 

Actor  O-A03: 

 

when preparation for Order is requested    O-T03/rq 

   

  assess justice:  the Performer of the request is the completer of Order 

   sincerity:  <no specific condition> 

   truth:   < recipe of Pizza_kind is available > 

 

  if complying with request is considered justifiable  

   then promise preparation for Order 

   else decline preparation for Order 

 

 

when preparation for Order is promised    O-T03/pm 

 

  assess justice:   the Performer of the promise is the preparer of Order 

   sincerity:  <no specific condition> 

   truth:    <no specific condition> 

 

  if complying with promise is considered justifiable  

then execute preparation for Order 

 state preparation for Order 

 

 

  

Actor O-A04: 

 

when price control for Period is requested    O-T04/rq 

  assess justice:   the Performer of the request is the price controller of Period 

   sincerity:  <no specific condition> 

   truth:  <no specific condition> 

 

  if complying with request is considered justifiable  

then request price control for next period 

 with the requested_creation_time is equal to now + 1 period 

 promise price control for Period 

else decline price control for Period 

 

   

when  price control for Period is promised   O-T04/pm 

 

  assess justice:  the Performer of the promise is the price controller of Period 

   sincerity: <no specific condition> 

   truth:   <no specific condition> 

 

  if complying with request is considered justifiable  

then for each Pizza_kind in Pizza kinds 
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    request price assignment for new Price_assignment  

 

 

when price assignment for Price_assignment is stated  O-T05/st 

 

  assess justice: the Performer of the state is the price assigner of 

          Price_assignment 

   sincerity: <no specific condition> 

   truth:  <no specific condition> 

 

if complying with statement is considered justifiable 

then accept price assignment for Price_assignment  

 

 

when price assignment for Price_assignment is accepted  O-T05/ac 

 

  assess justice: the Performer of the accept is the price controller of Period 

   sincerity: <no specific condition> 

   truth: <Price_assignment is the last Price_assignment to accept> 

 

if complying with acceptance is considered justifiable 

then execute price control for Period  

 state price control for Period 

 

 

 when price control for Period is stated    O-T04/st 

 

  assess justice: the Performer of the state is the price controller of Period 

   sincerity: <no specific condition> 

   truth:  <no specific condition> 

 

if complying with statement is considered justifiable 

then accept price control for Period  

 

 

 

Actor O-A05: 

 

when price assignment for Price_assignment is requested  O-T05/rq 

 

  assess justice: the Performer of the request is the price controller of Period 

   sincerity: <no specific condition> 

   truth:  <no specific condition> 

 

  if complying with request is considered justifiable  

   then promise price assignment for Price_assignment 

   else decline price assignment for Price_assignment 

 

 

when price assignment for Price_assignment is promised  O-T05/pm 

 

  assess justice: the Performer of the promise is the  

     price assigner of Price_assignment 

   sincerity: <no specific condition> 

   truth:  <no specific condition> 
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  if complying with promise is considered justifiable  

then execute price assignment for Price_assignment 

 state price assignment for Price_assignment 

 

 

Fig. 3.2 Action Model of Pizzeria 

Figure 3.3 shows the PM of the Pizzeria. It shows the tree structures of both identified 

business processes and the exact way in which a transaction kind is enclosed in another 

one. The disk of the transaction symbol is stretched horizontally, such that looks like a 

sausage. One must imagine that there is an invisible and non-proportional time line from 

left to right. For example, the promise of O-T02 is performed after its request. Coordina-

tion acts and facts are represented respectively by small boxes and disks on the border of 

the transaction symbol. The production act is represented by a small grey box on the edge 

of the production symbol. Waiting links are represented by dashed lines. 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.3 Process Model of Pizzeria 

Figure 3.4 shows the FM of the Pizzeria. The ‘roundangles’ represent object classes. The 

object classes ORDER, PERIOD, PIZZA-KIND, RECIPE and PRICE_ASSIGNMENT are 
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primal classes, also called categories. That means that they cannot be defined on the basis 

of other fact kinds. The other object classes are PREPARED ORDER and COMPLETED 

ORDER.  The color grey of the category RECIPE, CUSTOMER, and PIZZA_KIND indi-

cates that these categories are external. The instances of a dependent fact kind, also called 

a property type, are existentially dependent on the existence of the objects in the object 

class. A property type is called an attribute type if the range is a value scale. The result 

kinds ‘[order] has been prepared’ and ‘[order] has been completed are (existentially) inde-

pendent unary fact kinds. They are de results of transactions O-T03 en O-T02 respectively. 

Figure 3.4 exhibits that any order can become a prepared order, but only prepared orders 

can become completed orders. 

 

Fig. 3.4 Fact Model of Pizzeria 

 

In the remainder of this chapter, Figure 3.1 to Figure 3.4 will be frequently referred to. 

These models constitute together the essential model of de Pizzeria. In the next sections we 

derive the integral set of ontological models of the corresponding B-organization, I-

organization and D-organization. This integral set forms the basis for the development of 

an EIS. 

3.3 The B-organization 

From the CM in Figure 3.1 the interaction part of the CM of the B-organization is derived 

(cf. Fig. 3.5). This model differs from the CM in Figure 3.1 that it does not contain any 
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information links. Information links will be represented in the integrated model of the B- 

and I-organization as infological transactions.  This will be elaborated in section 3.4. The 

PM in Figure 3.3 and the FM in Figure 3.4 are similar to the PM and the FM of the B-

organization.  

 

Fig. 3.5 Interaction model B-organization of Pizzeria 

Roughly, there is only a slight difference between the AM of the B-organization (cf. Fig. 

3.6) and the AM of the essential model that is exhibited in Figure 3.2. Although in the as-

sess parts of the action rules of the essential model the objects for infological production 

acts are defined, a reference to remembering the ontological P-facts is missing in the AM. 

Therefore, to the AM of the B-organization (cf. Fig. 3.6) the agendum ‘when preparation 

of [order] is accepted’ is added. This agendum indicates that the P-fact of O-A03 has been 

accepted by the initiator of the transaction. From that point in time the P-fact of O-A03 

comes into existence.  
 

 

Actor O-A03: 

 

when preparation for Order is requested    O-T03/rq 

 

  assess justice:  the Performer of the request is the completer of Order 

   sincerity:  <no specific condition> 

   truth:  < recipe of Pizza_kind is available > 

 

  if complying with request is considered justifiable  

   then promise preparation for Order 

   else decline preparation for Order 
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when preparation for Order is promised    O-T03/pm 

 

  assess justice:   the Performer of the promise is the preparer for Order 

   sincerity:  <no specific condition> 

   truth:   <no specific condition> 

 

  if complying with promise is considered justifiable  

then execute preparation for Order 

 state preparation for Order 

 

 

when preparation for Order is accepted    O-T03/ac 

 

  assess justice:   the Performer of the accept is the completer for Order 

   sincerity:  <no specific condition> 

   truth:    <no specific condition> 

 

  if complying with acceptance is considered justifiable  

 then < P-fact must be remembered > 

 

Fig. 3.6 Actions rules for O-A03 in B-organization 

3.4 The I-organization  

3.4.1 GSDP applied to the development of an I-organization 

The development process of the I-organization that supports a B-organization is considered 

as an instance of the GSDP (cf. Fig. 3.7).  

 

Fig. 3.7 Developing the I-organization of a B-organization [Dietz 2008] 

The information needs are found in the AM of the B-organization. Dietz [Dietz 2006]: 

“Those who have made the effort to understand and to use the AM will discover that it 

provides a full account of the essential operational decisions in the enterprise”. O-actors 

require two main functions from the I-organization, namely (1) remembering facts and (2) 

sharing facts. Both main functions relate to C-facts and P-facts. They are elaborated in sec-
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tion 3.4.2.From a particular B-organization, concrete information services are designated 

for each of the main functions. The total set of information services constitutes the function 

model of the I-organization. From the function model the highest construction model of the 

I-organization is designed. This model is implementation-independent and must for this 

purpose be considered as the ontological model of the I-organization. It clarifies the inter-

nal construction and operation of the I-organization. 

3.4.2 Determining Information Services  

The question to face in this section is: how to determine a complete set of information ser-

vices to support the business processes in the B-organization?  

The direct relationship between the B-organization and the I-organization lies in the AM 

of the B-organization. See section 3.3. The AM contains service inquiries which belong to 

three different service types. One of these service types is related to the first main function 

of the I-organization, namely remembering original facts. The remaining two service types 

concern the second main function of the I-organization, namely sharing facts. We discuss 

the three different service types one by one:  

1. Remembering facts. Coordination acts and production acts result into C-facts and P-

facts, respectively. They are remembered so that they can be recalled later on if de-

sired.  

2. Sharing agenda. A C-fact may be an agendum for some actor. In dealing with an agen-

dum, one or more action rules are executed by the actor. The collective agenda together 

waiting for processing is considered by the actor as its ‘to-do list’.  
3. Sharing facts. Assessing justice (claim to justice) comes down to validating the author-

ization of the performer. Assessing sincerity (claim to sincerity) means validating the 

sincerity of the performer of the coordination act. Assessing the truth (claim to truth) 

means validating the truth that the P-fact can be created. Both C-facts and P-facts may 

be needed in order to decide whether a specific action rule has to be executed.  P-facts 

are distinguished in dependent P-facts and independent P-facts. Dependent P-facts cor-

respond to fact kinds in the FM and independent P-facts correspond with result kinds in 

the FM.  

 

We will discuss the three service types in detail. 

 

Ad 1. Remembering facts. Both P-facts and C-facts have to be remembered in the I-

organization. Although they are conceptually different kinds of facts, there is a relationship 

between C-facts and P-facts [Dietz 2006]. A C-fact assigns a status to the corresponding P-

fact. So, the status of a P-fact can be ‘requested’, ‘promised’, ‘declined’, ‘stated’, ‘accept-

ed’ or ‘rejected’. That means, for example, that a P-fact with the status ‘requested’ can be 

differ from a P-fact with the status ‘stated’. A P-fact comes into existence once it has the 

status ‘accepted’. See Figure 3.6. That differs from a C-fact. A C-fact comes into existence 

immediately after its creation. With remembering the P-fact of an actor is meant the re-

membering of the dependent and independent P-facts which are contained in the BCT for 

the actor. The term result kind, which is used in the BCT, is a synonym for the independent 

P-fact kind. The BCT from the example of the Pizzeria is exhibited in Figure 3.8. 
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Fig. 3.8 Bank Contents Table of Pizzeria 

Ad 2. Sharing agenda. After obtaining an agendum, the actor interprets it and executes 

subsequently one or more action rules. Two situations have to be distinguished (cf. Fig. 

3.2). Firstly, the agendum ‘requested’ of O-A03 is related to an object ORDER. Then, the 

instance of ORDER comes available for O-A03 by gaining the agendum. Secondly, it may 

happen that an agendum is not related to an object. This would be the case if the request is 

performed by an actor that starts a business process. Then, the initiator creates the object 

during the coordination act and gives some facts along with the coordination act. They are 

created by the initiator at that time as dependent P-facts of the object. The initiator is an 

external actor (outside the organization, see O-CA10 in Fig. 3.5) or a self-activating actor 

(within the organization, see O-A04 in Fig. 3.5). 

Ad 3. Sharing facts. The justice conditions are facts that are contained in transaction banks 

of assignment transactions. These banks contain the assignments of subjects to actor roles. 

They are present in each organization. The sincerity conditions are kept out of scope in this 

study. C-facts and dependent and independent P-facts are obtained by an actor from fact 

banks which are inside and outside the organization boundary. These P-facts contain the 

state ‘accepted’. Otherwise they do not exist. During the coordination act ‘request’ be-

tween O-CA10 and O-A02, in the Pizzeria example, an object ORDER is created. The piz-

za_kind, the customer, and the number of ordered pizzas are given along with the coordi-

nation act from O-CA10 to O-A02 (cf. Fig. 3.2). Extra customer data is contained in 

APB01. The pizza_price is contained in PB05, the order_amount needs to be calculated 
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using the discount rules which are contained in PB90, and the current date is assumed to be 

given (cf. Fig. 3.1, Fig. 3.8).  

All relevant dependent facts have to be obtained before the independent P-fact of O-A02 

on this object comes into existence. Before it is created the preparer O-A03 is requested for 

the creation of its P-fact (cf. Fig. 3.3). O-A03 determines the prepared number of pizzas 

(cf. Fig. 3.8) and creates its independent P-fact. Then the dependent P-fact ‘prepared piz-

zas’ is also created. The other mentioned dependent P-facts come into existence together 

with the independent P-fact of O-A02 (cf. Fig. 3.4).  

 

The information services to be provided by the I-organization of the Pizzeria can be de-

termined on the basis of the AM of the B-organization.  

 

Fig. 3.9 Function model of the I-organization of Pizzeria 

All information services with respect to the mentioned service types for the actors O-

A02 thru O-A05 have been listed in Figure 3.92. The second column refers to the service 

type that belongs to the concerning information service. 

                                                 
2  Subjects who fulfill actor roles in an operational organization may need another type of information that is not specified 

in the ontological model of the organization.  It concerns information that supports weaknesses in the competencies of 

a specific actor. An example of this type of information is an instruction manual used by the actor for executing its 

production act. It can be understood as a human technology service, offered by an organization that provides human 

technology services.  
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3.4.3 Modeling the I-organization 

The ontological model of the I-organization contains the infological actor roles which sup-

port the O-actor roles in the B-organization. The -theory states that a subject that fulfills 

actor roles always executes its production acts using one of three abilities, viz. the perfor-

ma, informa or forma ability, and that a subject is able to transform from any specific abil-

ity into any other ability. This means that although subjects who fulfill O-actor roles create 

facts in the B-organization, they are also able to perform some other activities in their O-

actor role in another shape. For instance, O-actors initiate infological transactions but are 

also able to interpret documents, to formulate facts, to perform logical operations within 

action rules in their informa ability. 

 

In the next part of this section the way of modeling will be discussed for each service type 

separately. 

Service Type 1: Fact remembering 

C-facts and P-facts are created by O-actors and are remembered by I-actors. By ‘remem-

bering a fact’ is meant the infological production act in order to recall the concerning fact. 

By remembering C-facts and P-facts separately, a mild type of redundancy is accepted in 

the ontological model of the I-organization. After all, a C-fact regarding an ‘accept’ also 
includes the P-fact that is to be remembered. We believe that by allowing this form of re-

dundancy, the comprehensibility of the models increases.  

 

Fig. 3.10 Fact remembering of O-A02 and O-A03 

The way of modeling of this service type is illustrated by the Pizzeria case. See section 

3.2.2. Generally, an O-actor, called O-Ai, inside the boundary of the B-organization creates 
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new facts, i.e. C-facts and P-facts. These facts are remembered by the I-actor I-Aij[0,1] (‘i’ 
stands for actor rol number, ‘j’ stands for the number of the service type, ‘0’ stands for C-

fact and ‘1’ stands for P-fact) .  

Figure 3.10 exhibits the IAM of the I-organization. It shows that the customer O-CA10 

is positioned as an external actor. O-CA10 is drawn as a composite actor. Its operations are 

unknown. The composite actors I-CA1010 en I-CA1011 remember all C-facts and P-facts, 

respectively, which are created by O-CA10.  

The green color in the diagram of Figure 3.10 represents an infological production act. 

Figure 3.11 exhibits a part of the AM of the B-organization in detail, especially elaborated 

for remembering. Figure 3.11 is an extended version of Figure 3.6. It shows that every C-

act is remembered directly after its creation. After the acceptance of the P-fact of O-A03, 

the P-fact is remembered too. 

 
Actor O-A03: 

 

when preparation for Order is requested    O-T03/rq 

 

  assess justice:  the Performer of the request is the completer of Order 

   sincerity:  <no specific condition> 

   truth:  < recipe of Pizza_kind is available > 

 

  if complying with request is considered justifiable  

   then promise preparation for Order 

request remembering C-facts for preparation for Order is prom-

ised 

  

when remembering C-facts for 

preparation for Order is promised is stated 

accept remembering C-facts for  

 preparation for Order is promised 

 

 

when preparation for Order is promised    O-T03/pm 

 

  assess justice:   the Performer of the promise is the preparer for Order 

   sincerity:  <no specific condition> 

   truth:   <no specific condition> 

 

  if complying with promise is considered justifiable  

then execute preparation for Order 

 state preparation for Order 

request remembering C-facts for preparation for Order is stated 

  

when remembering C-facts for preparation for Order is stated is stated 

accept remembering C-facts for preparation for Order is stated 
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when preparation for Order is accepted    O-T03/ac 

 

  assess justice:   the Performer of the accept is the completer for Order 

   sincerity:  <no specific condition> 

   truth:    <no specific condition> 

 

  if complying with promise is considered justifiable  

then for each (in)dependent P-fact of O-A03 

request remembering P-facts for P-fact 

 

  when remembering P-facts for P-fact is stated 

    accept remembering P-facts for P-fact 

 

 

Fig. 3.11 Actions rules for O-A03 in B-organization 

Service type 2: Agendum selection  

Actor Ai constantly loops through the actor cycle, in which it deals with its agenda. By an 

agendum is meant a C-fact with a proposed time, created by Aj, to which the actor Ai is 

committed to respond.  Using the terminology of the B-organization and I-organization, O-

Aj creates C-facts. These facts are remembered by I-Aj10 (cf. Fig. 3.10) and are shared by 

I-A0020 (sharer agenda).  So, if O-Ai wonders whether there is an agendum ready for it 

then it should ask I-A0020 to select an agendum. This is illustrated by actor O-A02 and O-

A03 in Figure 3.12.  

For example, O-A03 asks I-A0020 (using his informa ability) to select an agendum for 

it. I-A0020 initiates I-T0230 and I-T0330 in order to get an agendum from the set of C-

facts created by O-A02 and O-A03 and remembered by I-A0210 and I-A0310 respectively. 

A search for an agendum is successful if the addressee of the selected C-fact matches with 

the subject that fulfills the actor role O-A03. If the actor gains an agendum, usually an ob-

ject is linked to the agendum (cf. Fig. 3.2). This is, however, not the case if the actor starts 

a process. Figure 3.13 exhibits a part of a detailed AM of the B-organization of the Pizze-

ria. This part shows the action rules of O-A02 particularly. O-A02 starts the completion 

process. In the model, an object ORDER looks like to be created by O-A02. In reality, the 

object is created in the C-act ‘request’ which is performed by O-CA10. After creation the 

order object, the facts pizza_kind, number of ordered pizzas and the customer pass along 

with the C-fact ‘request’ from O-CA10 to O-CA02. This is important, because otherwise 

O-A02 is unable, for instance, to get detailed customer data, which is contained in APB01 

(cf. Fig. 3.1), and to start up the completion process. Thus, the object with the three men-

tioned dependent facts are created actually by the performer of the coordination act.  

Within a process, an object passes along with the C-fact from the initiating O-actor to the 

executing O-actor and vice versa. So, the P-fact of the executing actor is sent to the initia-

tor along with the ‘state’. Looking to the diagram in Figure 3.12, the ‘state’’ which is sent 
from O-A03 to O-A02 contains the P-fact of O-A03.  Actually, O-A02 initiates I-T0020 

and I-A0020 initiates I-T0330. Subsequently, the ‘state’ of A03 with its P-fact is recalled 

by I-A0330 and send by its ‘state’ to I-A0020 and the P-fact of I-A0020 is shared with its 

‘state’ with O-A02. 
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Fig. 3.12 Agendum selection of O-A02 and O-A03  

We would like to emphasize that ‘remembering’ and ‘sharing’ of C-facts have only been 

modeled for the transactions in the B-organization. This was explicitly not made for the 

transactions in the I-organization and the D-organization in order to avoid the so-called 

Droste effect3 [Wikipedia]. 

Service type 3: Fact sharing 

The justice conditions which have to be controlled after receiving an agendum are facts 

that are contained in transaction banks of assignment transactions. These banks contain the 

assignments of subjects to actor roles. In the Pizzeria case these banks are not specified. 

Figure 3.12 exhibits a diagram that shows the actor I-A0030 which performs the check on 

justice and sincerity. The transaction I-T0030 is initiated by O-A02 or O-A03 just after a 

selected agendum is ‘stated’ to them. If I-T0030 does not react with a positive result, the 

actor is able to reject the agendum.  

                                                 
3 The Droste effect – known as ‘mise en abyme’ in heraldry – is the effect of a picture appearing within itself, in a place 

where a similar picture would realistically be expected to appear the appearance is recursive: the smaller version con-

tains an even smaller version of the picture, and so on. 
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The P-fact of O-A03 regards a physical product on which O-A03 does not capture facts 

at the ORDER (cf. Fig. 3.8). The acceptance of the P-fact by O-A02 will take place by 

means of a visual inspection. Actually, this can also be understood as an ontological trans-

action, but we have chosen, for reason of simplicity, for skipping this transaction kind in 

this example. 
 

Actor O-A02: 

 

  when  completion for new Order is requested   O-T02/rq 

   with the pizza_kind of Order is a Pizza_kind 

     the #ordered_pizzas of Order is a #Ordered_pizzas  

      the customer of Order is a Customer  

 

  assess justice: the Performer of the request is the customer of Order 

   sincerity:  <no specific condition> 

   truth: request sharing P-facts for existence of Pizza_kind 

    when sharing P-facts for existence of Pizza_kind is stated 

     accept sharing P-facts for existence of Pizza_kind  

 

    request sharing P-facts for Price of Pizza_kind  

    when sharing P-facts for Price of Pizza_kind is stated 

     accept sharing P-facts for Price of Pizza_kind  

 

  if complying with request is considered justifiable  

  then promise completion for Order 

request remembering C-facts for completion for Order is promised 

  

when remembering C-facts for 

completion for Order is promised is stated 

accept remembering C-facts for  completion for Order is promised 

        

when  completion for Order is promised    O-T02/pm 

 

  assess justice: the Performer of the promise is the completer of Order 

   sincerity: <no specific condition> 

   truth:  <no specific condition> 

 

  if complying with promise is considered justifiable  

  then request preparation for Order 

request remembering C-facts for preparation for Order is requested 

  

when remembering C-facts for 

preparation for Order is requested is stated 

accept remembering C-facts for  preparation for Order is request-

ed 

 

 

when preparation for Order is stated    O-T03/st 

 

 assess justice: the Performer of the state is the preparer of Order 

   sincerity: <no specific condition> 

   truth:  <preparation of pizza is well done> 

 

  if complying with statement is considered justifiable  

then accept preparation for Order 
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request remembering C-facts for preparation for Order is accepted 

  

when remembering C-facts for 

preparation for Order is accepted is stated 

accept remembering C-facts for  

 preparation for Order is accepted 

 

 request payment for Order 

  with the Amount_to_pay is an Order_amount 

    request sharing order amount for Order_amount 

    with the price for Order_amount is Price 

            the #ordered_pizzas for Order_amount is #Ordered_pizzas

            the customer for Order_amount is Customer   

      

    when sharing order amount for Order_amount is stated 

     accept sharing order amount for Order_amount 

 

request remembering C-facts for payment for Order is requested 

  

when remembering C-facts for 

payment for Order is requested is stated 

accept remembering C-facts for  

      payment for Order is requested 

 

 

when payment for Order is stated     O-T06/st 

 with the Amount_ paid is an Amount 

 

  assess justice: the Performer of the state is the customer of Order 

   sincerity: <no specific condition> 

   truth: Amount_paid is equal to the Amount_to_pay  

 

if complying with statement is considered justifiable 

then accept payment for Order  

request remembering C-facts for payment for Order is accepted 

  

when remembering C-facts for 

payment for Order is accepted is stated 

accept remembering C-facts for  

 payment for Order is accepted 

 

  execute completion for Order  

              state  completion for Order  

request remembering C-facts for payment for Order is stated 

  

when remembering C-facts for 

payment for Order is stated is stated 

accept remembering C-facts for  

 payment for Order is stated 
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when completion for Order is accepted    O-T02/ac 

 

  assess justice:   the Performer of the accept is the customer for Order 

   sincerity:  <no specific condition> 

   truth:    <no specific condition> 

 

  if complying with promise is considered justifiable  

then for each (in)dependent P-fact of O-A02 

request remembering P-facts for P-fact 

 

  when remembering P-facts for P-fact is stated 

accept remembering P-facts for P-fact 

 

            

Fig. 3.13 Actions rules for O-A02 in B-organization 

The current price of pizza_kind is obtained from O-A05. (cf. Fig. 3.8). Furthermore, on 

basis of the discount stack in PB90 and the customer data in APB01 the amount payable is 

determined and the current date is assumed to be given. Figure 3.14 exhibits a part of the 

construction model of O-A02. It lacks the creation and remembering of the P-fact of O-

A02. All (derived) facts are shared by I-A0031, otherwise the actor does not know which 

infological transaction to initiate for obtaining a specific fact.  

It may not be assumed that the requested pizza kind is already known to the Pizzeria. 

That has to be ascertained by checking the external production bank PB60. This is done by 

requesting I-A602 for sharing the relevant pizza kind. If it turns out that the requested piz-

za kind is correct, the current price of the pizza kind has to be shared by I-A0531. Further, 

I-A10 calculates the order amount. It takes into account the discount rate which is shared 

by I-A902 and the customer kind (company or private) which is shared by I-A102. The 

discount rate is determined by the total amount of ordered pizzas during the current calen-

dar year by the customer. In general, it holds that if an actor needs a derived fact that is 

derived from multiple facts, this derived fact must be produced by a specifically appointed 

I-actor.  

I-actors do not create P-facts, they derive facts only. I-A10 derives its raison d'être from 

the fact that the O-actor itself cannot perform the infological production act that is required 

to bring together the facts by an infological production action from both sources into a de-

rived fact. 
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Fig. 3.14 Fact sharing for O-A02 

3.5 The D-organization   

3.5.1 GSDP applied to the development of a D-organization 

After having looked at the cooperation between the O-actors and the I-actors and the coop-

eration between the various I-actors in the previous section, we focus now on the construc-

tion of the D-organization. First of all, it is important to emphasise once again that in the I-

organization facts are understood in their semantic meaning. They are thoughts which only 

could be shared between O-actors and I-actors. D-actors do not pay attention to the seman-

tic meaning of a fact. They pay attention to the form in which a fact is expressed.  They act 

on the conceptualizations of physical documents. We call a conceptualization of a physical 

document a document and the physical document itself a file. The coordination and pro-

duction acts on files, such as storing, copying, destroying, and transporting, are performed 

in the physical organization. We consider the physical organization as out of scope in this 

study. 

The development process of the D-organization can be considered as an instance of the 

GSDP, see section 2.3. The I-organization has to be understood as the US, and the D-
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organization as the OS (cf. Fig. 3.15). For the purpose of implementing ‘remembering’ and 
‘sharing’, infological actors require two main functions from the D-organization, namely 

(1) archiving documents and (2) providing documents. These functions are elaborated in 

section 3.5.2. 

 

 

Fig. 3.15 Developing the D-organization from the I-organization [Dietz 2006; Dietz 2008] 

From a particular infological model, concrete documental services can be designated for 

each of the main functions. The total set of documental services which belongs to the two 

main functions are considered as the function model of the D-organization. From the func-

tion model the ontological model of the D-organization is designed. The ontological model 

clarifies the internal construction and operation of the D-organization in terms of collabo-

ration between its actors to deliver services to the I-organization. 

The influence of architecture principles on the design process to achieve the construction 

of an implementation-independent model of the D-organization shall be disregarded here 

too. Our focus is primarily on the ‘way of modeling’ the D-organization. 

3.5.2 Determining documental services  

An infological actor invokes services of two different service types from the D-

organization. One of these service types is related to the first main function of the I-

organization, namely archiving documents. The other service type concerns the second 

main function of the D-organization, namely providing documents. We discuss the two 

different service types one by one: 

1. Archiving documents. I-actors will enter into transactions with D-actors in order to take 

care of ‘archiving’ original or derived facts. This will often accompanied by a trans-

formation of the form of the fact within the D-organization.  

2. Providing documents. Facts are archived in order to provide them at a later point in 

time. Through this service type archived documents can be provided to I-actors, even-

tually after a form transformation. 

  

It should be noted that within the D-organization the production acts must be defined in 

such a way that during the production act no loss of semantic meaning will take place. 
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Several documents can be merged into new documents; documents can be split up into 

separate documents and transformation of the form of the fact can be taken place. An ex-

ample of the datalogical production act ‘transforming’ on a document is the conversion of 

all decimal numbers to binary numbers. The form of the fact changes but the semantic def-

inition remains unchanged. 

3.5.3 Modeling the D-organization  

We will elaborate the two service types that are identified above. 

Service type 1: Archiving documents  

 

Fig. 3.16 Document archiving   

Original facts and C-facts have to be remembered inside or outside the mind of the actor 

that created the relevant fact. The remembering means that the corresponding documents 
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have to be archived. Hence, the D-organization contains specific archiver roles to store 

documents in order to obtain them on a later point in time. Figure 3.16 exhibits a diagram 

which shows that each ‘rememberer’ I-Ai10 (C-facts) and ‘rememberer’ I-Ai11 (P-facts) 

use the actors D-Ai10 (C-facts) and D-A0i11 (P-facts) respectively, for archiving the cor-

responding documents. These actors enclose the ontological actors in the P(hysical)-

organization of the Pizzeria for dealing with particular storing and transmission issues of 

the imprinted documents. Imprinted documents are physical objects which are also called 

files. The blue and the black color in the diagram of Figure 3.16 represent a datalogical 

production act on documents and an physical production act on files, respectively. Actual-

ly, the D-actor archiver initiates in its performa ability the transactions O-T101 and O-

T102. 

Service type 2: Providing documents 

 

Fig. 3.17 Document provisioning  

It should be possible to provide documents that have been archived so that they can be 

made available to actors that have requested them. The remembering of facts means that 
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the corresponding documents have to be archived. These facts could be recalled. Hence, 

the D-organization contains specific providing roles to retrieve the corresponding docu-

ments. Figure 3.17 exhibits a diagram which shows that each ‘recaller’ I-Ai30 (C-facts) 

and ‘recaller’ I-Ai31 (P-facts) use the ‘provider’ D-Ai30 (C-facts) and ‘provider’ D-Ai31 

(P-facts) respectively, for providing the corresponding documents. These actors enclose the 

physical actors in the P-organization for dealing with particular retrieving issues of the 

stored files. A file has to be transmitted to the location that is accessible by the D-actor 

which has requested it. 

Another example of a transaction kind within the D-organization is the form transfor-

mation. Sometimes, documents need to be converted to a different form without loss of 

semantic meaning. 

 

Fig. 3.18 Archiving and providing transformed documents 

For example, O-Ai creates a fact. Imagine that this fact is captured in English text and 

that the document is archived and stored in a digital form. Suppose that O-Aj wants to use 
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this fact that corresponds with this document. I-Aj31 requests D-Aj31 to provide the doc-

ument. D-Aj31 encloses retrieving and transmitting to get the corresponding file. The file 

is transmitted to a location that is accessible for D-Aj31. After receipt, D-Aj31 asks D-A12 

for transforming the text into English text and provides it to I-Aj31.  I-Aj31 put the file 

from the location to where it is transmitted. 

Figure 3.18 exhibits a diagram which shows the transformer D-A12 that supports the 

providers D-A0331 and D-A0311. 

3.6 The Physical Organization 

As stated earlier, the handling of documents as physical objects (‘things’) takes place in the 

physical organization. Within the physical organization, the documents are stored, re-

trieved, transported and possibly removed or destroyed. Actually, for document handling 

an essential model of this organization can also be designed. We will not go into detail 

further. The physical organization is kept outside the scope of the study. 

3.7 Conclusion 

The I-organization and the D-organization have been elaborated from the construction per-

spective. The integral construction model is used for developing implementation scenarios 

in the next section.  

For a clear understanding of this model of the organization a standard terminology for 

information management is used (cf. Fig. 3.19).  

 

 
 

Fig. 3.19 Terminology for Information Management [Dietz 2013] 

Every fact has three different aspects. It has a semantic meaning, it has a form and it has 

a physical presence. A fact is created by an O-actor, is understood as semantic meaning (a 

thought) by an I-actor, is understood as a conceptual document by a D-actor, and is under-

stood as a physical object by a physical actor. All of them have their particular kind of pro-

duction acts: ontological, infological, datalogical and physical, respectively. The elabora-

tion of the physical organization, however, is considered as out of scope in this study. The 

integral ontological model contains the connections between all kinds of actor roles. That 
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makes the integrated model suitable for being used as a reference model for designing im-

plementation scenarios. 

A particular implementation scenario is discussed in the next chapter, namely the im-

plementation scenario that corresponds with an EIS.  
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4 Implementing the Organization 

4.1 Introduction 

In the previous chapter, the ontological models of the B-organization, I-organization, and 

D-organization were elaborated. The integral ontological model is the starting point for the 

design of an implementation model, also called engineering, of the organization. In this 

section,an integral implementation model is discussed. According to the φ-theory, the im-

plementation model of the organization must be considered as a conceptual model of the 

operational organization. This conceptual system is represented in diagrams, procedure 

descriptions, work instructions, software code, etc. A part of the implementation model can 

be operationalized by computer systems. In this regard particular actor roles can be ful-

filled by software programs. Then, we speak of automated actors, or alternatively of 

agents. We distinguish two types of actors is this section, namely human beings (subjects) 

and agents. A subject, of course, can also be supported by software tools. This study focus-

es on the actor roles that are (partly) covered by an EIS.  

Section 4.2 contains the initiatives which have been taken so far to draw up guidelines 

for the development of implementation models to support actors in the B-organization. 

What is striking here is that although all these initiatives seek to tie in with the B-

organization, there is hardly any discussion about the meaning of I-organization and D-

organization as social systems which support the B-organization in the enterprise. Almost 

all initiatives understood information systems as rational systems which have to be related 

to the B-organization without any talking about their relationship with the I-organization 

and D-organization. Bunge [Bunge 1979] wrote already that the category of rational 

systems differs from the category of social systems.  

In this study, we choose for another approach. According to the τ-theory the I-

organization can be considered as an object system of the using system B-organization. In 

chapter 3 we have devised the ontological model of an I-organization. This ontological 

model is the starting model for engineering an implementation model of the information 

system. The operationalization of the implementation model is achieved by connecting 

technology to components of the implementation model. Then, the ‘information system’ 
comes into existence. 

In section 4.3 we will discuss the notion ‘implementation model’ and its relationship 

with an EIS. Although the implementation of exceptions is of substantial importance 

[Guerreiro 2012], the discussion is limited to the success layer (basic pattern) of transac-

tions. This study is primarily focused on the ‘way of working’ for engineering the imple-

mentation model of the organization. In section 4.4 and section 4.5 the implementation 

issues of the scope of an implementation scenario and the implementation issues of actor 

roles are discussed, respectively. In section 4.6, some elements of an implementation sce-

nario are discussed on the basis of a real example of the ontological model of the Pizzeria. 

Finally, some concluding remarks are given in section 4.7. 
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4.2 State of current research 

According to Dietz [Dietz 2006], all three homogeneous systems—the B-organization, I-

organization and D-organization—belong to the category of social systems. Although the 

nature of the production acts in the I-organization and the D-organization is such that in 

many cases the actors in these aspect organizations can be automated, he also clearly 

shows that, in particular, production acts within the B-organization and coordination acts 

within all three organizations are reserved for human beings. After all, acts that are per-

formed using the performa ability cannot be taken over by a machine. Since 2000, several 

studies have been published in which the information system is described as a rational sys-

tem that works as an object system of the B-organization. These studies ignore that the 

information system itself is also a rationalization of a social system, namely of the I-

organization and D-organization.  

Mallens, et al. [Mallens, Dietz et al. 2001] define an information system based on the B-

organization as a system in the category of rational systems. They call the elements of the 

system ‘rational individuals’, which perform rational actions like retrieving, recalling, 

providing knowledge, calculating, and making logical deductions. They discuss the appli-

cation of a dedicated business process modeling technique prior to the systems design ap-

plying UML to model information systems. The result of this modeling step prior to using 

UML should be that the systems designer has a better starting point for making the right 

models that are complete and that have a basis in a structured business process description. 

Three problems are addressed: 1) The delimitation problem, i.e. how to delimit the scope 

of the information system that is to be developed; 2) The identification problem, i.e. how to 

be complete in identifying all relevant information system concepts within the scope; and 

3) The specification problem, i.e. how to specify the identified information system con-

cepts. For all three problems, it is discussed how modeling business processes prior to 

modeling information systems (using UML) could add value. 

Maij et al. [Maij, Toussant et al. 2002] demonstrate that the DEMO models are suitable 

as a starting point for deriving system functionality by using the use case concept of UML. 

The case study demonstrates that in using this approach for the alignment of functional 

features of the ICT infrastructure to business processes, insight is gained into the mutual 

influence of ICT infrastructure and organization structure.  

Shishkov et al. [Shishkov and Dietz 2003] study and analyze the strengths of DEMO in 

the derivation of use cases. This could be helpful for further activities directed towards 

finding out the most appropriate ways of identifying use cases from business processes. 

According to Dietz [Dietz 2003], use cases are intended to capture the functional re-

quirements of an information system, and the problem of identifying use cases has not yet 

been satisfactorily resolved. He presents an approach for deriving use cases from the busi-

ness system models that are produced by applying DEMO. He shows that three attractive 

properties are possessed by use cases derived from these models: essence (real business 

items are identified and clearly distinguished from informational items), atomicity (one 

ends up with items that are units from a business point of view), and completeness (no 

business items are overlooked and the models do not contain irrelevant items). 

Finally, Mulder [Mulder 2006] writes about actors from the I-organization and D-

organization as rational components embedded in an information system and infrastructure 

system, respectively. 
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Besides this top-down approach in which the business system is seen as a social system 

and the information system as a rational system, the opposite approach has been taken in 

the University of Antwerp. It is precisely the connection with the business organization 

that the authors seek in the study of Normalized Systems by Mannaert and Verelst 

[Mannaert and Verelst 2009]. The rational information system should be connected with 

the social system of the business organization. The Normalized Systems theory focuses on 

achieving highly evolvable information systems or software, by investigating the modular 

structure of information systems in a manner that is programming language-independent. It 

is based on systems theory, on the concept of stability, and on thermodynamics, more spe-

cifically on the concept of entropy [Huysmans 2011]. In software engineering, stability has 

been defined as follows: “A design characteristic of software is stable if, when observed 

over two or more versions of the software, the differences in the metric associated with that 

characteristic are considered, in the context, to be small” [Kelly 2006]. More generally, 

stability is defined as the characteristic of being resistant to change propagations. Normal-

ized Systems theory defines stability in terms of the absence of combinatorial effects. A 

combinatorial effect occurs when the impact of a change is dependent not only on the 

change itself, but also on the size of the information system or software [Mannaert and 

Verelst 2009]. Assuming that a system grows in size over time, this would lead to increas-

ingly large impacts for a given change. This characteristic is considered instability in Nor-

malized Systems theory, and therefore, Normalized Systems should be free of combinato-

rial effects [Mannaert and Verelst 2009]. Such Normalized Systems can therefore be con-

sidered to be evolvable. The elimination of combinatorial effects is also related to Manny 

Lehman’s Law of Increasing Complexity. This law states that “as time goes by, the struc-

ture of software will degrade and become more complex as changes are applied to it, caus-

ing the impact of a given change to increase over time” [Lehman 1980; Lehman and Ramil 

2001]. More specifically, as a combinatorial effect implies an increase in the number of 

impacts of a given change over time as the system grows, this phenomenon would contrib-

ute to Lehman’s law applying to an increasing extent. Thus, Normalized Systems are de-

fined as information systems exhibiting stability with respect to an anticipated set of 

changes and avoiding the occurrence of combinatorial effects [Mannaert and Verelst 

2009]. 

Huysmans et al. [Huysmans, Bellens et al. 2010] introduce Enterprise Ontology as a 

promising approach that is relevant in this regard. In their paper, the authors combine En-

terprise Ontology and Normalized Systems. To this end, they express the transaction pat-

tern, a central construction of Enterprise Ontology, using the constructs of Normalized 

Systems. By aligning these constructs, they attempt to introduce traceability between the 

Enterprise Ontology level and the Normalized Systems level. A first method for deriving a 

Normalized System from the ontological model of the B-organization (provided by apply-

ing DEMO to an enterprise) was designed, tested and improved by Krouwel et al. 

[Krouwel and Op 't Land 2011]. 

 

The third approach that has emerged in the past decade is the focus on identifying and 

specifying business components. Albani et al. [Albani 2006; Albani and Dietz 2011] write 

that the identification of business components is a crucial factor. They seek to improve the 

identification of business components based on the ontological model of an enterprise sat-

isfying well-defined quality criteria. Information systems need to be modeled at a high 
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level of abstraction that is also understood by business people, who are defining the re-

quirements and using the systems in question. The use of business components for the de-

velopment of a high-level information system is valuable since they “directly model and 

implement the business logic, rules and constraints that are typical, recurrent and compre-

hensive notions characterizing a domain or business area” [Barbier and Atkinson 2003] (all 

other components are considered either to deliver services to these business components or 

to offer some general functionality). The identification of business components is therefore 

the first step in the development of an information system, according to current standards. 

It is a very crucial one and, therefore, it should be performed to the highest possible level 

of quality.  For the identification of the business components, they apply the three-

dimensional method for business components identification (BCI-3D), which aims to group 

business tasks and their corresponding information objects into business components satis-

fying defined metrics. The metrics used—being minimal communication between, and 

maximum compactness of, business components—are the basic metrics for the component-

based development of inter-enterprise applications. 

Since the identification of business components is strongly dependent on the underlying 

business model, the BCI-3D method uses the object classes and fact kinds from the FM 

and the process steps from the PM, including their relationships. One can distinguish be-

tween three types of relationships needed for the identification of business components: (1) 

the relationship between single process steps; (2) the relationship between information 

objects; and (3) the relationship between process steps and information objects. A relation 

type distinguishes between subtypes expressing the significance of a relationship. E.g., the 

relationship between single process steps expresses—based on their cardinality con-

straints—how usually a process step is executed within a transaction and therefore how 

closely two process steps are related to each other in that business domain. The relation-

ship between information objects defines how loosely or tightly the information objects are 

coupled, and the relationship between process steps and information objects defines 

whether an information object is used or created when executing the respective process 

step. All types of relationship are of great relevance in order to define which information 

object and process steps belong to which component. The relationships are modeled in the 

BCI-3D method using a weighted graph. The nodes represent either information objects or 

process steps, and the edges characterize the relationships between the nodes. Weights are 

used to define the different types and subtypes of relationships and to build the basis for 

assigning nodes and information objects to components. In order to provide optimal group-

ing while minimizing communication and ensuring compactness of components, an opti-

mization problem needs to be solved; a genetic algorithm has been developed to do this. 

Based on this method for identifying business components, i.e. coarse-grained modules 

of a service-oriented system, and the services required for interaction between business 

components, Terlouw [Terlouw and Maarse 2009; Terlouw 2011] developed a service 

specification framework in order to provide practitioners with a better understanding of 

how to deal with the modularity of enterprises and their supporting software systems. In 

her approach, service orientation is not seen as a technical paradigm but as a paradigm for 

structuring the entire enterprise. The designed service specification framework is based on 

the ψ-theory and the τ-theory. The ψ-theory provides a basis for formalizing the notion of 

service. The whole transaction pattern is used as a basis. The service is a pattern of coordi-

nation and production acts, performed by the executor of a transaction for the benefit of its 

initiator, in the order as stated in the complete, universal pattern of a transaction. A distinc-
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tion is made between three types of services: ontological, infological, and datalogical. 

There is both a ‘human’ version and an ‘IT’ version of each of these three types of ser-

vices. 

 

Finally, a fourth approach has appeared through the research of Guerreiro and Van 

Kervel [Guerreiro 2012; Kervel van 2012; Kervel van, Dietz et al. 2012]. Van Kervel notes 

that current model-driven engineering approaches suffer from two major shortcomings. 

First, they are unable to deliver domain models that comprise all functional requirements. 

Second, the models to be produced during the system development process are not formal-

ly defined. He introduces the concept of ontology-based model-driven engineering and 

then notes that each step in the GSDP—namely function design, construction design, and 

implementation design—is prone to errors.  The functional specifications are different 

from the user expectations, the ontological construction specifications do not fully match 

the functional specifications, and the resulting implementation model does not fully match 

the ontological model of the object system. Therefore, he proposes that model-driven engi-

neering could enable any complete, correct implementation of the ontological model of the 

using system to make the using system come ‘alive’ once it is put into operation. He has 

developed a DEMO processor that executes the model of the using system. Essentially, the 

ontological model is the executable software. Changes in the software, as required by any 

agile enterprise, are brought about ‘on the fly’, through regeneration, based on the modi-

fied ontological model of the enterprise’s organization. Guerreiro defines and implements 

an ontological solution for the control of the run-time business transactions guided by the 

concepts of accountability, authority, competency, delegation and responsibility. Business 

transactions models prescribe the design freedom restrictions of the business transactions 

dynamics but explicitly do not guarantee that organizational actors perform them accord-

ingly. Enterprise dynamic systems control guarantees that the prescriptions are followed in 

the operation by performing a continuous cycle of observation, decision and action. 

 

Having outlined these four different approaches to the implementation of the infor-

mation systems based on enterprise ontology, it becomes clear that all these approaches 

focus on certain aspects of the implementation model of the organization, but that it is not 

embedded in an integral ontological model of the B-organization, I-organization, and D-

organization. Within this integral model, the actor roles of different kinds have been as-

signed a central position. These actor roles are fulfilled by subjects or agents (automatic 

actors). This will be further elaborated in the next subsection. It is important to note that 

the scope of the organization in the context of this chapter falls within the boundaries of an 

enterprise.   

4.3 The Implementation Model  

The implementation model of the organization of an enterprise must be understood as an 

implementation variant of the integral model of its B-organization, I-organization, and D-

organization. We speak of an implementation variant because the actor roles in the three 

different aspect systems can be fulfilled in many different ways. Coordination acts can be 

performed explicitly or implicitly. Actor roles can be supported partially or fully by IT 
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systems. The IT infrastructure, i.e. the physical organization, is usually organization specif-

ic. In other words, an unlimited amount of implementation scenarios can be derived from 

one particular ontological model. In this study we refrain from making any normative 

judgments on the choice of a particular implementation variant. There are several features 

that make one particular variant more suitable for a particular organization than another 

variant. These features can be investigated in a follow-up study. Our subject of study is to 

find guidelines for a ‘way of working’ in order to develop an implementation model that is 

based on the integral model of the B-organization, I-organization, and D-organization. But 

prior to this we will first need to learn more about the characteristics of an implementation 

model. 

 

According to the φ-theory there is a difference between the enterprise as a concrete sys-

tem as it manifests itself in the objective world, the enterprise as a conceptual system in the 

mind of the observer, and the enterprise as a symbolic system that should be considered as 

the representation of the conceptual system (cf. Fig. 4.1). The symbolic system manifests 

itself in a series of symbols framed by a grammar. The symbolic system consists not only 

of descriptive texts and diagrams in formal or natural languages that describe the process 

structure and work procedures for actors in the enterprise; it also consists of the source 

code of implemented business applications. More generally, the symbolic system of an 

implementation model of an enterprise encompasses formulations of the behavior of all 

actors in the organization.  

   

Fig. 4.1 The implementation model triangle 

In order to perform a production act, the actor must use one of the following abilities: 

the performa, the informa or the forma ability. In performing a coordination act, all three 

abilities must be used in turn. Actors use the performa ability when they create an original 

P-fact or a C-fact. These actors are always subjects, because only subjects are able to per-

form original acts. Two examples: entering into a commitment between two actors is an 

original act; approving the quality of a product to be delivered is an original act too. Be-

cause these acts are autonomously made decisions, their results are unique, unlike e.g. 
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computations [Tribolet 2009; Tribolet 2012]4. The results are created as soon as they are 

performed. 

4.4 Scoping the implementation scenario for an EIS 

A part of an implementation model, also called implementation scenario, of an enterprise 

can be covered by an EIS. We focus in particular on that part of the implementation model 

for which we would like to develop an EIS. The first step in designing an implementation 

scenario for an EIS is the determination of its scope. Normally, an EIS does not cover the 

entire production world of an organization. It covers a sub system of the organizational 

system. The sub system is determined on the basis of the OCD and associated BCT on the 

one hand and the FM on the other hand. The object types which have to be covered by the 

EIS are specified in the FM. From the set of selected object classes a set of result kinds, 

that refer to these object classes, have to be determined. The set of result kinds determines 

the set of O-actors, subsequently, whose P-facts should be created within the scope of EIS.  

The selection of a set of object classes needs further explanation, because objects are usu-

ally no isolated ‘things’ in the production world. Objects are related to each other by de-

pendent fact kinds. So, it can be that object classes within the scope of the EIS and object 

types outside of it are related by dependent fact kinds. Designers of EIS solve this by tak-

ing over the external object class inside the EIS. That is, however, not without conse-

quences, because the result kinds which are related to the object class are kept outside the 

EIS. We shall return to this topic in the next chapter.  

 

Once one has definitively established which O-actors are supported by the EIS, the I-actors 

and D-actors involved in remembering and providing facts fall within the scope of EIS. 

This also applies to the actors that provide facts that are derived from the part of the pro-

duction or coordination world that is covered by the EIS.  

 

After defining the set of O-actor roles which have to be supported by the EIS, the O-actor 

roles can be clustered. A cluster is defined as a set of actor roles for which it holds that 

they are allocated to the same organizational function. The identification of clusters is im-

portant, because of the possibility for (1) optimizing the implementation of the mutual co-

ordination acts within a cluster, and (2) optimizing fact sharing. It does not make sense to 

share specific facts again if they are already invoked by the subject that fulfills actor roles 

in the cluster. 

                                                 
4 We prefer this formulation to that of Tribolet, who speaks of the exchange of carbon-based actors and silicon-based 

actors and thus seems to pay less attention to the fact that acts that are performed using a performa ability are always 

original and therefore cannot be contained in the implementation model. 
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4.5 Implementing Actor Roles 

4.5.1 Fulfillment   

Some topics about the fulfillment of O-actor roles which have to be supported by the EIS 

are discussed in this section. We pay attention to four issues. 

Firstly, an actor role can be fulfilled by several subjects. This can be done in two differ-

ent ways [Dietz 2006]:  

   Concurrently—individual subjects create the same kind of P-facts separate from each 

other. Two different situations may arise: (1) subjects who are completely inter-

changeable, (2) subjects who are specialized in a specific domain. For example, 

salespeople who are specialized in business with a dedicated group of countries or, 

more generally, in a specific customers category.  

   Collectively—P-facts are created by subjects collectively; they are held accountable 

for these facts collectively (e.g. a management team).  

It should be taken into account that a split may occur between bearing responsibility and 

performing coordination acts or production acts. Tasks which are allocated to a specific 

actor role are not always performed by the actor itself. They may be delegated to other sub-

jects. 

Secondly, each actor role should have its own ‘look and feel’. This concerns the way in 

which used facts are shared and in which new C-facts and P-facts are remembered. One 

must be aware that the physical organization cannot be ignored. Actors deal with docu-

ments which are imprinted on a medium. Imprinted documents have to be understood as 

physical objects or as ‘things’ that are manipulated by production acts of physical actors.   

Thirdly, for each actor role it should be determined to what extent it needs to be auto-

mated. A fully automated actor role is called an agent. Actor roles are fulfilled either by 

subjects or by agents, whereby subjects can be supported by software tools. The question 

that immediately arises is whether agents are able to fulfill an actor role entirely. From the 

ψ-theory it is known that O-actor roles have to be performed exclusively by subjects and 

that I- and D-actors could be performed by agents in many cases. That is, however, only 

valid for production acts, subjects are always indispensable for the execution of communi-

cation acts. Let us consider the performance of a coordination act. Every actor must briefly 

use the performa ability when performing a coordination act. Dietz [Dietz 2006]: “Well 
obviously, it means that actor roles can never be taken over completely by ICT systems, 

because of the performative exchanges in which they inevitably participate, ….”.  We 

come back to this issue in the next section. 

Table 4.1:  Responsibility Areas (RAs) in Organizations 

Responsibility areas Comments 

RA-1. Function model  The designer of the function specifications of the or-

ganization is responsible for the raison d'être of the 

organization for the stakeholders.  

RA-2. Ontological model  The designer of the ontological model is responsible for 

the ontological model that is used for designing the 

implementation model It is based on the function model 

of the organization.  
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RA-3. Implementation  

          model 

The designer of the implementation model is responsi-

ble for the implementation model that has been imple-

mented in the enterprise.  It contains the action rules, 

work instructions and algorithms for human actors and 

agents based on the ontological model of the enterprise.  

RA-4. Allocation of 

      subjects and agents 

The allocator is responsible for assigning subjects or 

agents or supporting tools that are capable of perform-

ing the work instructions or algorithms that have been 

defined for the actor roles in RA-3, to actor roles.  

RA-5. Operational 

      implementation of  

      actors 

All actors are responsible for the created P-fact (O-

actors) or for the derived P-fact (I-actors), unless the 

actor is implemented as an agent.  

 

Fourthly, According to the ψ-theory the responsibilities of an actor are reflected in the 

coordination acts of the actor. The same theory says that only subjects can bear responsi-

bilities. O-actors create new, original, P-facts and are therefore responsible for the quality 

of these facts. I-actors and D-actors only execute predefined instructions. If it appears that 

a subject is not competent to fulfill an allocated actor role, then the allocator of this role 

must be called to account for it. Agents cannot be held responsible for their performance. 

A technical construct cannot bear responsibility. It might of course also be possible that a 

subject or the supporting software operates properly but that the set of instructions to be 

performed is not correct. Then the designer of the implementation model must be held re-

sponsible. The designer, in turn, is dependent on the quality of the ontological model and 

the functional specifications. The distinctions between the responsibility areas are based on 

the GSDP and summarized in Table 4.1. 

4.5.2 Sharing Facts  

In performing coordination acts the performer raises three validity claims towards the ad-

dressees: the claim to justice, the claim to sincerity, and the claim to truth. All three of 

them have to be accepted by the addressee in order to make the coordination act successful 

[Perinforma 2012]. The acceptance occurs on the basis of the current state of the internal 

and external production and coordination world. This is based on what we discussed in 

section 3.4.2. We distinguished two service types for sharing facts: sharing agenda and 

sharing facts (C-facts and P-facts). 

Before we elaborate implementation specific issues of every service type separately, we 

would like to discuss some common issues. 

 

Facts are shared by initiating an infological transaction with an I-actor. This actor is ei-

ther a subject or an agent. We would like to discuss differences between the exchange of 

facts between human subjects and the exchange of facts between human subjects and 

agents.  

The ψ-theory distinguishes four different levels of communication: physical interaction, 

notational correspondence, cognitive correspondence and social correspondence (cf. Fig. 

2.6). See also [Dietz 2006]. We speak of physical interaction or of physical exchange if 

imprinted documents are exchanged. Actually, only physical objects can be exchanged 

between subjects or between subjects and agents. In case of notational correspondence, 

there must be significational understanding between both actors. This means that the ad-
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dressee of a message must be able to recognize the syntactic form and be able to interpret 

it. For example, a document in a digital format is not easily interpretable by a subject. The 

actor that would like to share this document with a subject should transform it to a natural 

language text. In case of cognitive correspondence, there must be intellectual understand-

ing between both actors. This basically means that an agent that fulfills an I-actor role must 

be able to ‘understand’ a request regarding some proposition. This ‘understanding’ by an 

agent takes place in an artificial manner by using a formal language. Finally, in case of 

social correspondence, an agent as addressee is not able to make a commitment with the 

performer, and vice versa. However, human behavior can be mimicked.   

 

Let us discuss next the two mentioned service types:  

 

Firstly, an actor asks for the selection of an agendum (cf. Fig. 3.12). The agendum is a co-

ordination act with an addressee that matches with the actor. Generally, a C-fact is passed 

to an actor Tom (addressee) by an actor John (performer) as the result of a coordination act 

within a transaction that John and Tom are carrying through. The following aspects should 

be addressed in the implementation model: 

 Tom regularly loops through the actor cycle. In every loop he invokes the ‘sharer 

agenda’ in order to get the next task to perform.  

 The ‘sharer agendum’ has to be implemented for general usage. All O-actors within the 

scope of the EIS have to be authorized to invoke the ‘sharer agendum’. It knows all the 

recallers of C-facts within the scope of EIS and it collects all created C-facts continu-

ously in order to share them with the addressees.  

 Assume that John fulfills an actor role outside the scope of the EIS and Tom fulfills an 

actor role inside the scope. Tom invokes the ‘sharer agenda’ for getting an agendum. 

The ‘sharer agenda’, however, does not know John and is therefore unable to get his C-

facts. This means that John has to ask a subject who fulfills an actor role within EIS to 

be his recaller. This can be solved, for example, by giving John access to the EIS 

through a website. 

 The agendum always relates to a particular object. Then Tom knows the P-fact to 

which the agendum is connected. He also knows the dependent P-facts which have 

been linked to that object.  

 An agendum has a specific form (e.g. English text, sound block) and a medium. Its 

form should be such that Tom is able to interpret it. Agents are more limited in inter-

preting documents, due to a lack of human senses. 

 In case that Tom has some colleagues who fulfill the same actor role and that it does 

not matter to John which subject should perform the agendum then a scheduling mech-

anism has to be implemented. Agenda can be divided on the basis of available time of 

the actors, or on specific competences of the actors, or on other internal priority rules. 

 Agenda can be bundled. For example, assume that Tom has submitted one request for 

payment for a bundle of delivered goods to John. Tom accepts or rejects only the pay-

ment of the total amount. However, in the ontological model separate payment transac-

tions are defined for each delivered product. This means that Tom receives as the ‘stat-

ed’ C-fact a bundle of ‘stated’ C-facts which must be responded to with an acceptance 

of each paid product separately. 
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Secondly, an actor asks for a specific fact (cf. Fig. 3.14), a C-fact or a P-fact. The follow-

ing aspects of sharing a C-fact or a P-fact should be addressed in the implementation mod-

el: 

 

In case of C-facts (let us consider Peter and Bill who fulfill different actor roles): 

 The ‘sharer C-facts’ has to be implemented for general usage. All O-actors within the 

scope of the EIS have to be authorized to invoke the ‘sharer C-facts’. It knows all the 

recallers of C-facts within the scope of the EIS and it invokes them in order to share a 

C-fact which is requested by an O-actor.  

 Suppose that Peter fulfills an O-actor role outside the scope of the EIS and Bill fulfills 

an O-actor role inside the scope of the EIS. Peter initiates a transaction with Bill. Bill 

wants to invoke the ‘sharer C-facts’ for getting the C-fact of Peter. The C-fact that Pe-

ter creates was entered in the EIS by its delegate who fulfills the ‘recaller C-facts’ role 

within the EIS. 

 A P-fact is at any moment during the transaction in a certain state (e.g. requested, 

promised, declined, stated, accepted, or rejected). It must be possible that this state can 

be inspected.  

 To each C-fact is connected the identification of its performer. That makes it possible 

to gain more insight into ‘who’ is responsible for a particular transition of the C-world 

or P-world of the organization. This is important from the viewpoint of transparency 

and accountability.  

 A C-fact has a specific form (e.g. English text, sound block) and a medium. Its form 

should be such that the addressee is able to interpret it. Agents are more limited in in-

terpreting documents, due to a lack of human senses. 

 

In case of P-facts: 

1. The ‘sharer P-facts’ has to be implemented for general usage. All O-actors within the 

scope of the EIS have to be authorized to invoke the ‘sharer P-facts’. It knows all the 

recallers of P-facts and the providers of derived facts within the scope of the EIS and it 

invokes them in order to share a (derived) fact that is asked by an O-actor.  

2. Suppose that Bill fulfills an O-actor role outside the scope of EIS and Peter fulfills an 

O-actor role inside the scope of EIS.  The P-facts of Bill are remembered in an external 

fact bank. Peter wants a fact that is created by Bill and invokes the ‘sharer P-facts’ for 

getting the fact. The ‘sharer P-facts’, however, does not know Bill and is therefore un-

able to get his facts. It means that within the scope of EIS a ‘recaller P-facts’ must be 

defined as a delegate of Bill for making his P-facts available within the EIS. Bill and 

his delegate have to make an agreement for the fact exchange.  

3. Suppose that Bill fulfills an O-actor role outside the scope of the EIS and Peter fulfills 

an O-actor role inside the scope. Peter initiates a transaction with Bill. Peter does not 

want to invoke the ‘sharer P-facts’ for getting the P-fact of Bill. The P-fact is received 

by Peter along with the ‘state’ which is performed by Bill. Peter receives this ‘state’ by 
invoking the ‘sharer C-facts’. The ‘state’ that Bill creates was entered in the EIS by its 

delegate who fulfills the ‘recaller C-facts’ role within the EIS.  

4. A P-fact that is received has a specific form (e.g. English text, sound block) and a me-

dium. Its form should be such that Peter is able to interpret it. Agents are more limited 

in interpreting documents, due to a lack of human senses. 
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5. One takes into account that if a P-fact has not been formally accepted, it does not exist. 

So, it cannot be received by a request to ‘sharer P-facts’.   
6. A fact to share must have the semantic meaning that is expected by the requester. This 

need not be the case, especially for facts that are shared from outside the organization. 

For example, assume that the place of residence of a specific person is requested. The 

requester expects the place in which the person spends at least five days a week. How-

ever, the authority issuing the place of residence information defines ‘place of resi-

dence’ as the place where the person is registered. This is called a lack of semantic in-

teroperability.  

4.5.3 Remembering Facts  

C-facts and P-facts that are created in the O-organization have to be remembered. The 

BCT includes the facts kinds that have been defined for every actor role. Let us start by 

looking at the C-facts. The following aspects should be addressed in the implementation 

model:  

1. C-facts are not always created explicitly. For example, John sends a ‘state’ to Tom. 
Then, Tom does not always perform an ‘accept’ explicitly. It assumes, in many cases, 

that if Tom does not say ‘no’, he says ‘yes’ implicitly. Then, it is necessary to make a 

clear agreement between John and Tom which will allow John to reliably determine 

which C-fact he should have received at a given time. For example, if John does not re-

ceive a ‘reject’ within 24 hours after sending a ‘state’, he may assume with certainty 

that there is an ‘accept’. 
2. It is necessary to remember the relationship between a C-fact and a P-fact, because, a 

C-fact determines the state of a P-fact. 

3. The performer of a C-fact is considered to be the owner of the C-fact.  

4. A C-fact is given a specific form (e.g. English text, sound block) and a medium. The 

form and the medium should be such that the fact can be remembered and recalled—
after a transformation of form and/or medium—by actors that are authorized for it.  

5. C-facts can be bundled. For example, a payment request to a specific customer con-

cerning the delivery of a bundle of delivered goods or services.  

 

Let us now turn to the P-facts. The following aspects of remembering a P-fact should be 

addressed in the implementation model:  

 

1. The production act has to be executed within the intended settlement time of the C-fact. 

If the requested production time lies in the past, it means that the initiator wants some-

thing to start to exist in retroaction. An example is the start of a subscription with a 

starting day in the past. However, it could also be a future point of time; it will take un-

til then before the fact becomes existent. An example is the start of a membership from 

the first day of some future month [Perinforma 2012]. The time that the P-fact actually 

becomes real is called the P-event time.  The P-event time differs from the actual crea-

tion time of the P-fact. The actual creation time of the P-fact is equal to the creation 

time of the C-fact ‘accepted’.  
2. A P-fact is owned by its executor. This subject is responsible for its quality. In case that 

an agent fulfills the actor role, the allocator of the agent is responsible for the quality of 

the derived fact.  
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3. A P-fact is ‘remembered’ in a specific format and on a specific medium so that it can 

be recalled and interpreted by other actors - possibly after a transformation of form 

and/or medium- at a later time. There is a distinction between original P-facts and de-

rived P-facts. Original facts always have to be remembered otherwise they will be lost. 

This does not apply to derived facts. Derived facts can be derived from other facts eve-

ry time it is needed. However, it could be necessary – for performance reasons- to re-

member some derived facts too. For example, the inventory level of products, or the 

material requirements plan in an industrial company. 

 

So far, the aspects that have to be taken into account during the development of an im-

plementation scenario are discussed from the perspective of coordination and production. It 

is based on the different aspect models of the essential model. The point of view was the 

fulfillment of the actor role. We only use the conceptual model of the production world for 

determining the scope of the EIS. However, this conceptual model also ought to be engi-

neered into a part of the stated implementation scenario. This is already done by Halpin 

[Halpin 2001]. The C-world as well as the P-world can be recorded in a language that is 

derived from Object-Role Modeling, ORM in short. ORM simplifies the design process by 

using natural language, expressing the model in terms of natural concepts like objects and 

roles.  Halpin [Halpin, Evans et al. 2003] developed an algorithm for mapping a design 

modeled in ORM onto a normalized relational database schema. Using a tool, the concep-

tual design can be entered in either graphical or textual form, and automatically mapped 

onto a relational schema for use in a variety of relational DBMSs. Thus the production 

world that is modeled from the ontological perspective in the FM can be transformed into a 

production world that is described from the implementation perspective. We do not make 

this transformation a subject for further research in our study.   

4.6 Examples of Implementation Scenarios 

We look again at the example of the Pizzeria as presented in section 3.2. Assume that the 

actor O-A02 requests a price list occasionally. We discuss various different implementa-

tion scenarios for sharing the price list. In doing so we will understand how the concepts of 

‘content’, ‘form’ and ‘medium’ are given a concrete shape in an implementation model. 

 
In dealing with the ‘requested’ agendum of transaction T02, O-A02 inquires the current 

price of the requested pizza kind (cf. Fig. 3.2). Figure 3.1 exhibits the CM of the Pizzeria. 

This model shows that the facts with regard to pizza kinds are contained in the external 

production bank PB60 and that the current prices are contained in the internal production 

bank PB05. Ontologically, the price of a pizza kind is requested for each transaction O-

T02. Concerning the I-organization, Figure 4.2 exhibits a diagram that is a limited version 

of the diagram that is exhibited by Figure 3.14. The information in the banks PB60 and 

PB05 is recalled by I-A602 and I-A0531, respectively.  Actor I-A14 then needs to derive 

the current price per pizza kind and to share this with I-A0031. This actor shares all P-facts 

which are invoked by O-A02. In response to the requests from I-A14 the actor I-A0531 

searches for facts in O-PB05. D-A0531 subsequently asks actor P-A0000 to transmit the 

requested fact to a location that is accessible by I-A0531. After interpreting the document, 
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I-A0531 creates the C-fact ‘state’ in I-T0531. Along with this C-fact the corresponding P-

fact of I-A0531 is sent to I-A14. Next, along with the C-fact ‘state’ in I-T14 the corre-

sponding P-fact of I-A14 is sent to I-A0031, the ‘sharer P-facts. Finally, the corresponding 

P-fact of I-A0031 is sent to O-A02 by the C-fact ‘state’ in I-T0031.  

 

Fig. 4.2 Part of the IAM for engineering the price list 
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We shall discuss the next different implementation scenarios. 

 

Scenario 1: 

The actor roles I-A0031 and I-A14 are fulfilled by John and the actor roles I-A0531, D-

A0531, and D-A12 are fulfilled by Tom. John asks Tom for recalling the current price of 

pizza kind PK. Note that John actually asks two things. 

First of all, he asks for the recall of the current price of PK (infological) and secondly he 

asks for sharing the price with him verbally (physical). We assume that the facts which 

were created by Tom as O-A05 are remembered in the mind of Tom. Tom (as I-A0531) 

searches in his mind for the current price of PK. That fact must be transformed into a 

sound block by D-A12. John, as I-A14, receives the sound fragment with the ‘state’ of I-
T0531 and interprets it subsequently in order to give an ‘accept’ or a ‘reject’. 

The pizza kinds are remembered in an external bank and are recalled by the external ac-

tor I-A602. This bank is not accessible from an internal actor. Therefore, within the scope 

of the EIS an internal ‘recaller’ must be implemented. This ‘recaller’ has to be fulfilled by 
a delegate of the external actor I-A602, for example Tom. The external ‘recaller’ and Tom 
must make a mutual agreement about the exchange of pizza kind facts. 

 

Scenario 2: 

Suppose Tom transmits his P-fact by an e-mail message to John. Although the P-fact of 

Tom remains unchanged, the form in which his production result is expressed differs from 

the previous scenario. Tom transforms his production result to natural text, instead of to a 

sound block. John, as I-A14, receives the text fragment with the ‘state’ of I-T0531 and 

interprets it subsequently in order to give an ‘accept’ or a ‘reject’.  
 

Scenario 3: 

We change the way of performing the P-act of Tom as I-A0531. Up to now, the production 

algorithm has been stored in Tom’s mind. That makes the P-act vulnerable; it is too de-

pendent of a particular subject. This can be resolved by putting the algorithm on an exter-

nal medium. The facts that Tom creates as O-A05 are no longer be remembered by him. 

The algorithm has to obtain facts from an external medium too. Tom needs a software pro-

gram to find the current price of PK. The production result of I-A531 remains unchanged. 

The software imprints the result in an email message. John, as I-A14, receives the text 

fragment with the ‘state’ of I-T0531 and interprets it subsequently in order to give an ‘ac-

cept’ or a ‘reject’. 
 

Scenario 4: 

In this scenario Tom fulfills no longer the actor role I-A0531. He is replaced by an agent. 

The same holds also for D-A0531. D-A12 is not implemented at all. John initiates I-T0531 

on his computer. The agent receives the ‘request’ from the ‘sharer agenda’ and gives an 

implicit ‘promise’. The agent imprints its production result in an email message which is 

sent with a ‘state’ to John. 

 

Scenario 5: 

According to the AM in Figure 3.2 the price of a pizza kind must be recalled for each or-

der. It also shows that the price of a pizza kind remains unchanged for a specific period. 
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The conclusion could be that it is a waste of time and energy to share the current price of 

the same pizza kind several times per day. It is more efficient to print the pricing list once 

and to put it next to the counter. To this end, the ontological model of the Pizzeria must be 

changed: O-A02 invokes a new derived fact, namely a pricing list which is produced by I-

A14. Suppose that Bill, who fulfills actor role O-A02, asks John to deliver a list with the 

current prices for all available pizza kinds. John shares this list with O-A02 by the ‘state’ 
of I-T0031. In case John is replaced by an agent, Bill initiates I-A0031 on his computer 

and receives the pricing list through his computer.  

     Let us discuss the question of responsibility for the quality of the pricing list. Besides 

John and Tom, Steve is involved in producing the list. Steve fulfills the external actor role 

O-A60. He creates, remembers and recalls pizza kinds. The only actors which are directly 

involved in the creation of the price list are I-A14, O-A05, I-A0531, O-A60, I-A602. These 

roles are fulfilled by John (I-A14), Tom (O-A05, I-A0531) and Steve (O-A60, I-A602). 

Tom and Steve create the original facts and are, for that reason, responsible for their quali-

ty. The pricing list, which is a derived fact, is created by John. John is responsible for the 

quality of the list. If these subjects are replaced by an agent, the situation differs. They 

could not be responsible for their performance. It is the allocator who can be held respon-

sible if these subjects or agents do not operate according to the expectations. But, if ap-

pears that action rules or working algorithms are not designed correctly; the subject who is 

responsible for the implementation model is held responsible (cf. Table 4.1). 

 

Lastly, we would like to come back to the discussion we had in the first scenario. It con-

cerns the external bank with the pizza kinds, PB60. The question has to be answered why a 

fact bank is defined as external, this does not seem to be obvious. The answer is easy. If a 

CM has not been produced for the purpose of using it as a basis for the development of an 

EIS, it may happen that certain banks are positioned outside the organization for the reason 

that they are not relevant for the purpose for which the CM was designed. Therefore, it is 

advisable to see whether PB60 could be brought within the scope of the organization. This 

reduces the complexity of the EIS to develop. 

4.7 Conclusion 

In conclusion, the implementation model of the organization is based on the integral onto-

logical model of the organization. It is implemented by assigning human actors or agents to 

the actor roles in the model. An EIS is defined as a software application that supports a set 

of O-actors. The support takes places by I-actors and D-actors that are mainly agents. In 

this chapter a large number of aspects have been identified which are important for design-

ing an EIS on the basis of an ontological model of the B-organization, I-organization, and 

D-organization of the enterprise. It shows that a methodical approach for designing an im-

plementation scenario that is made operational by an EIS is necessary. The next chapter 

will provide such an approach. It presents a framework for implementation design. 
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5 A Specification Framework for designing an EIS 

5.1 Introduction 

In the previous chapter the notion implementation scenario is discussed based on the inte-

gral model of the B-organization, I-organization and D-organization of an enterprise. We 

focused in particular on an implementation scenario for which we would like to develop an 

EIS. We defined an EIS as a software application that supports a set of O-actors. See sec-

tion 4.4. These O-actors are supported by I-actors and the I-actors are supported by D-

actors. See section 3.4.3 and section 3.5.3. These I-actors and D-actors are mainly agents in 

the EIS. In this chapter, a framework is presented in order to design an implementation 

scenario of an enterprise that is implemented by an EIS. The framework is discussed in 

Section 5.2. It is called the ‘PID-Framework’ (‘PID’ stands for ‘Procedure for Implementa-

tion Design’). Based on this framework a number of practical rules for designing an EIS 

are presented in section 5.3. The chapter ends with concluding remarks in Section 5.4. 

5.2 A Framework for Specifying the EIS 

The PID-Framework that is exhibited in Figure 5.1 is intended for practitioners who want 

to specify an EIS or who wish to assess the suitability of an implemented EIS for an organ-

ization on the basis of the ontological model of the organization.  

The proposed approach starts with selecting the O-actor roles that have to be supported 

by the EIS. After selecting these actor roles, the implementation of each actor role is elabo-

rated. The elaboration is done on the basis of a number of aspects, which are grouped in 

the PID-Framework. Three aspect groups are discerned: general characteristics, sharing 

facts and remembering facts. 

 

In the remainder of this section, all aspects of the aspect groups are discussed. In section 

5.3, we provide one or more practical rules regarding each aspect.  

 

The area within the organization that is covered by the EIS is determined within the as-

pect group Context. 

 Scoping - refers to the definition of the scope of the EIS. As a basis for defining the 

scope of the EIS the production world of the organization is taken.  

1. First of all, all object classes that fall within the scope of the EIS are determined. 

These object classes are defined in the FM of the B-organization. Being covered by 

the EIS implies that all result kinds that are based on these object classes have to be 

defined in the EIS too. Next, all O-actor roles that are linked to these result kinds 

have to be supported by the EIS. 
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2. There may be binary facts within the scope of the EIS that have one domain (refer-

ence class) inside this scope and one outside. The question then is how to imple-

ment the external object class. Let us provide an example for clarification. Suppose 

that in the FM the internal object class SALES_ORDER refers to the external ob-

ject class CUSTOMER through the binary fact kind ‘the customer of [sales_order] 
is [customer]’. This binary fact kind can only be maintained within the EIS by cre-

ating a subset of the external object class CUSTOMER in the EIS. Only those in-

stances of CUSTOMER are remembered and made available within the EIS that are 

considered relevant. So, the solution to the problem is that a subclass of the external 

object class is made internal to the EIS. 

3. An O-actor in its informa shape can be an initiator of infological transactions with 

I-actors. If an O-actor is within the scope of the EIS, this inevitably implies that the 

executors of these infological transactions also fall within the scope of the EIS (see 

Rules 1, 2 and 3). 

 

 Clustering – the sets of actor roles are determined for which it holds that they will be 

allocated to the same organizational function (see Rule 4).  

 

 

Fig. 5.1 The PID-Framework 

Specific aspects of each actor role, based on a number of criteria, will be investigated in 

the aspect group General Characteristics. The following aspects are briefly covered:  

 

 Activation –The actor cycle needs to be implemented for every O-actor role within the 

scope of the EIS (see Rule 5). 
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 Fulfillment – an actor role can be fulfilled by several subjects. The fulfillment can take 

place in two different ways [Dietz 2006]: concurrently and collectively (see Rule 6). 

 Delegation – some transaction steps can be performed by somebody else instead of the 

authorized subject. This is called delegation. The authorized actor remains accountable 

(see Rule 7). 

 Presentation - the work environment of an actor role has to be established. An O-actor 

is involved in remembering and sharing facts. For remembering, it must be able to cap-

ture facts in documents and to imprint the corresponding files on a medium. For shar-

ing, it must be able to retrieve documents from mediums and to interpret these docu-

ments. A document is received through the ‘state’ of a ‘sharing agenda’ (cf. Fig. 3.12) 

or ‘sharing facts’ transaction (cf. Fig. 3.14). Physically, the document is transmitted 

from the executor to the initiator of the sharing transaction by an actor from the physi-

cal organization (see Rule 8). 

 Automation - it should be determined to what extent the actor role is fulfilled by a sub-

ject, possibly supported by technology, or completely fulfilled by an agent (see Rule 9). 

 

Next, we will discuss the aspect groups that are related to the O-actor roles. The specific 

characteristics of both kinds of actor activities are addressed in the Sharing Facts and Re-

membering Facts aspect groups. 

 

First, the Sharing Facts aspect group will be discussed.  

 

Agenda: 

 Object Link - if it is not at the top of a process tree, an agendum always links to a spe-

cific object. This object is sent along with the C-fact to which the agendum refers. So, 

the object is available for the actor without an explicit request for a P-fact (see Rule 

10). 

 Scheduling - if there are several actors able and allowed to respond to an agendum, it 

could be necessary to implement a scheduling mechanism in order to distribute the 

agenda on the basis of available time of the actors, or on specific competences of the 

actors, or on the basis of other internal priority rules. The scheduling mechanism takes 

the facts that are related to the object that is received along with the agendum into ac-

count (see rule 11). 

 Unbundling - an agendum can consist of a bundle of C-facts. For example, suppose that 

an initiator has submitted a combined request for payment for delivered products to an 

executor. The executor accepts or rejects the payment of the bundle. However, in the 

ontological model separate payment transactions are defined for the delivered products. 

That means that the initiator receives a bundle of ‘stated’ C-facts with the ‘stated’ 
agendum which must be responded to by an acceptance of each paid product separate-

ly. Bundling can be done on the basis of specific attributes of the object to which it re-

lates (see Rule 12). 

 

Coordination facts: 

 State—during a transaction process, the P-fact is at any moment in a certain state (e.g. 

requested, promised, declined, stated, accepted, or rejected). This state can be inspected 

(see Rule 13). 
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 Tracking - To each C-fact is linked the identification of its performer. That makes it 

possible to gain more insight into ‘who’ is responsible for a specific transition of the C-

world or P-world of the organization. This is important from the viewpoint of transpar-

ency and accountability (see Rule 14). 

 

Production facts: 

 Interoperability—it is important to ensure that an actor assigns the semantic meaning 

to a received fact that is intended by the executor of the fact sharing transaction. One 

must be particularly alert to this with facts that are shared from outside the organiza-

tion. This issue is also referred to as ‘semantic interoperability’ (see Rule 15). 

 

General: 

 Accessibility—an O-actor initiates an infological transaction with the ‘sharer agenda’ 
for a request of sharing the agenda, with the ‘sharer P-facts’ for a request of sharing P-

facts and with the ‘sharer C-facts’ for a request of sharing C-facts. These actors are in-

voked by each O-actor and know all C-fact and P-fact ‘recallers’, respectively, and P-

fact ‘derivers’ within the EIS. The ‘sharer agenda’ shares agenda, dependent on the ad-

dressees of the C-facts, with the O-actors in EIS. The ‘sharer C-facts’ and the ‘sharer 

P-facts’ shares facts with the O-actor, when asked for. 

The C-facts and P-facts that are needed by actors within the EIS may be created outside 

the scope of EIS. Such C-facts and P-facts are unknown to the ‘sharer agenda’, ‘sharer 

C-facts’ and ‘sharer P-facts’. This problem has to be solved by defining a ‘recaller C-

facts’ actor role within de scope van EIS for each external ‘recaller C-facts’ of the con-

cerning C-facts and a ‘recaller P-facts’ actor role for each external ‘recaller P-facts’ of 

the concerning P-facts. These new actor roles within the EIS are fulfilled by delegates 

of the external actors that fulfill ‘recaller C-facts’ and ‘recaller P-facts’ actor roles (see 

Rules 16, 17 and 18). 

 

Next, the Remembering Facts aspect group will be discussed: 

 

Coordination facts: 

 Explicitly/Implicitly—C-facts are created explicitly or implicitly. A C-fact is created 

implicitly when there is an underlying agreement between the performer and addressee, 

such that the performer does not need to perform an explicit act. Actually, the C-fact is 

remembered and recalled by a delegate within the EIS (see Rule 19). 

 Addressing—although ontologically each C-fact has an addressee, this addressee is 

usually not known in practice when an actor creates a ‘request’. If this is the case, a fic-

titious addressee is assigned to the C-fact (see Rule 20). 

 Timing - the performer of the C-fact is understood as the owner of the C-fact. The 

ownership is designated by a timestamp showing when the ownership came into being 

(see Rule 21). 

 Bundling—C-facts can be bundled. An example is a sales order that consists of several 

order lines.  Every line is a separate C-fact. The bundled facts belong to the same sales 

order because of common attributes, like customer and date. A request for payment is 

always executed for the purpose of the bundle. After receiving the ‘state’, the ‘accept’ 
or ‘reject’ of the payment is also executed for the bundle (see Rule 22). 
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Production fact: 

 Execution Time—the production act has to be executed within the intended settlement 

time. The actual creation time of the P-fact is equal to the creation time of the C-fact 

‘accepted’ by the initiator of the transaction. The actual creation time can differ from 

the P-event time which can also lie in the past or in the future. There must be imple-

mented a monitoring mechanism for monitoring the completion of the transaction (see 

Rule 23, 24).  

 Capturing— an O-actor can create instances of a binary fact kind of which one of the 

domains is an external object class. Then, a subset of the external object class is created 

in the EIS. Only those instances are remembered and made available within the EIS 

that are considered relevant (see Rule 25). 

5.3 Rules for Practitioners 

This section provides rules to practitioners for each aspect in the PID-Framework.  

Context 
 

1. Determine the set of O-actor roles and the related transaction kinds that must be sup-

ported by the EIS.  

 

First, determine the object classes that have to fall within the EIS, from the FM of the 

B-organization. Second, determine the result kinds are linked to these object classes. 

Third, determine the O-actor roles on the basis of the result kinds.  

 

2. Determine the part of the I-organization and D-organization that has to be covered by 

the EIS. 

 

With the capture of the O-actors within the scope of the EIS, the I-actors that remember 

created facts, the I-actors that make facts available, the I-actors that derive facts, the D-

actors that archive the corresponding documents and the D-actors that make the docu-

ments available, fall within the scope of the EIS.  

 

3. Determine the binary fact kinds within the scope of the EIS that have one domain (ref-

erence class) inside this scope and one outside. 

 

Such binary fact kinds can only be maintained within the EIS by creating a subset of 

the external object class in the EIS.  

 

4. Determine the actor roles within the scope of the EIS that will be allocated to the same 

organizational function. 

 

Actor roles are grouped in clusters. Each cluster is allocated to an organizational func-

tion. The identification of clusters is important, because of the possibility for (1) opti-
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mizing the implementation of the mutual coordination acts within a cluster, and (2) op-

timizing fact sharing.  

Actor – General Characteristics 
  

5. The actor cycle needs to be implemented for every O-actor role within the scope of the 

EIS.  

 

An actor actively waits for an agendum. An agendum corresponds with a C-fact that 

has the actor as its addressee.  On the request by the O-actor the ‘sharer agenda’ shares 

the next agendum to deal with.  

 

6.   Actor roles may be fulfilled by several subjects, either concurrently or collectively. Two 

different methods of implementation must be distinguished. 

 

 There are the following two ways of fulfillment:  

i) In concurrent fulfillment, two different situations may arise: (1) subjects who 

are fully interchangeable and who perform the same activities, (2) subjects who 

each have their own specialization within the actor role. E.g., salespeople who 

are specialized in specific countries or, a teacher who is specialized in a particu-

lar field. A request to a math teacher to provide a lesson should not be directed 

to a teacher English language.  

ii) Subjects who collectively create a P-fact can be held collectively accountable 

for that fact (e.g. a management team).  

 

7.   Specify the acts that may be performed by other subjects than the actor itself.   

 

Authorized actors may delegate specific coordination acts and/or production acts to 

other subjects. The authorized actors keep the responsibility for the results of their del-

egates. The coordination between an actor and its delegate is considered to be out of 

the scope of this study. 

 

8.   Because O-actors request for remembering and sharing facts, a good design of the 

working environment takes into account specific requirements for the presentation of 

these transaction results.  

 

For remembering, actors must be able to capture facts in documents and to imprint the 

corresponding files on a medium. For sharing, actors must be able to retrieve docu-

ments from mediums and to interpret these documents. Take into account that the actor 

role can be identified as a part of a cluster. The document is received through the 

‘state’ of a ‘sharing agenda’ or ‘sharing facts’ transaction. Physically, the document is 

transmitted from the executor to the initiator of the sharing transaction by an actor from 

the physical organization. The used technology determines how the fact is received. 

For example, a sound fragment can be received by telephone or in a face-to-face con-

versation and a text fragment can be mailed or displayed on the screen of a computer or 

put on paper through a printer. 
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9.   In principle, O-actor roles are fulfilled by subjects. They can be supported by infor-

mation technology. Determine to what extent each actor role should be automated.  

 

Actor roles can be fulfilled partly or fully by information technology. O-actors are not 

excluded, because of mimicking by information technology. The extent to which in-

formation technology is used differs. If an actor role is entirely fulfilled by software, 

one speaks of an agent. A subject who fulfills an actor role is fully responsible for the 

facts that it creates. Information technology cannot hold any accountability. Then, its 

allocator is responsible for the quality of its results. An actor must always be uniquely 

identified within the operational system so that it can be linked to the facts it creates.   

Actor - Sharing facts 

 

 

Agenda: 

 

10. Every agendum refers to a P-fact concerning some object. This object is accessible for 

actors that fulfill the actor role.   

 

If it is not at the top of a process tree, an agendum always links to a specific object. 

This object is sent along with the C-fact to which the agendum refers. So, the object 

with dependent and independent facts is available for the actor without an explicit re-

quest for a P-fact. If is at the top of the process tree, an object is created during the ’re-

quest’ C-act. Along with this C-act dependent facts are sent from the performer of the 

C-act to the addressee. 

 

11. An agendum can be assigned to any actor that fulfills an actor role concurrently with 

others. In that case a scheduling mechanism may have to be implemented. 

 

If there are several actors able and allowed to respond to an agendum, it could be nec-

essary to implement a scheduling mechanism in order to distribute the agenda on the 

basis of available time of the actors, or on specific competences of the actors, or on the 

basis of other internal priority rules. The scheduling mechanism takes the facts that are 

linked to the object that is received along with the agendum into account. 

 

12. An agendum may be a bundle of agenda. Such an agendum has to be unbundled.  

 

An agendum can consist of a bundle of C-facts. For example, suppose that an initiator 

has submitted a combined request for payment for delivered products to an executor. 

The executor accepts or rejects the payment of the bundle. However, in the ontological 

model separate payment transactions are defined for the delivered products. That 

means that the initiator receives a bundle of ‘stated’ C-facts with the ‘stated’ agendum 

which must be responded to by an acceptance of each paid product separately. 
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Coordination facts: 

 

13. At any moment, a P-fact has a specific state, which corresponds with the progress of 

the transaction. Actors must be able to inspect the state of the P-fact. 

 

During the transaction process, a P-fact is at any moment in a certain state (e.g. re-

quested, promised, declined, stated, accepted, or rejected). 

 

14. To each C-fact must be linked the identification of its performer. To each P-fact must 

be linked the identification of its creator.     

 

The identification of the creator gives each fact a ‘face’. It makes the EIS more trans-

parent. Consequently, this should increase the quality of information and the accounta-

bility of the actors. 

 

 

Production facts: 

 

15. The semantic meaning of a fact that is requested by an initiator must be equal to the 

semantic meaning of the fact that is shared by the executor of the fact sharing transac-

tion.  

 

The exchange of facts between different actors can only take place whether there is in-

teroperability of the semantic meaning of the facts. The semantic interoperability is 

present within the boundary of the organization, due to the common production world 

of the actors in an organization. One must be alert to it with facts that are requested 

from outside the organization. 

 

 

General: 

 

16. An agendum or a fact must be accessible by the actor that uses the agendum or the 

fact.  

 

An O-actor initiates an infological transaction with the ‘sharer agenda’ for a request of 

sharing the agenda, with the ‘sharer P-facts’ for a request of sharing P-facts and with 

the ‘sharer C-facts’ for a request of sharing C-facts. These actors are invoked by each 

actor in the EIS and know all C-fact and P-fact ‘recallers’, respectively, and P-fact ‘de-

rivers’ within the EIS. The ‘sharer agenda’ shares agenda, dependent on the addressees 

of the C-facts, with the O-actors in EIS. The ‘sharer C-facts’ and the ‘sharer P-facts’ 
shares facts with the O-actor, when asked for. 

The C-facts and P-facts that are needed by actors within the EIS may be created outside 

the scope of EIS. Such C-facts and P-facts are made available by newly created ‘recall-

er’ actor roles within the EIS that are fulfilled by delegates of the external ‘recallers’. 
P-facts that are exchanged by the concerning O-actor with other O-actors along with a 

C-fact can be obtained from the ‘sharer C-facts’. This does not hold for P-facts that did 

not come into existence. Figure 3.6 exhibits that ‘remembering’ of the P-fact takes 
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place after its acceptance by the initiator of the transaction (cf. Fig. 3.6). 

 

17. C-facts from external banks must be captured in the EIS in order to be able to share 

them with actors within the scope of the EIS.  

 

An efficient obtain procedure is needed in order to transmit the external generated C-

facts in EIS so that these C-facts can be recalled by a delegate of the external ‘recaller’ 
within the scope of the EIS. The obtain procedure can be implemented by using infor-

mation technology or by using a manual procedure by which, for example, the external 

‘recaller’ calls or mails a secretary for making a ‘request’ available for other actors 

within the scope of the EIS. 

 

18. P-facts from external banks must be captured in the EIS in order to be able to share 

them with actors within the scope of the EIS.  

 

An efficient obtain procedure is needed in order to transmit the external generated P-

facts in EIS so that these P-facts can be recalled by a delegate of the external ‘recaller’ 
within the scope of the EIS. Similar to the procedure for obtaining C-facts from exter-

nal banks, the obtain procedure for P-facts from external banks can be implemented by 

using information technology or by using a manual procedure by which, for example, 

the external ‘recaller’ calls or mails a secretary for making a fact available for other ac-

tors within the scope of the EIS. In case of using information technology, there are 

three ways of getting P-facts from outside the EIS. Suppose that the external ‘recaller’ 
provides result R in response to question A. The following situations may arise: (1) 

question A always has the same R (e.g. provide John’s date of birth), (2) question A 

always has a different R (e.g. provide the current stock of item B), and (3) R changes 

periodically (e.g. provide the current training schedule). In the first situation the possi-

bility must be considered that question A is treated within the EIS, i.e. the infological 

production act should be implemented within the EIS. This can also be considered for 

the third situation. It depends on the degree of periodicity. Redundant capturing of facts 

is not a solution for the second situation. Then, an interface between de external ‘re-

caller’ and the internal ‘recaller’ must be developed.  

 

Actor - Remembering facts 
 

 

Coordination facts:  

 

19. Determine whether a C-fact must be created implicitly or explicitly.  

 

C-facts are created explicitly or implicitly. A C-fact is created implicitly when there is 

an underlying agreement between the performer and addressee, such that the performer 

does not need to perform an explicit act. Then, the C-fact is remembered and recalled 

by a delegate within the EIS. Take into account that the delegate can use a software 

tool that actually supports him in fulfilling the mentioned actor roles. 
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20. If the intention of the C-fact is ‘requested’, it can contain a fictitious addressee as the 

executor. 

 

In many cases, the performer of the C-fact ‘requested’ does not have a specific ad-

dressee in mind. It does not know specific addressee identification or it does not prefer 

someone. Therefore, a fictitious identification for the addressee is assigned to the C-

fact. 

 

21. The performer of the C-fact is understood as the owner of the C-fact. The ownership is 

designated by a timestamp showing when the ownership came into being. 

 

Remembering the creation time of the C-fact is important for tracking purposes. Be-

sides that, the P-fact to which the C-fact refers has to be created within the intended 

settlement time. Therefore, the creation time of the C-fact must be remembered.  

 

22. It must be possible for an actor to bundle C-facts that meet a specific criteria and cre-

ate one single C-fact for the entire bundle.  

 

A C-fact to create can be comprised of a set of C-facts that complies with one or more 

specific attributes which are specified in the FM of the organization. 

 

 

Production facts: 

 

23. The P-act has to be executed within the intended settlement time. 

 

The actual creation time of the P-fact is determined when the initiator of the concerning 

transaction creates the C-fact ‘accepted’. There must be implemented a monitoring 

mechanism for monitoring the completion of the transaction. 

 

24. The actual creation time of a P-fact can differ from the P-event time.  

 

Sometimes the initiator wants something to start to exist in retroaction. An example is 

the start of a subscription with a starting day in the past. However, it would also be a 

future point of time; it will take until then before the fact becomes existent. The time 

that the P-fact actually becomes real is called the P-event time.  The P-event time can 

differ from the actual creation time of the P-fact.  

 

25. An O-actor can create instances of a binary fact kind of which one of the domains is an 

external object class. Then, a subset of the external object class is created in the EIS.  

 

Only those instances are remembered and made available within the EIS that are con-

sidered relevant. 
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5.4 Conclusion 

The PID-Framework has been developed in this chapter. The framework provides a num-

ber of practical rules for designing EIS based on the coherent ontological model of the B-

organization, I-organization and D-organization. The actor role is the central element in 

this approach. The EIS is aimed to support subjects who fulfill these actor roles. Actor 

roles within the I-organization and D-organization are fulfilled by agents.  
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PART III 

Applications 
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6 Case 1: Conciliation Board for Consumers 

6.1 Introduction 

The case study concerns a project that was performed at the Conciliation Board for Con-

sumers (also known as The Foundation for Consumer Complaints Boards and in Dutch 

abbreviated to ‘SGC’: Stichting Geschillencommissies Consumentenzaken). The case 

study was not executed by the researcher personally. The necessary information about the 

project is obtained through an interview with the person responsible for executing the orig-

inal case study and the project manager of the SGC project. Furthermore, the researcher 

has been guided by various publications about this project [Mulder and Van Reijswoud 

1997; Goedvolk 2006; Mulder 2006]. The SGC case description dates from 1996. The 

SGC in its current state cannot be compared with the organization at the time of the case-

study. 

 

The following introduction of the SGC is largely derived from [Mulder and Van 

Reijswoud 1997]. The Conciliation Board for Consumers is a non-profit organization with 

the aim to negotiate quickly, less costly and easy solutions for disagreement between con-

sumers and suppliers. In 1996, SGC operates in 22 different areas including for example 

banking, travelling, and postal and telephone services. For each of these areas there is a 

separate committee. The mediation fees of both consumers and suppliers, supported by the 

branch organizations, cover the costs of the mediation. Individual suppliers only pay a me-

diation fee if the board proves the supplier to be in the wrong. The remaining costs of the 

mediation are covered by the branch organizations. Consumers always contribute when 

they submit a request for mediation. If a case is submitted for mediation, the board passes a 

binding advice.  

The Conciliation Board for Consumers exhibits the following organizational structure. 

One director manages SGC; he is also secretary of the 22 different committees. A general 

secretariat and a group of legal advisors support the Director. For each of the 22 commit-

tees there is a secretariat which acts as a coordinator. Associated with the SGC there are 

the committees, each composed of an independent member, a member of the Dutch con-

sumers’ organization and a member for the suppliers. Affiliated to the SGC are experts that 

can be consulted for an expert opinion. A request for mediation of the Conciliation Board 

for Consumers needs to be started with a letter of the consumer in which the nature and the 

magnitude of the complaint is explained. On the basis of this letter a first rough selection is 

made as to whether the complaint is taken into consideration. The complainer is informed 

as to whether the complaint will be mediated by SGC or not. If the complaint is considered 

to be admissible, this is the case for about 70% of the complaints, SGC sends the consumer 

a complaint form that has to be used to officially file the complaint for mediation. The 

complaint form consists of a questionnaire in which the necessary details of the complaint 

are asked. In the same letter, the consumer is also requested to pay a complaint fee, and 
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possibly to deposit the remaining amount of the invoice. When the complaint is filed, the 

supplier is requested for a bank guarantee if there is no collective guarantee by the branch 

organization. When the request for mediation by SGC is granted, the supplier is informed 

by mail. At the same time the supplier is requested for his defense or may propose an 

agreement. In addition to the complaint of the customer and the defense of the supplier, the 

board can initiate an expert examination. All documents of the consumer, supplier and pos-

sibly the experts together serve as the input for a meeting of the board for which all the 

parties involved are invited. In this meeting the committee reaches a decision. This wind-

ing up comprises the complaint fee, the deposit of the remaining amount of the invoice, 

and the expenses of the members of the committee and the experts. If the supplier fails to 

comply with his terms of payment, the consumer can appeal to a regulation that assures 

payment. At the same time the branch organization of the supplier is informed. Then, the 

file is closed. 

6.2 Context  

Figure 6.1 exhibits the CM of SGC and the corresponding Transaction Result Table. The 

actor O-A01 receives the request for mediation. O-A01 defines a COMPLAINT and de-

termines whether the request can be processed. If that is the case the applicant is informed 

about this in writing.  

A standard questionnaire is then also sent to the applicant. The applicant is expected to 

fill out the form correctly and to return it to O-A02. Agreements with the consumer and the 

supplier regarding the financial settlement are made on the basis of this form by O-A07 

and O-A06, respectively. The mediation process only starts once these arrangements have 

been made. The actor roles O-A04, O-A05, and O-A03 are specified within the scope of 

the organization. This is different from the model presented by Mulder [Mulder 2006]. 

Mulder positioned these actor roles as external roles of the organization. Therefore, they 

are considered out of scope. We consider these roles within scope in order to make it pos-

sible to implement their transactions within the organization. 

  

This study concerns the implementation design of an EIS that supports the actors O-A01 

through O-A07. O-A04, O-A06 and O-A07 are left out in order to avoid more of the same 

models. Figure 6.2 exhibits the FM. The relevant part of the AM will be shown when dis-

cussing the individual actor roles.  
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Transaction Kind Result Kind 

O-T01 - admission O-R01 - [complaint] has been admitted 

O-T02 - mediation O-R02 - [complaint] has been mediated 

O-T03 - defense O-R03 - [complaint] has been defended 

O-T04 - expert advice O-R04 - [complaint] has been adviced 

O-T05 - judgment O-R05 - [complaint] has been judged 

O-T06 - s_payment control 

 

    O-T07 - c_payment control 

O-R06 - s_payment [complaint] has been  

                 controlled 

O-R07-  c_payment [complaint] has been  

                 controlled 

 

 

Fig. 6.1 Construction model of SGC 
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Fig. 6.2 Fact Model of SGC 

The first step to take is the establishment of the scope of the EIS system that supports the 

mediation within SGC. Therefore, we look at the PID-Framework and discuss the rules 1 

till 4. The numbering corresponds to the numbering of the rules.  
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1. The result kinds which are linked to the COMPLAINT object class (cf. Fig. 6.2) are 

used to determine the actors that have to be supported by the EIS. These result kinds 

are linked to the actors O-A01 through O-A07. 

2. We will refrain from discussing here the question of which I-actors and D-actors fall 

inside or outside the scope of the EIS. We will deal with this topic in more detail when 

discussing the individual actor roles. 

3. There are four binary fact kinds within the scope of the EIS that have one domain in-

side its scope en one outside. These are ‘customer of [complaint] is customer’, ‘suppli-
er of [complaint] is supplier’, ‘expert of [complaint] is expert’, and ‘committee for 
[complaint] is committee’. The external domains are CONSUMER, SUPPLIER, EX-

PERT and COMMITTEE, respectively.   

4. There is no clustering at the level of the ontological actors 

6.3 Actor Roles 

Next, the implementations of the actor roles O-A01, O-A02, O-A03 and O-A05 are dis-

cussed.  

6.3.1 Implementation of O-A01 

A request for mediation of the Conciliation Board for Consumers needs to be started with a 

letter of the consumer in which the nature (concerning housing, computers, travels etc.) 

and the magnitude of the complaint is explained as well as the name and address of the 

supplier is included. This may be a simple letter. On the arrival of a letter, a file is opened. 

The file is identified by the committee the complaint relates to, a unique identification 

number of the complaint, the name of the complainer and the date that the complaint was 

submitted. In the course of the procedure the file is used to archive additional information.  

 

Fig. 6.3 CM: Complaint admission 

On the basis of the first letter a first rough selection is made as to whether the complaint 

is taken into consideration. The complainer is informed in a letter as to whether the com-
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plaint will be mediated by SGC or not. This letter is sent by mail to the address of the con-

sumer as was indicated in the first letter. If the complaint is considered to be admissible, 

SGC sends the consumer a complaint form that has to be used to officially file the com-

plaint for mediation. The relevant part of the CM of SGC is exhibit in Figure 6.3. Figure 

6.4 shows the part of the AM that contains the action rules for O-A01. 
 

Actor O-A01: 

 

 when admission for new Complaint is requested   O-T01/rq 

   with the consumer of Complaint is a Consumer 

     the supplier of Complaint is a Supplier  

      the admission date of Complaint is current date  

     the rough description of Complaint is Rough_description 

 

  assess justice: the Performer of the request is the consumer of Complaint 

   sincerity:  <no specific condition> 

   truth:  <supplier data is available> 

     <committee data is available> 

 

  if complying with request is considered justifiable  

  then promise admission for Complaint 

  else decline admission for Complaint 

 

 

 when admission for Complaint is promised    O-T01/pm 

    

  assess justice: the Performer of the promise is the admitter of Complaint 

   sincerity:  <no specific condition> 

   truth:   <no specific condition>  

 

  if complying with promise is considered justifiable  

  then execute admission for Complaint  

   state admission for Complaint 

   

Fig. 6.4 Action rules for O-A01 

O-A01 requests for the following services: 

 

Remembering facts: 

a. C-facts and P-facts of O-A01 are remembered by I-A0110 and I-A0111, respectively. 

 

Sharing agenda: 

b. Agenda for O-A01 are shared by I-A0020 on request by O-A01. 

 

Sharing facts: 

c. Supplier data for O-A01 are shared by I-A0031 ( I-T1131) 

d. Committee data for O-A01 are shared by I-A0031 (I-T1231) 

 

Figure 6.5 exhibits the I-organization with the I-actors that are invoked by O-A01. The 

dark colored part is covered by the EIS to be developed. It turns out that this only applies 

to the ‘rememberer C-facts’, ‘rememberer P-facts’ and the ‘sharer agenda’. However, I-
A0020 has a problem with the accessibility of I-CA0230. See rule 17 for the proposed so-
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lution. All requested P-facts are delivered from outside the organization. SGC decided not 

to implement these facts in the EIS.  

 

Fig. 6.5 Remembering and Sharing Facts for O-A01 

The discussion about the implementation of O-A01 in the EIS continues on the basis of the 

rules from the PID-Framework related to the Actor General Characteristics. 

 

5. O-A01 is activated when a request for mediation is received in the form of a letter. O-

A01 then performs an initial check to see whether it makes sense to start a mediation 

process. The committee to which the complaint relates is also identified.  

6. O-A01 can be fulfilled by several people who are completely interchangeable.  

7. It is unclear whether there are appointed delegates for specific acts of O-A01. 

8. The infological transactions ‘rememberer C-facts’, ‘rememberer P-facts’ and the ‘shar-

er agenda’ have to be implemented in the EIS. The C-fact ‘request’ from O-CA02, 

along with the letter, has to be scanned and entered into the EIS by an employee of 

SGC. This subject acts as a delegate of O-CA02 in this respect. This employee of 

somebody else has to be understood as the ‘recaller’ of the C-facts of O-CA02 in the 

EIS. It is requested by the ‘sharer agenda’ for sharing its C-facts. O-A01 receives the 

scanned letter from the ‘sharer agenda’ through the EIS. All requested P-facts are de-
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livered from outside the EIS (I-T1131, I-T1231). The coordination with respect to these 

P-facts takes place in the Dutch language through letters, emails and phone calls.  

9. O-A01 is a business actor and cannot be replaced by an agent. Facts created by O-A01 

are remembered within the scope of the EIS. They can be recalled in the EIS and are 

made available for the purpose of O-A02 (cf. Fig. 6.1). 

 

The aspects in the Sharing Agenda aspect group are discussed hereafter: 

 

10. O-A01 is on the top of a process tree. The business process is started by O-CA02. 

Therefore, the agendum ‘requested’ that O-A01 receives from O-CA02 is not linked to 

an existent COMPLAINT object. An object is created during the C-act ‘request’. O-

CA02 sends some dependent facts along with the C-fact, such as the consumer and the 

supplier identification and the rough description of the complaint (cf. Fig. 6.4). 

11. There is no scheduling mechanism needed. 

12. Not applicable. 

 

Next, the aspects in the Sharing Facts aspect group are discussed: 

 

Coordination facts: 

 

13. Not applicable. 

14. The identification of the consumer is stated in the attached letter with the ‘request’. 
With the ‘promise’, the consumer is informed about the person who fulfills O-A01.  

 

Production facts: 

 

15. Not applicable 

General: 

 

16. O-A01 does not know anything about the location of an agendum or any other request-

ed fact. Therefore, two generic I-actors ‘share agenda’ and ‘sharer P-facts’ have to be 
implemented. They are responsible for sharing requested facts with O-A01.  De exter-

nal actor I-CA0230 needs a delegate for recalling its result within the scope of the EIS.  

The ‘sharer P-facts’ is implemented outside the EIS.  

17. This rule concerns the way of exchanging C-facts between I-CA0230 and its delegate 

who recalls these facts within the EIS. It is a manual procedure, executed by a secretary 

who scans every incoming letter and enters it in the EIS.  

18. Not applicable. 

 

Lastly, the aspects in the Remembering Facts aspect group are discussed: 

 

Coordination facts: 

 

19. O-A01 creates the status ‘promised’ and the status ‘stated’ of transaction O-T01. The 

‘promise’ is performed implicitly. The ‘state’ is performed explicitly by sending a mail 
with a confirmation that the complaint will be taken in treatment to the consumer.   
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20. The addressee of the ‘promised’ and the ‘stated’ messages is the sender of the letter. 

21. O-A01 remembers the dispatching time of the ‘state’. 
22. Not applicable. 

 

Production facts: 

 

23. Not applicable. 

24. Not applicable. 

25. Instances of the binary fact kinds of which one of the domains is one of the following 

object classes CONSUMER, SUPPLIER, EXPERT and COMMITTEE are created in 

the EIS at the same time that the P-fact is remembered. 

6.3.2 Implementation of O-A02 

If the complaint is considered to be admissible, SGC sends the consumer a complaint form 

that has to be used to officially file the complaint for mediation. The complaint form con-

sists of a questionnaire in which the necessary details of the complaint are asked and a part 

in which the consumer has to state that he/she will submit him/herself to the regulations of 

the Conciliation Board for Consumers (the regulations are enclosed). In the same letter, the 

consumer is also requested to pay a complaint fee (based on the amount of the invoice of 

the complaint), and possibly to deposit the remaining amount of the invoice (only if the 

invoice amount is not fully paid). When the complaint is filed, the supplier is requested for 

a bank guarantee if there is no collective guarantee by the branch organization. The bank 

guarantee is also based on the amount of the invoice. When the questionnaire is returned 

properly filled out, it is checked whether the complaint is still within the margins of com-

petence and responsibility of SGC on the basis of detailed questions of the form. Then the 

money is transferred by the consumer, and, if necessary, the bank guarantee is provided by 

the supplier. The actual mediation handling by SGC can start.  

When the request for mediation by SGC is granted, the supplier is informed by mail and 

the execution of the procedure is documented in the so-called complaint book. This com-

plaint book was set up for the purpose of progress monitoring. At the same time the suppli-

er is supplied with the documents of the file (first letter and complaint form) and is re-

quested for his defense. In addition to the complaint of the customer and the defense of the 

supplier, the board can initiate an expert examination. These experts will investigate the 

nature and the magnitude of the complaint on-site. Their findings are reported in an expert-

report. All documents of the consumer, supplier and possibly the experts together serve as 

the input for a meeting of the board for which all the parties involved are invited. In this 

meeting the committee reaches a decision. About one month after the meeting, the parties 

involved are informed by mail about the judgment of the committee. After the judgment of 

the committee, the financial matters between the customer and the supplier are settled.  

We refer to Figure 6.1 for the CM. Figure 6.6 shows the part of the AM that contains the 

action rules for A02. 
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Actor A02: 

 

 when mediation for Complaint is requested    O-T02/rq 

     

  assess justice: the Performer of the request is the consumer of Complaint 

   sincerity:  <no specific condition> 

   truth:  <all needed information is available> 

     <consumer is committed to the regulations> 

     <consumer pays complaint fee and deposits the remaining 

       amount of the voice> 

     <supplier guarantees payment> 

 

  if complying with request is considered justifiable  

  then promise mediation for Complaint 

  else decline mediation for Complaint                

 

 when mediation for Complaint is promised    O-T02/pm 

     

  assess justice: the Performer of the promise is the mediator of Complaint 

   sincerity:  <no specific condition> 

   truth:   <no specific condition> 

 

  if complying with promise is considered justifiable  

  then request c_payment control for Complaint 

   request s_payment control for Complaint 

    

 

 when c_payment control for Complaint is stated   O-T07/st 

     

  assess justice: the Performer of the state is the c_payment controller of Com-

plaint 

   sincerity:  <no specific condition> 

   truth: <financial agreement with consumer is OK > 

 

  if complying with statement is considered justifiable  

  then accept c_payment control for Complaint 

       

 

 when s_payment control for Complaint is stated   O-T06/st 

     

  assess justice: the Performer of the state is the s_payment controller of Com-

plaint 

   sincerity:  <no specific condition> 

   truth: <financial agreement with supplier is OK > 

 

  if complying with statement is considered justifiable  

  then accept s_payment control for Complaint 

       

  

 when s_payment control for Complaint is accepted       O-T06/ac       

     

  assess justice: the Performer of the accept is the s_payment controller of Com

          

 plaint   sincerity:  <no specific condition> 

   truth: c_payment control of [complaint] is stated 

    <check whether an expert advice is needed> 
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    <check availability of expert if needed> 

 

 

  if complying with accept is considered justifiable  

  then request defense for Complaint 

   if <expert advice is desirable> and 

    < expert is available> 

   then request expert advice for Complaint 

       

                    

 when defense for Complaint is stated    O-T03/st 

     

  assess justice: the Performer of the state is the defender supplier of Complaint 

   sincerity:  <no specific condition> 

   truth: <defense is available > 

 

  if complying with statement is considered justifiable  

  then accept defense for Complaint 

       

 

 when expert advice for Complaint is stated    O-T04/st 

     

  assess justice: the Performer of the state is the expert of Complaint 

   sincerity:  <no specific condition> 

   truth: <expert advice is available > 

 

  if complying with statement is considered justifiable  

  then accept expert advice for Complaint 

       

 

 when defense for complaint is accepted    O-T03/ac 

     

  assess justice: the Performer of the accept is the mediator of Complaint 

   sincerity:  <no specific condition> 

   truth: expert advice of [complaint] is accepted 

 

  if complying with accept is considered justifiable  

  then request judgment for Complaint 

       

 

 when judgment for complaint is stated    O-T05/st 

     

  assess justice: the Performer of the state is the committee of Complaint 

   sincerity:  <no specific condition> 

   truth: <final report is available > 

 

  if complying with statement is considered justifiable  

  then accept judgment for Complaint 
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 when judgment for complaint is accepted    O-T05/ac 

     

  assess justice: the Performer of the accept is the mediator of Complaint 

   sincerity:  <no specific condition> 

   truth:   <no specific condition> 

 

  if complying with accept is considered justifiable  

  then execute mediation for Complaint 

   state mediation for Complaint 

       

 

Fig. 6.6 Action rules for O-A02 

O-A02 requests for the following services: 

 

Remembering facts: 

a. C-facts and P-facts of O-A02 are remembered by I-A0210 and I-A0211, respectively. 

 

Sharing agenda: 

b. Agenda for O-A02 are shared by I-A0020 on request by O-A02. 

 

The financial agreements with the consumer and the supplier, the supplier defense, the ex-

pert advice and the final report of the committee are exchanged through the agenda 

(‘state’). Therefore, a separate request for the concerning P-facts is not possible, because 

they still do not exist that time. 

 

Sharing facts: 

c. Checking C-fact: c_payment control of [complaint] is stated (I-T0730) 

d. Checking C-fact: expert advice of [complaint] is accepted (I-T0430) 

e. The filled out questionnaire (I-T1031) 

f. Whether or not the consumer has agreed to the regulations (manual check) 

g. Checking whether an expert advice is needed (manual check) 

h. Checking whether an expert is available (manual check) 

 

Figure 6.7 exhibits the structure of the I-organization that is used by O-A02. The dark 

colored part is covered by the new EIS to be developed. Figure 6.7 shows that the EIS not 

only supports coordination with actors O-A06 and O-A07, but also supports coordination 

with actors O-A03, O-A04 and O-A05. The subjects who fulfill these actor roles are not 

employees of SGC. They are rented to fulfill these actor roles with regard to a specific me-

diation project. These actors usually do not have a workplace at SGC. Therefore, they need 

a remote connection with the EIS. 
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Fig. 6.7 Remembering and Sharing Facts for O-A02  

The discussion of the implementation of O-A02 in an EIS continues on the basis of the 

rules from the PID-Framework which are related to the Actor General Characteristics: 

 

5. O-A02 handles admitted complaints. Its process starts with the request of O-CA02 for 

starting up the mediation of a specific complaint. O-CA02 has received the complaint 

identification from O-A01.  

6. O-A02 can be fulfilled by several people who are completely interchangeable.  

7. According to the text, the SGC director is responsible for dealing with complaints. 

However, there is a general secretariat that supports the director in his work. The direc-

tor has appointed one or more people of the secretariat for being his delegate. 

8. The infological transactions ‘remember C-facts’, ‘remember P-facts’,  ‘share agenda’, 
‘share C-facts’ and ‘share P-facts’ have to be implemented in the working environment 

of O-A02 in the EIS. The C-facts from O-CA02 have to be entered into the EIS by an 
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employee of SGC. This employee acts as a delegate of I-CA0230 and has to be under-

stood as the ‘recaller’ of the C-facts of O-CA02 in the EIS. The P-facts from I-A1031 

have to be entered into the EIS by a delegate as well. This delegate has also to be un-

derstood as the ‘recaller’ of the P-facts in the EIS. 

9. O-A02 is a business actor and can therefore not be replaced by an agent. Figure 6.7 

exhibits that all information services are supported by the EIS.   

 

The aspects in the Sharing Agenda aspect group are discussed hereafter: 

 

10. An object COMPLAINT is linked to the agendum ‘requested’ that corresponds with 
the C-fact that has been created by O-CA02. It means that the P-fact of O-A01 is avail-

able for O-A02 without an explicit request for fact sharing. O-A02 is also involved in 

five other ontological transactions: O-T03, O-T04, O-T05, O-T06 and O-T07. It initi-

ates these transactions and receives a ‘state’ when they finish their production act. 

Along with the ‘state’ the COMPLAINT object is received with the dependent and in-

dependent facts that have to be accepted.  

11. Not applicable. 

12. Not applicable. 

 

Next, the aspects in the Sharing Facts aspect group are discussed. 

 

Coordination facts:  

 

13. This is done by I-A0030. A C-fact is requested for determining whether a specific state 

of a P-fact is achieved (I-T0430, I-T0730). 

14. The identification of the consumer is already stated in the COMPLAINT object. O-A02 

is able to detect the performer of the ‘request’ of O-CA02 on the basis of the complaint 

identification. With the ‘promise’, the consumer is informed about the person who ful-

fills O-A02. 

 

Production facts: 

  

15. Not applicable. 

 

General:  

 

16. O-A02 does not know anything about the location of an agendum or any other request-

ed fact. Therefore, three generic I-actors ‘share agenda’, ‘sharer C-facts’ and ‘sharer P-

facts’ have to be implemented. They are responsible for sharing requested facts with O-

A02.  De external actors I-CA0230 and I-A1031 need a delegate for recalling their re-

sults within the scope of the EIS.    

17. This rule concerns the way of exchanging C-facts between I-CA0230 and its delegate 

who recalls these facts within the EIS. It is a manual procedure. 

18. I-A1031 recalls the questionnaire and the confirmation with the SGC regulations of the 

consumer. These facts are sent by mail to SGC. A secretary, as the delegate of I-

A1031, enters these facts into the EIS for being available for O-A02.  
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Lastly, the aspects in the Remembering Facts aspect group are discussed 

 

Coordination facts: 

 

19. O-A02 creates the transaction statuses ‘promised’ and a ‘stated’ in transaction O-T02. 

The ‘promise’ is performed implicitly. The ‘state’ is performed explicitly by sending a 
letter with the final decision of the committee. O-A02 initiates five transactions kinds. 

The ‘request’ in each transaction takes place explicitly. The ‘accept’ takes place im-

plicitly for all these transaction kinds. 

20. O-A02 creates five different kinds of ‘requests’. Every request must have an addressee. 

The addressee of O-A06 and O-A07 are well known. It is the administrator of SGC 

who maintains contacts about financial issues with consumers and suppliers. The ad-

dressees of the actor roles O-A03, O-A04 and O-A05 are difficult to determine. These 

actor roles are fulfilled by external subjects. They delegate the coordination with O-

A02 to a secretary of SGC.  

21. OK 

22. Not applicable. 

 

Production facts: 

 

23. Not applicable. 

24. Not applicable. 

25. Not applicable. 

6.3.3 Implementation of O-A03 

When the request for mediation by SGC is granted, the supplier is informed by mail, At the 

same time the supplier is supplied with the documents of the file (first letter and complaint 

form) and is requested for his defense (cf. Fig. 6.8). Figure 6.9 shows the part of the AM 

that contains the action rules for A03. 
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Fig. 6.8 CM: Complaint handling 

 
 when defense for Complaint is requested    O-T03/rq 

     

  assess justice: the Performer of the request is the mediator of Complaint 

   sincerity:  <no specific condition> 

   truth:    <no specific condition> 

 

  if complying with request is considered justifiable  

  then promise defense for Complaint 

      

 
 when defense for Complaint is promised    O-T03/pm 

     

  assess justice: the Performer of the promise is the defender supplier of Com-

plaint 

   sincerity:  <no specific condition> 

   truth:    <no specific condition> 

 

  if complying with promise is considered justifiable  

  then execute defense for Complaint 

   state defense for Complaint 

      
 

Fig. 6.9 Action rules for the actor A03 

O-A03 requests for the following services: 

 

Remembering facts: 

a. C-facts and P-facts of O-A03 are remembered by I-A0310 and I-A0311, respectively. 

 

Sharing agenda: 

b. Agenda for O-A03 are shared by I-A0020 on request by A03. 
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Sharing facts: 

None. 

 

Fig. 6.10 Remembering and Sharing Facts for O-A03 

Figure 6.10 exhibits the structure of the I-organization that is used by O-A03. The dark 

colored parts are covered by the new EIS to be developed.  O-A03 is fully supported by the 

EIS. The discussion of the implementation of O-A02 in an EIS continues on the basis of 

the rules from the PID-Framework related to the Actor General Characteristics: 

 

5. The actor role O-A03 is fulfilled by the defender of the supplier who is linked to the 

complaint. He acts on behalf of the supplier. He is activated by the supplier who has 

got a message with the request for defense from SGC.  

6. Each supplier has his own defender. Therefore, many suppliers fulfill the actor role 

independent from each other.  

7. Not applicable. 

8. The actors get a web enabled interface in order to fill in their defense. The complaint 

information is sent along with the ‘request’ by O-A02.  

9. O-A03 is a business actor and can therefore not be replaced by an agent. See rule 8. 

 

The aspects in the Sharing Agenda aspect group are discussed hereafter: 

 

10. The COMPLAINT object is linked to the agendum ‘requested’. Al dependent and in-

dependent facts are available for A03. 

11. There is no scheduling mechanism needed.  The ‘request’ is sent directly to the sup-

plier or its defender. The supplier is a dependent fact that already is available. 

12. Not applicable. 
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Next, the aspects in the Sharing Facts aspect group are discussed. 

 

Coordination facts: 

 

13. Not applicable. 

14. OK. 

 

Production facts: 

 

15. Not applicable. 

 

General: 

 

16. O-A03 does not know anything about the location of an agendum Therefore, the I-

actor ‘share agenda’ has to be implemented.   

17. Not applicable. 

18. Not applicable. 

 

Lastly, the aspects in the Remembering Facts aspect group are discussed: 

 

Coordination facts: 

 

19. O-A03 creates the transaction statuses ‘promised’ and ‘stated’ in transaction O-T03. 

The ‘promise’ takes place implicitly, the ‘stated’ takes place explicitly by sending the 

defense to O-A02.  

20. Not applicable.  

21. Not applicable. 

22. Not applicable. 

 

Production facts: 

 

23. According to the regulations of SGC, the P-fact has to be created (providing the sup-

plier defense) within a fixed number of days.  

24. Not applicable. 

25. Not applicable. 

6.3.4 Implementation of O-A05 

All documents of the consumer, supplier and possibly the experts together serve as the 

input for a meeting of the committee for which all the parties involved are invited. In this 

meeting the committee comes to a final decision. The director of the SGC is also secretary 

of all the committees. He has access to the EIS.  See Figure 6.8 for a relevant part of the 

CM and Figure 6.13 for the action rules of O-A05.  
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Actor A05: 

 

 when judgment for Complaint is requested    O-T05/rq 

     

  assess justice: the Performer of the request is the mediator of Complaint 

   sincerity:  <no specific condition> 

   truth:    <no specific condition> 

 

  if complying with request is considered justifiable  

  then promise judgment for Complaint 

      

 
 when judgement for Complaint is promised    O-T05/pm 

     

  assess justice: the Performer of the promise is the committee of Complaint 

   sincerity:  <no specific condition> 

   truth:    <no specific condition> 

 

  if complying with promise is considered justifiable  

  then execute judgment for Complaint 

   state judgment for Complaint 

      
 

Fig. 6.13 Action rules for the actor A05 

The CM exhibits that several information links are drawn from O-A05 to production 

banks.  We will see in the AM that these information links do not correspond with in-

fological transactions that have to be modeled in the I-organization. It corresponds with a 

need for information that is gained with the C-fact ‘request’ from O-A02. Along with this 

‘request’ the COMPLAINT object comes available for O-A05. This object contains al-

ready the dependent facts that are needed. 

 

O-A05 requests for the following services: 

 

Remembering facts: 

a. C-facts and P-facts of O-A05 are remembered by I-A0510 and I-A0511, respectively 

 

Sharing agenda: 

b. Agenda for O-A05 are shared by I-A0020 on request by O-A05. 

 

Sharing facts: 

None. 

 

Figure 6.14 exhibits the structure of the I-organization that is used by O-A05. The dark 

colored parts are covered by the new EIS to be developed.  O-A05 is fully supported by the 

EIS. 
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Fig. 6.14 Remembering and Sharing Facts for O-A05 

The discussion of the implementation of O-A05 in an EIS continues on the basis of the 

rules from the PID-Framework related to the Actor General Characteristics: 

 

5. The actor role O-A05 is fulfilled by committee which is linked to the complaint. The 

director of the SGC is also secretary of all the committees. 

6. There is a committee that is constituted of the SGC director and three other subjects. 

Each committee handles complaints that belong to a specific category. A committee 

has a collective responsibility.  

7. The actor delegates the coordination to a secretary of SGC. 

8. The actors get a web enabled interface in order to fill in their defense. The complaint 

information, included the defense and the expert advice, is sent along with the ‘re-

quest’ by O-A02 to O-A05 and can be viewed by it. 

9. O-A05 is a business actor and can therefore not be replaced by an agent. See rule 8. 

 

The aspects in the Sharing Agenda aspect group are discussed hereafter: 

 

10. The COMPLAINT object is linked to the agendum ‘requested’. Al dependent and in-

dependent facts are available for A05. 

11. There is no scheduling mechanism needed.  The ‘request’ is sent directly to the secre-

tary who the delegate of the committee.  

12. Not applicable. 
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Next, the aspects in the Sharing Facts aspect group are discussed. 

 

Coordination facts: 

 

13. Not applicable. 

14. OK. 

 

Production facts: 

 

15. Not applicable. 

 

General: 

 

16. O-A05 does not know anything about the location of an agendum Therefore, the I-

actor ‘share agenda’ has to be implemented.   

17. Not applicable. 

18. Not applicable. 

 

Lastly, the aspects in the Remembering Facts aspect group are discussed. 

 

Coordination facts: 

 

19. O-A05 creates the transaction statuses ‘promised’ and ‘stated’ in transaction O-T05. 

The ‘promise’ takes place implicitly, the ‘stated’ takes place explicitly by sending the 

final decision to O-A02.  

20. Not applicable.  

21. Not applicable. 

22. Not applicable. 

 

Production facts: 

 

23. According to the regulations of SGC, the P-fact has to be created (providing the file 

decision) within a fixed number of days.  

24. Not applicable. 

25. Not applicable. 

6.4 Validation and Conclusions 

The design of an EIS for the SGC was elaborated on the basis to the PID-Framework. We 

noticed in the introduction that, in the past, an attempt was already made to derive an EIS 

from the ontological model of the SGC. A report of this case study can be found in the 

PhD thesis of Mulder [Mulder 2006]. Although he has not documented every step exten-

sively, A clear picture of the approach he has followed, emerges from the available publi-

cations [Mulder and Van Reijswoud 1997; Mulder 2006]. Some of the main objections to 

this approach are dealt with in the case study as described in this chapter. One major draw-
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back is that Mulder does not provide a functional model of the I-organization that has to be 

implemented by the EIS. Consequently, an ontological model of the I-organization is also 

lacking. We have designed an EIS from the integral ontological model of the B- and I-

organization. Mulder followed a different approach. He defined a direct link between the 

ontological model of the B-organization and an implementation model of the infological 

and datalogical organization. In hindsight, Mulder has skipped several steps in the τ-theory 

[Dietz 2008], without proper argumentation. 

A validation of Mulder’s application with employees of the current SGC organization 

was not possible. The findings were only discussed with two designers of the model that 

was developed in 1996. This application has to be considered as a scientific exercise in 

order to make a more thorough demonstration of the applications in the next chapters pos-

sible.  
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7 Case 2: The Education Center EC 

7.1 Introduction 

Mprise is part of Mprise Group B.V. (established in 1991). Mprise is an IT service provid-

er for training and implementation of Microsoft ERP software.  The Training Unit organiz-

es standard training courses that are offered in Mprise’s Academy as well as customized 

training offered in-house at the customer’s premises. The training courses are short, rang-

ing from one day to one week. On an annual basis, there are about 1800 students.  

This application focuses on the organization of the standard training courses offered in 

the Education Center, abbreviated to EC. Besides the usual office IT products, an EIS, 

which is called COURSE, has been implemented in the EC about vijf years ago. The need 

has arisen within the EC to assess the value added by COURSE to the organization. The 

PID-Framework and the associated rules (see 5.3) have been used for this assessment.  

7.2 Context  

In EC seven different processes can be distinguished with regard to the provision of stand-

ard training courses, namely: 

1. The scheduling process. A new training program is made every six months. It is 

made in an Excel spreadsheet. Afterwards the program is entered in COURSE, 

printed in booklets and published on the website. 

2. The enrollment process. Usually, companies enroll participants in trainings 

through the website. It is also possible to enroll participants by telephone or email. 

There is a discount on the enrollment if the applicant already enrolled previously 

and then withdrew within two weeks before the start of the training in question in 

order to take it at a later date. 

3. The cancellation process. According to the general conditions of EC, registration 

for a specific training can be canceled free of charge if the scheduled date is more 

than two weeks before the cancellation date. A cancellation that occurs within two 

weeks of the scheduled training date cannot be made free of charge. Then, an ad-

justed invoice will be sent.  

4. The delay process. According to the general conditions of EC, postponing of the 

training within two weeks before the start of the training is possible. According to 

the general training conditions an invoice will still be sent to the participant.  

5. The control process. This process involves examining whether a specific training 

has enough applicants to enable it to take place. 

6. The completion process. In this process, trainings are prepared, performed, and 

evaluated, after the decision has been taken that it will definitely take place. 
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7. The invoicing process. Each week, the trainings that are completed in the previous 

week are billed. 

 

In this chapter the enrollment and the completion processes are partly elaborated.  

Figure 7.1 exhibits the relevant part of the CM and Figure 7.2 the FM. 

 

 
Transaction Kind Result Kind 

O-T01 - enrollment  O-R01 - [enrollment] has been enrolled 

O-T03 - time table control O-R03 - time table for [6_months] has been controlled 

O-T04 - training schedule O-R04 - [training] has been scheduled 

O-T05 - training completion    O-R05 - training [week] has been completed 

O-T06 - preparation    O-R06 - [training] has been prepared 

O-T07 - execution    O-R07 - [training] has been executed 

O-T08 - evaluation    O-R08 - [training] has been evaluated 

O-T12 - turnover control    O-R12 - turnover [week] has been controlled 

O-T15 - financial collection    O-R15 - financials [enrollment] has been collected 
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Fig. 7.1 Construction Model of EC 
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Fig. 7.2 Fact Model of EC 
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The individual aspects that are specified within the context aspect group are discussed 

point by point based on the rules of the PID-Framework (see 5.3). The numbering corre-

sponds to the numbering of the rules. 

 

1. All O-actors which have P-acts on one of the object classes TRAINING and EN-

ROLLMENT have to be supported by the COURSE application.  While it is true that 

the actor O-A04 also fall within the scope of the EIS, O-A04 has already been satisfac-

torily supported by an Excel application. This has the consequence that P-facts that 

were created by O-A04 are stored on two different places physically: within the scope 

of the Excel application as well as within the scope of COURSE. 

2. Given the size of this case, we will refrain from discussing here the question of which 

I-actors and D-actors fall inside or outside the scope of the EIS. We will deal with this 

in more detail when discussing the individual actor roles. 

3. There is one binary fact kind within the scope of COURSE which have one domain 

inside COURSE and one outside. It concerns the object class COMPANY. There are 

more binary fact kinds with the domain TRAINING which have also a domain outside: 

TRAINER, COURSE, CLASS_ROOM and CATERING_ORDER. The current im-

plemented version of COURSE does not contain subsets of these external object clas-

ses. These objects with their dependent and independent P-facts are currently remem-

bered in separated systems and by heart.  

4. No clusters are distinguished for the actor roles to discuss. 

 

Facts that were created by O-A04 are frequently consulted by actors within the scope of 

the EIS, while these facts are captured outside the scope of COURSE in an Excel file. Be-

cause this Excel file is only updated twice a year, the decision was taken to periodically 

transform these facts into a different form and medium, and capture them in COURSE as 

well.  

7.3 Actor roles 

The following actor roles are elaborated: O-A01, O-A05, O-A06 and O-A07.  

7.3.1 Implementation of O-A01 

A customer enrolls on a specific training course. He/she has several options at his disposal 

to enroll on training at the EC. He/she may call by phone or it may send an email or a let-

ter. EC prefers to start the enrollment process by filling out a standard form on the website. 

Then, a number of steps need to be carried out whereby all the necessary information is 

obtained in a structured manner. In one of these steps the applicant indicates that he ac-

cepts the general training conditions of EC. When the enrollment process completes, a 

message appears on its screen thanking him for the enrollment and stating that an email 

with a confirmation of the enrollment will be sent. The customer considers the email as a 

confirmation that the enrollment has been received well by the EC.  
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The email contains the following text: 

  

‘We would like to thank you cordially for your request for enrollment. We process it and 

send you further information as soon as possible.’ 

The request has arrived in an auxiliary table of COURSE at the EC. The secretary reads 

the request and looks at whether there are vacant places in the training. If that is the case, 

she sends a confirmation that the enrollment on the training is definitive. It may happen 

that the customer has enrolled previously on the same training course and that he decides 

to postpone his participation in the training within two weeks before the start date of the 

training. Then the full cost of the training will be charged. However, a new request of that 

customer for the same training later provides a discount of 50 or 25 percent, depending on 

the time that remained previously till the start date of the training. 

The relevant part of the CM and the AM are exhibited in Figure 7.3 and 7.4. The rele-

vant part of the PM is disregarded; it does not add anything to what is described in Figure 

7.4. The price of the training is determined by means of the second action rule prior to the 

actual production act taking place. It depends on whether the customer has registered for 

this training previously and has withdrawn it within two weeks before the start date. 

 

 

Fig. 7.3 The enrollment in a training program 
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Actor O-A01: 

 

 when enrollment for new Enrollment is requested   O-T01/rq 

 with  the participant of Enrollment is a Participant 

   the training of Enrollment is a Training 

   the client of Enrollment is a Client 

  the debtor of Enrollment is a Debtor 

  the accept.gen.cond. of Enrollment is a Acc.gen.cond. 

  

  assess justice: the Performer of the request is the client of Enrollment 

   sincerity:  <no specific condition> 

   truth:  <training is known> 

     <training is not expired> 

     <check #participants < available seats>  

     <general conditions are accepted> 

 

  if complying with request is considered justifiable  

  then promise enrollment for Enrollment 

  else decline enrollment for Enrollment 

 

 

 when enrollment for Enrollment is promised   O-T01/pm 

    

  assess justice: the Performer of the promise is the admitter of Enrollment 

   sincerity:  <no specific condition> 

   truth:   <determine training price>  

 

  if complying with promise is considered justifiable  

  then execute enrollment for Enrollment  

   state     enrollment for Enrollment 

   

Fig. 7.4 Action rules for O-A01 

Figure 7.5 exhibits the I-organization with the I-actors that are invoked by O-A01. The 

dark colored parts are covered by COURSE. O-A01 requests for the following services: 

 

Remembering facts: 

a. C-facts and P-facts of O-A01 are remembered by I-A0110 and I-A0111, respectively 

 

Sharing agenda: 

b. Agenda for O-A01 are shared by I-A0020 on request by O-A01. 

 

Sharing facts: 

c. Check whether training is planned (I-T0431) 

d. Check whether training is expired (I-T1031) 

e. The maximum number of participants and standard training fee from the general EC 

data (I-T6031) 

f. Check the number of vacant seats (I-T27) 

g. Determine the price of the training (I-T26) 
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Fig. 7.5 Remembering and Sharing Facts for O-A01 

We will continue the discussion of the implementation of O-A01 in the COURSE applica-

tion on the basis of the rules from the PID-Framework related to the Actor General Char-

acteristics. 
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5. O-A01 is activated when a request for enrollment is received. This occurs in several 

ways. EC prefers to receive the requests for enrollment through its website.  

6. O-A01 is fulfilled by several people independent of each other. All actors make use of 

a common interface of COURSE and are able to take over each other’s work. 
7. The subjects who perform this role are considered as delegates of the department man-

ager. Many questions that arise during enrollment are fed back to the manager who 

takes the final decision.  

8. A ‘request’ from O-CA02 is shared by the ‘sharer agenda’ with O-A01. Figure 7.4 ex-

hibits that some dependent facts are sent along with the ‘request’. Entering these facts 

can be forced before submitting the web form on the website. Requests for enrollments 

are also allowed by email, phone and other communication media. Then, the needed 

depended facts have to be requested explicitly afterwards. 

9. O-A01 is a business actor and cannot be replaced by an agent. Facts are remembered in 

the EIS. They can be recalled in the EIS and are made available for the purpose of oth-

er actors. (cf. Fig. 7.1). 

 

The aspects in the Sharing Facts aspect group are discussed hereafter: 

 

Agenda: 

 

10. The ‘when’ clause of the action rule of O-A01 contains the dependent fact which must 

be sent along with the ‘request’. During the ‘request’ act an object ENROLLMENT is 

created. 

11. A scheduling mechanism is not applicable. The subjects who fulfill O-A01 are fully 

replaceable. 

12. Not applicable. 

 

Coordination facts: 

 

13. Not applicable. 

14. The identification of the client is stated in one of the dependent facts that are along 

with the ‘request’. With the ‘promise’, the client is informed about the person who ful-

fills O-A01.  

 

Production facts: 

 

15. O-A01 retrieves client facts from I-CA02. Among these is the debtor. In the EC case, 

the debtor is the organization to which the invoice has to be sent for the training course. 

This assumption can differ from the definition which is used by the client. For exam-

ple, it could be that the mentioned debtor only deals with invoices for the purchase of 

raw materials and intermediate goods and that invoices for expenses have to be sent to 

another address. Problems with semantic interoperability can largely be obviated by us-

ing structured forms with detailed explanations for the enrollment process. 
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General: 

 

16. O-A01 does not know anything about the location of an agendum or any other request-

ed fact. Therefore, two generic I-actors ‘share agenda’ and ‘sharer P-facts’ have to be 
implemented. They are responsible for sharing requested facts with O-A01. The exter-

nal actor I-CA0230 needs a delegate for recalling its result within the scope of 

COURSE.   

17. The requests for enrollments are collected from the website in an intermediate database 

table in COURSE. The secretary of EC looks at all of them thoroughly before pro-

cessing them in COURSE. She operates actually as the delegate of the external recaller 

of the C-facts of the client.  

18. Not applicable. 

 

Next, the aspects in the Remembering Facts aspect group are discussed: 

 

Coordination facts: 

 

19. O-A01 remembers its C-facts which are addressed to O-CA02. Along with the ‘prom-

ise’ an email is sent that the enrollment will be processed. A confirmation is sent along 

with the ‘state’. It is also sent by email.  
20. Not applicable. 

21. The date of the ‘promise’ indicates the sequence of enrollments to treat. The date of the 

‘state’ indicates the final date of the registration. 

22. Each registration for a single training is treated as a separate registration.  

 

Production facts: 

 

23. O-CA02 does not request an intended settlement time. It is important to process the 

enrollment as soon as possible in order to avoid given away an available seat to some-

body else. 

24. Not applicable. 

25. The ENROLLMENT object class has two dependent binary fact kinds with COMPA-

NY, namely the client of the enrollment and the debtor of the enrollment. A subclass of 

COMPANY is created in COURSE in order to remember the instances of the depend-

ent binary facts.    

 

Note: 

 An external actor that initiates an ontological transaction sends along with the ‘re-

quest’ some dependent facts which are needed for creating the object on which P-

act need to be executed. The completeness of the number of facts that are sent 

along can be enforced by having the request made through a web form on the web-

site. Additional information has to be required through an infological transaction 

with an external I-actor. The external I-actor could be fulfilled by the same subject. 

Then, take into account that there is a matter of two parallel transactions between 

likely the same subjects. Prevent confusion through clearly specified coordination 

acts. 
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Fig. 7.6 CM of the training completion  

7.3.2 Implementation of O-A05 

Figure 7.6 shows actor O-A05 reading facts from two different production banks, namely 

scheduled trainings from O-PB04 and whether the training has been expired from O-PB10. 

The manager of the EC fulfills O-A05. In practice, she delegates the C-acts as well as the 

P-acts to her secretary. 

The current implementation of COURSE hardly supports O-A05. This is a gap in the de-

sign of COURSE. Therefore, the proposed implementation design of actor O-A05 in this 

section must be primarily seen as a description of the desired implementation. 

As mentioned, the secretary that fulfills the role of O-A05 as a delegate prints the train-

ings schedule that will definitely be provided in the next week. On the basis of this sched-

ule she initiates transactions with O-A06 for preparing the training. O-PB10 is consulted 

for the current state of the training. It could be possible that the training has been expired. 

O-A05 also initiates a transaction with O-A07, the trainer, for providing the training. We 
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skip the evaluation part of this application. The relevant part of the FM is given in Figure 

7.7. 

 
Actor O-A05: 

 

 when training completion for Week is requested     O-T05/rq

   

  assess justice: the Performer of the request is the training completer of Week 

   sincerity:  <no specific condition> 

   truth:   <no specific condition> 

 

  if complying with request is considered justifiable  

 then request training_completion for next Week  

  with requested_creation_time = now + 1 week  

   promise training completion for Week   

 

 

 when training completion for Week is promised   O-T05/pm 

    

  assess justice: the Performer of the promise is the training completer of Week 

   sincerity:  <no specific condition> 

   truth:    <no specific condition> 

 

  if complying with promise is considered justifiable  

 then do for <all Trainings in Week that have not been expired> 

   request preparation for Training 

   od   

 

 when preparation for Training is stated     O-T06/st  

    

  assess justice: the Performer of the state is the preparer of Training 

   sincerity:  <no specific condition> 

   truth:   <preparation of Training is OK> 

 

  if complying with request is considered justifiable  

 then accept preparation for Training 

  request execution for Training   

 

 

 when execution for Training is stated    O-T07/st 

    

  assess justice: the Performer of the state is the executor of Training 

   sincerity:  <no specific condition> 

   truth:    <no specific condition> 

 

  if complying with promise is considered justifiable  

 then accept execution for Training 

  request evaluation for Training 

   

 

Fig. 7.7 Action rules for O-A05 

Figure 7.8 exhibits the I-organization with the I-actors that are invoked by O-A05. The 

dark colored parts are covered by COURSE. O-A05 requests for the following services: 
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Remembering facts: 

a. C-facts and P-facts of O-A05 are remembered by I-A0510 and I-A0511, respectively 

 

Sharing agenda: 

b. Agenda for O-A05 are shared by I-A0020 on request by O-A05. 

 

Sharing facts: 

c. A scheduled training from O-PB05 for Week that is not expired (I-T35). 

 

We will continue the discussion of the implementation of O-A05 in the COURSE applica-

tion on the basis of the rules from the PID-Framework related to the Actor General Char-

acteristics.  

 

5. O-A05 activates itself every week on Wednesday and prints a list with the scheduled 

training for the next week.  

6. O-A05 is fulfilled by the manager of the EC, but in practice all acts are delegated to a 

secretary 

7. See 6. 

8. The secretary activates a print process in COURSE for getting the list with scheduled 

trainings for the next week. This list also contains the current number of enrolled par-

ticipants. All coordination acts are performed outside COURSE. This means that O-

A05 cannot guarantee that the list is sent to O-A06. This could lead to misunderstand-

ings and to a badly well prepared training. No further training information is exchanged 

between O-A05 and O-A06 and O-A07. 

9. COURSE is also not used for capturing the C-facts and P-facts of O-A05. See also 8. 

 

The aspects in the Sharing Facts aspect group are discussed hereafter: 

 

Agenda: 

 

10. O-A05 executes its P-act on a WEEK object. This object is assumed to be present. No 

dependent facts are sent along with the ‘request’. A TRAINING object is sent along 
with the ‘request’ to O-A06 and O-A07. A ‘state’ which is shared with O-A05 contains 

also the TRAINING object. Along with the ‘state’, dependent facts which are created 

by O-A06 and O-A07 become available to O-A05. So, based on the received facts of 

O-A06 the secretary has to decide whether the preparation may be accepted. Unfortu-

nately, in practice it does not work in that way, due to the missing implementation of 

the C-act ‘accept’.   
11. There is no scheduling mechanism implemented. 

12. Not applicable. 

 

Coordination facts: 

   

13. Not applicable. 

14. Not applicable. 
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Fig. 7.8 Remembering and Sharing Facts for O-A05 

Production facts: 

 

15. Not applicable 
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General: 

 

16. O-A05 does not know anything about the location of an agendum or any other request-

ed fact. Therefore, two generic I-actors ‘share agenda’ and ‘sharer P-facts’ have to be 
implemented. They are responsible for sharing requested facts with O-A05. All facts 

are recalled or derived within the scope of COURSE.  

17. Not applicable 

18. Not applicable 

 

Next, the aspects in the Remembering Facts aspect group are discussed: 

 

Coordination facts: 

 

19. The C-fact ‘request’ which is addressed to O-A06 and O-A07 is performed outside 

COURSE. An ‘accept’ is implicitly performed. Actually, there is no real acceptance 

procedure. O-A05 hopes (!) that the preparation is well done. This is a clear issue for 

improvement. 

20. The trainer has been linked to TRAINING object by O-A04. On the basis of this de-

pendent fact the secretary is able to know which subject to assign to the addressee of 

the ‘request’ for preparing and executing a specific training.  

21. It should be better when the ‘accept’ of the preparation is registered with a time stamp. 
Then, it is clear for everybody when the preparation phase of a specific training has 

been completed formally. 

22. Not applicable. 

 

Production facts: 

 

23. The P-fact is created every Wednesday.  

24. Not applicable. 

25. Not applicable. 

 

Note: 

 Concerning the transaction O-A06 between O-A05 and O-A06: 

Every week O-A05 prints out a list with trainings for the coming week. These train-

ings need to be prepared. Training materials must be constituted, class rooms pre-

pared with the right number of laptops, and so on.  A05 gives the list to A06 with 

the tacit request to prepare the trainings. A06 does not give a formal promise. It 

does also not give a formal ‘state’. The current cooperation between O-A05 and O-

A06 relies entirely on mutual trust. This rarely leads to problems in practice. One of 

the consequences is, however, that the preparation of trainings remains in the phase 

of improvisation. Consequently optimizing this process is hardly possible. 

7.3.3 Implementation of O-A06 

O-A06 prepares trainings which are provided in the class rooms of EC. A training is only 

prepared if a number of conditions are met (cf. Fig. 7.10). Figure 7.9 shows that actor O-
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A06 uses facts which are remembered in the external production banks APB03, APB04, 

and APB05. The number of enrollments on the training to prepare can be derived from O-

PB01 which corresponds to transaction O-T01. The final dates of the trainings are remem-

bered in O-PB04. This production bank corresponds with O-T04. O-A06 prepares trainings 

based on a weekly schedule that O-A06 receives from O-A05. Several people can be in-

volved in preparing trainings. A secretary copies trainings material, her colleague prints 

attendance lists and someone of the IT department installs the right number of PC’s with 
the required software configuration in the class room. Several people are involved in the 

implementation of A06, whereby the trainer has the final responsibility.  

 

Fig. 7.9 CM of the training preparation  

Actor O-A06: 

 

 when preparation for Training is requested     O-T06/rq 

    

  assess justice: the Performer of the request is the training completer of Week 

   sincerity:  <no specific condition> 

   truth:  <Training materials are available> 

     <Class room is available and well equiped> 

     <number of enrollments on Training is known> 

     <specific Trainer wishes are known> 

 

  if complying with request is considered justifiable  

 then promise preparation for Training   
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 when preparation for Training is promised    O-T06/pm 

    

  assess justice: the Performer of the promise is the preparer of Training 

   sincerity:  <no specific condition> 

   truth:    <no specific condition> 

 

  if complying with promise is considered justifiable  

 then request catering for Training 

  execute  preparation for Training 

  state preparation for Training 

  

 

 when catering for Training is stated      O-T21/st 

    

  assess justice: the Performer of the state is the catering supplier of Training 

   sincerity:  <no specific condition> 

   truth:   <catering proposal for Training is OK> 

 

  if complying with request is considered justifiable  

 then accept catering for Training    

 

 

Fig. 7.10 Action rules for O-A06 

Figure 7.11 exhibits the I-organization with the I-actors that are invoked by O-A06. The 

dark colored parts are covered by COURSE.O-A06 requests for the following services: 

 

Remembering facts: 

a. C-facts and P-facts of O-A06 are remembered by I-A0610 and I-A0611, respectively. 

 

Sharing agenda: 

b. Agenda for O-A06 are shared by I-A0020 on request O-A06 . 

 

Sharing facts: 

c. The availability of training materials, It is remembered in APB03 (I-T7031). 

d. The availability of the class room. It is remembered in APB05 (I-T9031). 

e. The current configuration of the room. The current configuration of the room can be 

found in PB06 (I-T0631).  

f. Specific needs of the trainer related to the training. It is remembered in APB04 (I-

T8031). 

g. The number of training participants enrolled on the training (I-T24). 
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Fig. 7.11 Remembering and Sharing Facts for O-A06 

We will continue the discussion of the implementation of O-A06 in the COURSE applica-

tion on the basis of the rules from the PID-Framework related to the Actor General Char-

acteristics. 

 

5. O-A06 receives a list of trainings that should be provided by the EC the following 

week. The list could be considered as a bundle of ‘requests’ to O-A06.  

6. O-A06 is performed by the trainer. Officially, it coordinates the preparation.  In prac-

tice, however, everyone goes about their own individual business. Things usually work 

out fine due to the long-term experience of the individuals who execute acts that are 

linked to this actor role. Sometimes there are problems (e.g., someone forgot to copy 

part of the training material, or a laptop has been incorrectly installed in the classroom). 

This is discovered when the training is underway. It is therefore recommended not to 

assign teachers to this actor role. They are often unable (because they are too busy) to 

check the P-fact of O-A06 (O-R06).   
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7. As said at rule 6, several people are involved in the preparation of trainings: secretaries 

for copying training materials, IT people for preparing the IT configuration in the class 

room. 

8. There is no good working environment for O-A06. It is all improvisation.  

9. O-A06 is not supported by information technology. There is at most some coordination 

verbally and by email between the actors and their delegates. COURSE is not used. 

Neither the C-facts with O-A05 nor the P-fact of O-A06 are captured in COURSE. 

Therefore, no formal ‘state’ is returned to O-A05. This is a major shortcoming of 

COURSE. 

 

The aspects in the Sharing Facts aspect group are discussed hereafter: 

 

Agenda: 

 

10. Along with the request, the TRAINING object has to be sent from O-A05 to O-A06. 

Currently, the actor only receives the name of the training and the date. Based on these 

facts, the current number of enrolled participants can be requested.  

11. The ‘request’ is always sent by O-A05 to a specific subject. There is no need for a 

scheduling mechanism. 

12. Not applicable. 

 

Coordination facts: 

 

13. Not applicable. 

14. Not applicable. 

 

Production facts: 

 

15. Not applicable. 

 

General: 

 

16. O-A06 does not know anything about the location of an agendum or any other request-

ed fact. Therefore, two generic I-actors ‘share agenda’ and ‘sharer P-facts’ have to be 
implemented. They are responsible for sharing requested facts with O-A06. The P-facts 

which are remembered in external production banks are not accessible through 

COURSE. They are requested outside COURSE. Actually, these facts are located in 

the minds of employees of EC.  

17. Not applicable 

18. Facts which are located in the minds of EC employees are sometimes hard to access by 

other actors. They have to be entered in COURSE manually and to be recalled in 

COURSE by agents.  

 

Next, the aspects in the Remembering Facts aspect group are discussed: 
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Coordination facts: 

 

19. Currently, O-A06 creates only explicit C-facts with O-CA04 (catering). All C-facts 

with O-CA05 are implicit and not registered.    

20. Not applicable. 

21. If the ‘state’ is created with a time stamp, it is clear for everybody when the preparation 
completes. 

22. Not applicable. 

 

Production facts: 

 

23. The preparation has to be executed before the training actually starts. 

24. Not applicable. 

25. Not applicable. 

7.3.4 Implementation of O-A07 

A trainer provides the training for which he is scheduled. He may assume that the training 

is well prepared: the training documentation has been copied, the computer systems have 

been properly configured, and the attendance lists and evaluation forms have been printed. 

See Figure 7.9 for a relevant part of the CM and Figure 7.12 for action rules of O-A07.  

 
Actor O-A07: 

 

 when execution for Training is requested      O-T07/rq 

    

  assess justice: the Performer of the request is the training completer of Week 

   sincerity:  <no specific condition> 

   truth:  <Training is well prepared> 

     <list of participants available> 

      

  if complying with request is considered justifiable  

 then promise  execution  for Training   

 
 

 when execution for Training is promised    O-T07/pm 

    

  assess justice: the Performer of the promise is the executor of Training 

   sincerity:  <no specific condition> 

   truth:    <no specific condition> 

 

  if complying with promise is considered justifiable  

 then request catering proposal for Training 

  execute  execution for Training 

  state execution for Training 

  

Fig. 7.12 Action rules for O-A07 

Figure 7.13 exhibits the I-organization with the I-actors that are invoked by O-A07. The 

dark colored parts are covered by COURSE.  
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O-A07 requests for the following services: 

 

Remembering facts: 

a. C-facts and P-facts of O-A07 are remembered by I-A0710 and I-A0711, respectively. 

 

Sharing agenda: 

b. Agenda for O-A07 are shared by I-A0020 on request by O-A07. 

 

Sharing facts: 

c. The participants of the training. The participants of the training are remembered in O-

PB01 (I-T40). 

 

Fig. 7.13 Remembering and Sharing Facts for O-A07 
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We will continue the discussion of the implementation of O-A07 in the COURSE applica-

tion on the basis of the rules from the PID-Framework related to the Actor General Char-

acteristics. 

 

5. Trainers use their own agenda, which are periodically aligned with O-PB05.  

6. Each teacher is distinguished from other teachers by his specific skills and is therefore 

specialized in particular trainings. A request from O-A05 for providing training is al-

ways addressed to a specific trainer.  

7. The attendance list is printed by the secretary of EC as a delegate of the actor. 

8. It is important to take into account the specific nature of the trainer’s role when speci-

fying a good working environment for trainers. Trainers spend most of their time in 

front of a group of training participants. It is important for them to have an overview of 

all participants on paper, possibly with some background information.  

9. Trainers have no access to COURSE. They use only their agenda and email facilities 

for coordination with O-A05. 

 

The aspects in the Sharing Facts aspect group are discussed hereafter: 

 

Agenda: 

 

10. Along with the request, the TRAINING object has to be sent from O-A05 to O-A07. 

Currently, the actor does not receive anything. It knows already the identification of the 

training so that it is able to print the attendance list (by a delegate).  

11. There is no scheduling mechanism. The teachers are distinguished from each other by 

specific competences and skills; they are specialized in providing a limited number of 

trainings. A trainer must receive a ‘request’ that is specifically addressed to him.  

12. Not applicable.  

 

Coordination facts: 

 

13. Not applicable 

14. Sometimes a teacher would like to see the enrollment facts from a participant. In par-

ticular, he is asking for these facts in order to check the prior knowledge or the expec-

tations of the participant. Unfortunately, these facts are not registered during the en-

rollment.   

 

Production facts: 

 

15. Not applicable. 

 

General: 

 

16. O-A07 does not know anything about the location of an agendum or any other request-

ed fact. Therefore, two generic I-actors ‘share agenda’ and ‘sharer P-facts’ have to be 
implemented. They are responsible for sharing requested facts with O-A06.  

17. Not applicable. 

18. Not applicable. 
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Next, the aspects in the Remembering Facts aspect group are discussed: 

 

Coordination facts: 

 

19. The ‘promise’ as well as the ‘state’ is implicitly implemented. Regarding the ‘promise’, 
the actor was involved in the preparation of the training. Therefore, ‘declining’ the ex-

ecution of the training has not been taken place in the past. Regarding the ‘state’, the 
training has been scheduled for a fix number of days. The end of the last training day 

must be considered as an implicit ‘state’. 
20. Not applicable. 

21. Not applicable. 

22. Not applicable. 

 

Production facts: 

 

23. The P-facts must be executed on a fixed date. This date is specified in the training 

schedule. 

24. Not applicable. 

25. Not applicable. 

 

Note:  

One aspect that is addressed in the discussion of this actor role is the importance of the 

‘state’ coordination act. The registration of the result of O-A07 is essential for the EC. If 

there is a complaint regarding to a specific training, it is always related to the P-act of the 

trainer. Therefore, it is of importance to specify the dependent facts explicitly to avoid a 

sufficiently reliable memory of the EC production world.  

7.4 Validation and Conclusions  

The current implementation of COURSE in the EC has been systematically assessed based 

on the rules described in section 5.3. Not all actor roles have been discussed. A selection 

has been made from the collection of actor roles that may be considered representative in 

the EC. This case study shows that the current implementation of COURSE contains many 

shortcomings. It also indicates how these shortcomings could be solved.  

Regarding the validation of the PID-Framework, we give a brief description of the oper-

ational organization of EC first. One of the key persons of EC is a secretary who has been 

appointed specifically to fulfill the actor roles O-A01 and O-A05. She is assisted by a jun-

ior secretary who spends her time mainly on a number of tasks outside EC. The actor roles 

O-A06 and O-A07 are fulfilled by trainers. The results of applying the PID-Framework for 

the implementation of the four mentioned actor roles have been discussed with the persons 

who fulfill those actor roles. It is remarkable that these actors seem satisfied about the cur-

rent implementation of COURSE. That is not what the researcher did expect; he saw many 

issues that could be improved. How is it possible that the actors are quite satisfied? It be-

came clear that these people, being a relatively small team with few personnel changes for 
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several years, were able to anticipate on many unexpected events and failures though im-

provisation. However, it became also clear, after discussing the results of this application, 

that ‘working by improvisation’ has many disadvantages, such as inefficient behavior, ad-

verse effects on quality, lack of required information and unnecessary stressful situations. 

Based on the results of applying the PID-Framework they changed their mind.  They saw 

that, through this research, the proper way of cooperation between employees of EC was 

made explicitly.   The shortcomings of COURSE could be discussed. The following points 

were listed from this discussion: 

 

 The aspect 'actor responsibility' has never been addressed explicitly in the past. 

This has been changed through the proposed approach in which actors plays a cen-

tral role. Then the question arises whether the secretary fulfilled an actor role her-

self or that she was a delegate of her manager. The answer to this question had been 

given by the management of EC. It turned out that the secretary acts as a delegate, 

while her manager did not appoint her as a delegate explicitly.  

 The secretary O-A01 has a transaction with client O-CA02. To detect a request for 

a new enrollment, she knows exactly where to look for it in COURSE.  She told 

that the ‘request’ is implemented in an acceptable way. P-facts, which have to be 

invoked for performing the production act, are also available through COURSE. 

She also told that if the customer has his concerns about the registered enrollment, 

for example, the registration of a wrong course, he always reacts. Therefore, an ex-

plicit ‘accept’ of the enrollment is not necessary. To avoid misunderstandings in 

coordination, the general course conditions are tightened at this point. 

 The degree of coordination between the actor O-A05 on one hand and the actors O-

A06 and O-A07, on the other, seems very poor. The coordination between those ac-

tors is based on involvement and improvisation. Both the efficiency and the quality 

can be improved. The C-facts, as well as the P-facts of O-A06 and O-A07, are not 

captured in COURSE. This limits the availability of these facts to other actors. Ad-

ditional questions from the researcher reveal that COURSE only provides the facili-

ty to print a list with trainings in a particular week. The list with trainings the week 

after, can only be printed then. It is sent to several subjects who fulfill the actor role 

O-A06. This list is considered as a list of requests from O-A05 to O-A06. After 

preparing a training, O-A06 did not send back a ‘state’ to O-A05. This is not cor-

rect; O-A05 now remains uncertain about the status of the ‘prepare’ transaction.     

 O-A06 has no access to COURSE. Required facts have to be requested from other 

people in the organization. This is no problem if the size of the organization is rela-

tively small, and people are always available, but that is not always the case in 

practice. Therefore, the current way of working is neither efficient nor practical.   

 Preparation of trainings comprises various aspects: it regards the system configura-

tion in the training room, printed manuals, the attendance list, special wishes from 

attendants, etc. During preparation, some aspects are forgotten easily. Through im-

provisation, however, issues can be resolved soon. This is not the professional way 

of working they prefer.  

The secretary and the teachers indicate that they are glad about the proposed model. 

The model clearly shows what the communication lines should be and what should 

be paid attention to.    
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 O-A07 also has no access to COURSE. The list of training participants is sent to 

the trainer by the secretary (O-A05) by email. It is a pity that trainers are unable to 

follow the enrollments of the respective training. It could improve the quality of 

their preparation on the training if they know the company of the participant early.  

 The training report that has to be written after providing the course by the trainer, is 

not captured in COURSE, due to the absence of a COURSE interface for O-A07. 

The report is written in MS Word and sent to the secretary by e-mail. In practice, 

this is often neglected due to which the fact comes into oblivion. 

 

Summarizing, both secretary and teachers indicate that the model clearly shows how the 

coordination between the actors, ontological as well as infological, should take place. They 

indicate that the model also clearly reveals the bottlenecks that they were not always aware 

of. Whether it is worthwhile to extend the functionality of COURSE fell outside the scope 

of the discussion. 

 

Applying the PID-Framework in assessing the implementation of COURSE gives the fol-

lowing benefits: 

 

From the perspective of the using system (organization): 

 

 COURSE is used for about six years. The current users are satisfied with it. Evaluating 

the current implementation of COURSE with the use of the PID Framework shows 

both the risks of their current way of working and the lack of information for fulfilling 

their actor roles professionally. 

 The implementation of COURSE within EC shows the importance of implementing an 

EIS in an organization. An EIS enforces the explicit execution of the successive pro-

cess steps. Although some process steps can be executed implicitly, the choice to exe-

cute an implicit process step must be done consciously. The case study shows that this 

not always the case. Consequently, failures are solved through improvisation. They do 

not lead to structural improvement of the implementation of COURSE. 

  

From the perspective of the engineer: 

 

 The actor role is a central element in the proposed approach. While an organizational 

function may cover one or more actor roles, the facts to ask for and to remember can be 

specified for an organizational function. Employees are more able to talk from their or-

ganization function than from their actor roles. For that reason, discussions with them 

can be efficient.   

 The use of the PID-Framework leads to a standardized approach in evaluating 

COURSE based on the ontological model of the organization. For example, the as-

sessment of each actor role implementation is executed according to the same rules. 

 The information needs per actor role are elaborated in the integral ontological model of 

the organization. This model appears to be a good starting point for weighing imple-

mentation options regarding the choice of technology. 
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8 Case 3: Wholesale Flower Bulbs 

8.1 Introduction 

Around 85 percent of the global trade in flower bulbs is performed by a few wholesalers in 

the Netherlands. The trade in flower bulbs can be subdivided in “flower grower sales” and 
“dry sales”. The trade in “flower grower sales” consists of the supply of bulbs to enterpris-

es that grow cut flowers. The trade in “dry sales” focuses on retail businesses, wholesale 

enterprises, garden centers, etc. The bulbs are packed in boxes or bags. The boxes and bags 

are delivered in all kinds of shapes and sizes, even in racks. The flower bulbs are pur-

chased either directly from the growers or via intermediaries. The bulbs are usually packed 

on the wholesaler’s premises but this task is sometimes outsourced to specialist enterprises. 

Bulbs differ from many other products in that they can suffer from rot. Furthermore, dif-

ferent lots of the same type of bulb can differ in quality.  

A number of “dry sales” wholesalers have joined forces in an ICT think tank under the 
leadership of the trade association Anthos. There was a commonly felt lack of good-quality 

software for supporting the “dry sales” business processes. The researcher was asked to 

give a presentation on the subject of how to develop a common EIS that would be suited 

for this line of business. The suggestion was made to design a so-called sector model that 

could serve as the basis for the specifications for a supporting business application. The 

sector model was designed using the principles of enterprise engineering. Seven different 

“dry sales” wholesalers were visited and interviews were held that lasted about two hours. 

They are all recorded. A draft sector model was drawn up on the basis of these interviews. 

This sector model was presented at a meeting of the ICT think tank. Three enterprises also 

stated at the meeting that they would be prepared to validate the model. A single day was 

reserved for the validation.  

This chapter focuses on the design of an implementation model for wholesalers that are 

specialized in “dry sales”. In view of the model’s size, a selection has been made of the 
parts to be subjected to detailed elaboration. The selection was done in order to avoid more 

of the same. It does not make sense to focus on the application of the PID-Framework in 

situations that have been dealt with previously.  

8.2 Context  

The sector model for the flower bulb “dry sales” wholesale sector, hereafter referred to 

as the FB-DS sector, consists of five groups of related composite actor roles, namely 

CA07, CA08, CA09, CA10, and CA11 (cf. Fig. 8.1). Six external parties have been identi-

fied. These are actor role CA02 that concludes the sales contract, actor role CA03 that re-

ceives the goods, actor role CA05 with which the dealer closes the purchasing contract, 

actor role CA06 that delivers the bulbs, actor role CA12 that supplies the packing material, 
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and the external inspector CA04. The ontological model of the organization is restricted to 

modeling the essence of the organization. Some fact banks are positioned external to the 

model in order to avoid making the model excessively complex. This consideration can be 

seen in Figure 8.1. The fact banks APB05, APB06, APB07, APB10, and APB11 have been 

defined as external. This may be an acceptable choice from the point of view of the im-

plementation of business processes. However, the decision to make these fact banks exter-

nal is open to debate (with the exception of APB11) from the point of view of the imple-

mentation of information processes. We shall return to this point later.  

The case to discuss in this section is restricted to the composite actor role CA08. A more 

detailed CM of a part of CA08 is exhibited in Figure 8.2. We focus on the area within the 

grey encircling in the CM. The accompanying FM is exhibited in Figure 8.3.  
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Fig. 8.1 Construction Model of the FB-DS sector 
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Fig. 8.2 Construction Model of a part of O-CA08 

We will now discuss the context of the FB-DS sector point by point, based on the rules 

of the PID-Framework (see section 5.3). The numbering in this chapter corresponds to the 

numbering of the rules.  

 

1. The result kinds linked to the categories in the FM (cf. Fig. 8.3) are used to determine 

the actors in the CM (cf. Fig. 8.2) that fall within the scope of the EIS. 

2. We discuss the question of which I-actors fall within or outside the scope of the EIS 

when elaborating the individual actor roles. 

3. We will not discuss this point in any further detail in view of the fact that the EIS to be 

developed is more extensive than the part we are focusing on in this case study. 

4. The clustering aspect is hard to implement in a sector model. The individual enterprises 

within the sector make distinct choices in this respect. Even so, a few clusters can be 

established on the basis of Figure 8.2. Let us first consider the actor roles O-A10, O-

A14, and O-A16.  It turned out that these actor roles are fulfilled by the same person in 

each enterprise. 
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Fig. 8.3 Fact Model of part of O-CA08 

8.3 Actor Roles 

Next, we elaborate the specifications for actor roles based on the PID-Framework. We will 

look at the actor roles in the process ‘Generating purchase orders on the basis of purchas-

ing needs’ (sections 8.3.1 through 8.3.3). 

8.3.1 Implementation of O-A16 

Flower bulbs are purchased from bulb growers or from purchasing agencies that act as an 

intermediary between growers and traders. The acquisitions are made on the basis of pur-

chasing needs. Purchasing needs are created at two different points within the organization: 
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from sales (order-driven purchasing needs) and from forecasts (“anonymous” purchasing 
needs). Each purchasing need comprises a specification of the kind of flower bulb to be 

purchased plus the quantity and the desired delivery date. The purchasing needs drawn up 

internally are used in the purchasing department as the basis for contracts concluded with 

suppliers. The purchaser is free to operate completely independently in this regard. 

The model is developed in such a way that the salesperson can always see whether the 

bulbs for a specific sales transaction have been purchased. The purchasing needs can be 

found in the transaction bank O-PB30 (cf. Fig. 8.2). At regular intervals, a purchaser reads 

the purchasing needs and searches in his network for a supplier who is able to deliver these 

bulbs. If he reaches an agreement with a supplier, he records the agreement in a purchase 

order so that it is registered how many bulbs of a particular type are expected from this 

supplier. Then, he specifies for each purchasing need the extent to which it has been con-

verted into purchase orders.  

It is possible for the purchaser to buy more bulbs than the quantity specified in the pur-

chasing needs. On delivery, the excess bulbs are added to the free available stock. The free 

available stock is taken into account when generating purchasing needs, to prevent the 

wholesaler from being left with surpluses. Figure 8.2 shows that the total performance of 

the purchaser can be split into the performance of three different actor roles: (1) the han-

dling of the prepared purchasing needs by O-A16, (2) the establishment by O-A14 of a 

purchase order with a supplier, and (3) the allocation by O-A10 of the prepared purchasing 

needs to the established purchase order. These roles are all part of the same cluster. The 

relevant part of the AM is exhibited in Figure 8.4.  
 

Actor O-A16: 

 

 when needs handling for Hour is requested     O-T16/rq 

    

  assess justice: the Performer of the request is the needs handler of Hour 

   sincerity:  <no specific condition> 

   truth:   <no specific condition> 

 

  if complying with request is considered justifiable  

 then request needs handling for next Hour  

  with requested_creation_time = now + 1 Hour  

   promise needs handling for Hour   

 

 

 when needs handling for Hour is promised    O-T16/pm 

    

  assess justice: the Performer of the promise is the needs handler of Hour 

   sincerity:  <no specific condition> 

   truth:   <no specific condition> 

 

  if complying with promise is considered justifiable  

 then do for < each genus/variety/size of flower bulb in O-PB30 > 

  request purchase for new Purchase_order 

    with  the genus of Purchase_order is a Genus 

     the variety  of Purchase_order is a Variety 

    the size  of Purchase_order is a Size 

    the supplier of Purchase_order is a Supplier  

    the quantity of Purchase_order is a Quantity 

  od   
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 when purchase for Purchase_order is stated    O-T14/st 

    

  assess justice: the Performer of the state is the purchaser of Purchase_order 

   sincerity:  <no specific condition> 

   truth:    <Purchase_order has been agreed> 

 

  if complying with statement is considered justifiable  

 then accept purchase for Purchase_order  

    

 
 when purchase for Purchase_order is accepted   O-T14/ac 

    

  assess justice: the Performer of the accept is the needs handler of Hour 

   sincerity:  <no specific condition> 

   truth:    <needs in O-PB30 available for allocation> 

  

  if complying with acceptance is considered justifiable   

  then do for <all bulbs in purchase order> 

    request allocation needs_to_order for new Order_need 

   with  the purchase_order of Order_need  

        is a Purchase_order 

     the need of Order_need is a Need 

 od 
    

 
 when allocation needs_to_order for Order_need is stated  O-T10/st 

    

  assess justice: the Performer of the state is the allocator needs_to_order  

        of Order_need 

   sincerity:  <no specific condition> 

   truth:    <Purchase_order has been agreed> 

 

  if complying with statement is considered justifiable  

 then accept allocation needs_to_order for Order_need  

    

 
 when allocation needs_to_order for Order_need is accepted  O-T10/ac 

    

  assess justice: the Performer of the accept is the needs handler of Hour 

   sincerity:  <no specific condition> 

   truth:    <Purchase_order is de last accepted purchase  

       and 

         Order_need is the last accepted allocation 

         needs_to_order> 

 

  if complying with acceptance is considered justifiable  

 then execute needs handling for Hour 

  state  needs handling for Hour 
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 when needs handling for Hour is stated      O-T16/st 

    

  assess justice: the Performer of the request is the needs handler of Hour 

   sincerity:  <no specific condition> 

   truth:   <no specific condition> 

 

  if complying with statement is considered justifiable  

 then accept needs handling for Hour   

 

Fig. 8.4 Action rules for O-A16 

Figure 8.5 exhibits the I-organization with the I-actors that are invoked by O-A16. The 

dark colored part is covered by the EIS to be developed. O-A16 requests for the following 

services: 

 

Remembering facts: 

a. C-facts and P-facts of O-A16 are remembered by I-A0710 and I-A0711, respec-

tively. 

 

Sharing agenda: 

b. Agenda for O-A16 are shared by I-A0020 on request by O-A16. 

 

Sharing facts: 

c. Based on the needs for purchase the item data is requested. These data is remem-

bered in the external bank APB07 (I-T9231). 

d. The supplier data is requested. It is remembered in the external bank APB11 (I-

T9331). 

e. Purchase needs are requested from O-PB30. These needs are grouped on item and 

supplier (I-T3031). 

 

We will continue the discussion of the implementation of O-A16 in the EIS on the basis of 

the rules from the PID-Framework related to the Actor General Characteristics. 

 

5. O-A16 is a self-activating actor role. If one or more purchasing needs are generated, O-

A16 picks them up and handles them. A subject who fulfills this role is an expert in ac-

quiring specific bulb kinds. In the action rule is specified a one hour periodicity. In 

practice, it is more flexible.  

6. O-A16 is fulfilled by several people. Mostly, some of them are specialized in purchas-

ing specific bulb genius. This can be specified in the employee object class. It is not 

needed for this application. An actor knows its own specialism (by heart) and requests 

only the purchasing needs from I-A3031 which can be treated by it. 

7. Not applicable. 

8. O-A16, O-A14, and O-A10 belong to the same cluster. All their coordination activities 

are geared to each other and take place without using the EIS. It is important to design 
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a common interface for these actors so that the same facts retrieved by actors in differ-

ent roles only have to be retrieved once within the interface. 

9. O-A16 has to be supported by the EIS for all information services (cf. Fig. 8.5). 

 

The aspects in the Sharing Agenda aspect group are discussed hereafter: 

 

10. The agendum ‘requested’ is linked to an HOUR object. There are no dependent facts 

linked to this object. In case O-A16 initiates O-A10 or O-A14, a PUR-

CHASE_ORDER_NEED object or a PURCHASE_ORDER object was sent along with 

the ‘state’, respectively. Through the ‘state’ O-A16 acquires all current dependent facts 

of these objects.  

11. There is no scheduling mechanism needed. 

12. Not applicable. 

 

 

Fig. 8.5 Remembering and Sharing Facts for O-A16 

Next, the aspects in the Sharing Facts aspect group are discussed. 

 

Coordination facts: 

 

13. Not applicable. 

14. Not applicable. 
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Production facts: 

 

15. Not applicable. 

 

General: 

 

16. O-A16 does not know anything about the location of an agendum or any other fact. 

Therefore, two generic I-actors ‘sharer agenda’ and ‘sharer P-facts’ have to be imple-

mented. They are responsible for sharing requested facts with O-A16.  

17. Not applicable. 

18. O-A16 requests item information from I-A9231. I-A9231 is consulted at high frequen-

cy. Therefore, it is important to bring the rememberer and the recaller of items within 

the scope of the EIS. The situation with suppliers is different. The supplier data is 

mainly remembered in the mind of the purchaser. The actor I-A9331 is in most cases 

the same subject as its requester who fulfills O-A16. The supplier data change from 

day to day. In season, O-A16 calls its suppliers daily in order to be updated about 

available quantities, bulb genius, varieties and sizes. 

 

Lastly, the aspects in the Remembering Facts aspect group are discussed. 

 

Coordination facts: 

 

19. The C-facts are implicit. O-A16 initiates transactions with actors that are in the same 

cluster. 

20. Not applicable, because the addressees are in the same cluster. 

21. Not applicable. 

22. Not applicable. 

 

Production facts: 

 

23. Not applicable. 

24. Not applicable. 

25. Not applicable. 

 

Notes:  

 Self-initiation is rigidly defined in the action rules. There is a fixed periodicity in the 

model. In practice this is usually not the case. Hours may pass before O-A16 starts a 

new initiation. On other days there may be multiple initiations carried out by different 

people at any time. 

 The item bank APB07 is positioned outside the organization. This is not unusual in 

designing the ontological model of an organization. It is a means to keep the model 

simple. However, for developing an EIS it is preferred to bring this fact bank within the 

scope of the EIS, given the great frequency with which it is consulted. 
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8.3.2 Implementation of O-A14 

O-A16 provides O-A14 with the quantity of flower bulbs of a specific genius/variety/size 

that a specific supplier is able to deliver. O-A14 actually closes contracts (O-T07) with the 

purchase contractor O-CA05. Its request for a contract is preceded by a request to I-A9331 

for the conditions that the supplier sets for the delivery of bulbs of a particular geni-

us/variety/size. This includes the price and the delivery terms.  
 

Actor O-A14: 

 

 when purchase for Purchase_order is requested    O-T14/rq  

    

  assess justice: the Performer of the request is the needs handler of Hour 

   sincerity:  <no specific condition> 

   truth:   <no specific condition> 

 

  if complying with request is considered justifiable  

 then promise purchase for Purchase_order   

 

 

 when purchase for Purchase_order is promised   O-T14/pm 

    

  assess justice: the Performer of the promise is the purchaser of Purchase_order 

   sincerity:   <no specific condition> 

   truth:    <supplier conditions are agreed> 

 

  if complying with promise is considered justifiable  

 then request purchase contract for Purchase_order 

  

 
 when purchase contract for Purchase_order is stated   O-T07/st 

    

  assess justice: the Performer of the state is the purchase contractor 

          of Purchase_order 

   sincerity:  <no specific condition> 

   truth:   <Purchase_contract has been agreed> 

 

  if complying with statement is considered justifiable  

 then accept purchase contract for Purchase_order 

  execute purchase for Purchase_order 

  state purchase for Purchase_order  

    

 

Fig. 8.6 Action rules for O-A14 

That request is made to a flower-bulb grower or to an intermediary. The intermediary of-

fers some lots of flower bulbs on the behalf of growers. These arrangements are made by 

telephone. Generally, the ‘request’ by O-A14 is made through a phone call; the ‘promise’ 
of the supplier is mostly made through the same phone call and is confirmed by fax or by 

mail. The relevant part, of the CM and the AM are exhibited in Figure 8.2 and 8.6, respec-

tively. 
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Figure 8.7 exhibits the I-organization with the I-actors that are invoked by O-A14. The 

dark colored part is covered by EIS to be developed. O-A14 requests for the following ser-

vices: 

 

Remembering facts: 

a. C-facts and P-facts of O-A14 are remembered by I-A1410 and I-A1411, respec-

tively. 

 

Sharing agenda: 

b. Agenda for O-A14 are shared by I-A0020 on request by O-A14. 

 

Sharing facts: 

c. The supplier conditions are requested. It is remembered in the external bank 

APB11 (I-T9331). 

 

We will continue the discussion of the implementation of O-A14 in the EIS on the basis of 

the rules from the PID-Framework related to the Actor General Characteristics. 

 

5. O-A14 is initiated by O-A16 with the aim of concluding a purchase order with a bulb 

supplier. The initiation takes place at arbitrary points in time. It may occur several 

times a day but also once a week or once a month. 

6. O-A14 belongs to the same cluster as O-A16 and O-A10.  

7. Not applicable. 

8. There is common working environment with O-A16 and O-A10.  

9. O-A14 is a business actor and therefore cannot be replaced by an agent. The new appli-

cation is intended to support remembering production orders and invoking agenda.   

 

The aspects in the Sharing Agenda aspect group are discussed hereafter: 

 

10. Along with an agendum the object PURCHASE_ORDER is sent to O-A14. O-CA05 

sends the contract data with the ‘state’. The ‘request’ to O-CA05 is usually done by tel-

ephone. Both parties negotiate by telephone and during the same call O-CA05 creates a 

’promised’ or a ‘declined’. O-CA05 confirms its sales order by fax or by email. The 

confirmation contains both the ‘state’ of O-T22 and the P-fact of O-CA05. O-A14 

takes note of it and uses it in its P-act. 

11. Not applicable. 

12. Along with the ‘promise’ and the ‘state’ O-A14 receives a bundle of purchase orders. 

O-A14 unbundles these C-facts and allocates them to the separate purchase orders in 

the bundle. These single purchase orders are known, because the initial ‘request’ to O-

CA05 was bundled by O-A14. 
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Fig. 8.7 Remembering and Sharing Facts for O-A14 

Next, the aspects in the Sharing Facts aspect group are discussed. 

 

Coordination Facts: 

 

13. Not applicable. 

14. The creator of the ‘state’ within O-T22 is the contractor from the supplier who con-

cludes the contract. This fact has to be remembered. 

 

Production facts: 

 

15. Not applicable. 
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General: 

 

16. O-A14 does not know anything about the location of an agendum or any other fact. 

Therefore, two generic I-actors ‘sharer agenda’ and ‘sharer P-facts’ have to be imple-

mented. They are responsible for sharing requested facts with O-A14. For making the 

C-facts of O-CA05 available within the EIS, a recaller of these facts has to be imple-

mented within the scope of the EIS.  

17. The internal recaller of O-CA05 must be fulfilled by a delegate of O-CA05. It could be 

the subject that fulfills O-A14. This subject receives all C-facts by mail or by phone. 

Then it’s easy to put these facts also in the EIS. 

18. The supplier data is mainly remembered in the mind of the purchaser. The actor I-

A9331 is in most cases the same subject as the one who fulfills O-A14. The most im-

portant communication medium for O-A14 is the telephone and the email system. Is 

does not make sense to implement a recaller within the scope of the EIS. 

 

Lastly, the aspects in the Remembering Facts aspect group are discussed. 

 

Coordination facts: 

 

19. The C-facts with O-A16 are implicit created. The C-facts with O-CA05 are created 

explicitly. 

20. A ‘request’ to O-CA05 has a specific addressee. The addressee is mostly known to O-

A14. O-A14 negotiates through the telephone with someone from the supplier. That 

person is the addressee of the ‘request’.   
21. The addressee of the ‘request’ is also the performa owner of the ‘promise’ and of the 

‘state’. 
22. O-A14 receives a request from O-A16 for each purchase order. However, purchase 

orders for the same purchase contract party (grower or intermediary) and within the 

same transaction O-T16 are offered to O-CA05 as a bundle (purchase order with pur-

chase order lines).  

 

Production facts: 

 

23. Not applicable. 

24. Not applicable. 

25. A subclass of the external object class SUPPLIER is created in the EIS in order to be 

able to create instances of the binary fact kinds of which one of the domains is the ex-

ternal object class SUPPLIER.  

 

Notes: 

 An internal actor that has a transaction with an external actor remembers the produc-

tion result of the external actor as part of its own production result in a transaction bank 

within the scope of the EIS.  

 An internal actor that initiates a transaction with an external actor receives the P-fact 

along with the ‘state’. The internal actor is able to execute an ‘accept’ with respect to 

the P-fact without requesting to share it explicitly. 
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 This section contains a good example of bundling purchase orders. We start from the 

assumption that an actor that constitutes a bundle is also able to split up the bundle in 

single purchase orders.  

8.3.3 Implementation of O-A10 

Closed purchase orders need to be allocated to the purchasing needs. Once that has been 

done, salespeople for instance are able to see which purchase orders are linked to a particu-

lar purchasing need established by them. The relevant parts of the CM and the AM are 

exhibited in Figure 8.2 and 8.8, respectively. 
 

Actor O-A10: 

 

 when allocation needs_to_order for Order_need is requested  O-T10/rq   

    

  assess justice: the Performer of the request is the needs handler of Hour 

   sincerity:  <no specific condition> 

   truth:   <no specific condition> 

 

  if complying with request is considered justifiable  

 then promise allocation needs_to_order for Order_need   

 

 

 when allocation needs_to_order for order_need is promised  O-T10/pm 

    

  assess justice: the Performer of the promise is the allocator needs_to_order of 

        Order_need 

   sincerity:   <no specific condition> 

   truth:    <no specific condition> 

 

  if complying with promise is considered justifiable  

 then execute allocation needs_to_order for Order_need 

  state allocation needs_to_order for Order_need 

  
 

Fig. 8.8 Action rules for O-A10 

Figure 8.9 exhibits the I-organization with the I-actors that are invoked by O-A10. The 

dark colored part is covered by the EIS to be developed. O-A10 requests for the following 

services: 

 

Remembering facts: 

a. C-facts and P-facts of O-A10 are remembered by I-A1010 and I-A1011, respec-

tively. 

 

Sharing agenda: 

b. Agenda for O-A10 are shared by I-A0020 on request by O-A10. 

 

Sharing facts: 

c. None. 
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Fig. 8.9 Remembering and Sharing Facts for O-A10 

We will continue the discussion of the implementation of O-A14 in the EIS on the basis of 

the rules from the PID-Framework related to the Actor General Characteristics. 

 

5. O-A16 submits a request to O-A10 to allocate a purchasing need from the collection of 

purchasing needs to a particular purchase order.  

6. Actor role belongs to a cluster together with O-A16 and O-A14 

7. Not applicable. 

8. The actors O-A16, O-A14, and O-A10 are in the same cluster. All their coordination 

activities are geared to each other and take place implicitly. 

9. The new application is intended to support O-A10 in remembering facts and invoking 

agenda. 

 

The aspects in the Sharing Agenda aspect group are discussed hereafter: 

 

10. The agenda are linked to an object PURCHASE_ORDER_NEED.  

11. Not applicable. 

12. Not applicable. 
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The aspects in the Sharing Facts aspect group are discussed hereafter. 

 

Coordination facts: 

 

13. Not applicable. 

14. Not applicable. 

 

Production facts: 

 

15. Not applicable. 

 

General: 

 

16. O-A10 does not know anything about the location of an agendum. Therefore, the ge-

neric I-actor ‘sharer agenda’ has to be implemented. 

17. Not applicable. 

18. Not applicable. 

 

Lastly, the aspects in the Remembering Facts aspect group are discussed: 

 

Coordination facts: 

 

19. They are created implicitly because of the common cluster with O-A16. 

20. Not applicable. 

21. Not applicable. 

22. Not applicable. 

 

Production facts: 

 

23. Not applicable. 

24. Not applicable. 

25. Not applicable. 

8.4 Validation and Conclusions  

The researcher has drawn up a draft sector model on the basis of interviews with IT staff 

and business management of the participating companies. The IT think tank, which was 

founded by the participating companies, has discussed this sector model in general terms 

during one of their meetings. The participants did not discuss IT issues but business issues, 

like actor roles, transactions and facts that actors need to know. The attendants found this 

discussion awkward. Some of them were lacking a required level of abstract thinking. For 

example, they had a lot of trouble to discuss actor roles and transaction kinds and preferred 

to not getting away from current organizational structures and organizational roles. There-

fore, we scheduled another meeting. During a full day, three representatives of the IT think 

tank discussed the model in depth with the researcher. All of them were information ana-
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lyst and all of them were heavily involved in maintaining business processes and aligning 

these processes with the IT configuration in their companies. They were assumed to be 

analytical and abstract thinkers. An animated discussion emerged in this group. The partic-

ipants focused strongly on the actor roles and transaction types which are defined in the 

model. A good discussion leader appeared to be crucial. He has to play chess on two 

boards at the same time; firstly, on the board of the ontological sector model and secondly 

on the board of the implementation model. The discussion moved continually to the im-

plementation model level. This is understandable because these are people from practice. 

However, the goal of the researcher was to validate the results of applying the PID-

Framework on the ontological sector model. He continually had to translate the outcomes 

of the discussion regarding implementation scenarios to its meaning for the ontological 

sector model. In general, playing chess on two boards is a necessity. People only detect 

mistakes in the outcome of applying the PID-Framework through discussing implementa-

tion scenarios. Once again, the discussion has shown that the participants still were strug-

gling to come off the existing organizational roles in their companies. In case the research-

er exactly knew the actor roles in the sector model that covers a particular organizational 

role, a discussion about organizational roles were not a problem for him. He just had to 

connect specified information needs which were discussed on organization level, to the 

right actor role in the sector model. In this way, it appeared to him that during the meeting 

the results of applying the PID-Framework were basically validated. It turned out that for 

validating the actor roles in detail the relevant actors from the organization should be con-

sulted. This was not possible for all actors. Just some of the people surveyed could say that 

the information needs were correctly defined or that they contained failures. They were, 

however, unable to imagine additional information needs. The presumption arose that dur-

ing implementing an implementation scenario further information needs become apparent.  

   

Applying the PID-Framework in designing an EIS gives the following benefits over the 

traditional way of working: 

 

From the perspective of the using system (organization): 

 

 The project has been started during a meeting of a group of seven entrepreneurs in the 

wholesale market of flower bulbs. This group was formed by Anthos, a Dutch interest 

group for the trade in flower bulbs. Their common purpose was to develop an EIS that 

supports their business processes. They were convinced that such a system should be 

developed for a market and not only for an individual enterprise. During that meeting, 

the researcher has explained his strategy: developing an EIS is not only an IT project; it 

is also a business project. One ought to start with the design of a construction model of 

the organization. The actor roles and transaction kinds are central elements in de organ-

ization, and the starting point for defining the information requirements. Requirements 

are not based on ‘nice-to-have’ but on the actual needs of business actors. For defining 

a common EIS, one has to abstract from implementation topics, because these topics 

could be different for the enterprises in the group.  

The attendees, who are business people and not IT experts, responded very positively. 

They were able to understand the approach, and were very motivated by the idea that 

IT does not support processes but human beings in business. For the researcher, this 
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meeting was also a revelation that people, who lack IT knowledge completely, can be-

come very motivated for this approach. 

 After producing the ontological models, the discussion with information managers in 

the organization becomes well structured. They were able to understand the models in a 

short time. However, discussions about information needs linked to actor roles are dif-

ficult for them. They tend to mix actor roles and organizational functions continually. 

Therefore, highly abstracted discussions should be avoided. An important benefit from 

this approach is that discussions need not bog down in discussions about implementa-

tion questions.  

 If the required information services are defined at actor role level, then a discussion 

about priorities in supporting these services with IT is fruitful.  

 Discussions with employees of these organizations about actor responsibilities are dif-

ficult. It is much easier for them to talk about tasks and activities than about responsi-

bility and accountability.  

 

From the perspective of the engineer: 

 

 The use of the PID-Framework leads to a standardized approach in designing and engi-

neering the EIS. The implementation of every actor role is elaborated stepwise after de-

signing the integral ontological model of the (common) enterprise. Designing and en-

gineering the EIS is clearly discerned. This improves the intellectual manageability of 

the development process.  

 The ontological model of the organization is used as an implementation independent 

reference model. Each implementation scenario has to be founded on this reference 

model. That makes discussions with people from the using organization about imple-

mentation scenarios framed and well structured.  

 Separation of concerns can be applied for interfacing with the external world. The 

wholesales companies purchase their bulbs from growers or intermediaries. For the ex-

change of standard messages, the EDIbulb protocol has been developed. The imple-

mentation of this protocol in organizations can be confined to the implementation of a 

few actor roles.  
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PART IV 

Conclusions 
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9 Conclusions and further research  

9.1 Answers to Research Questions 

The first chapter of this dissertation presented the main research question that we have 

sought to answer. This main question is motivated by the desire for a methodical approach 

to develop an EIS or to select an existent EIS on the basis of the integral ontological model 

of the organization. Simply put, there is a need for a limited number of rules based on a 

specification framework in order to keep the implementation design of the EIS managea-

ble. 

 

A correct implementation model, in the sense used in this thesis, does not mean that the 

using organization will necessarily consider it to be an acceptable one. The word ‘correct’ 
is used in the sense of an implementable model that is correctly derived from a given onto-

logical model of the organization. The acceptance of an implementable model by the or-

ganization is also dependent on the choices which are made for linking technology to the 

implementation components. This aspect has been kept outside the scope of this thesis. 

Many aspects are associated with an implementation model. That is why the research is 

limited to that part of the implementation model that is often covered by an EIS. The de-

velopment of an EIS should start with producing the integral ontological model of the or-

ganization: the ontological model of the B-organization, the I-organization and the D-

organization. On the basis of this integral model the realization of the organization is elab-

orated.  

 

This brings us to the first sub-question which is elaborated in chapter 3, namely:    

 

What is understood by the realization of the essential model of an organization that consti-

tutes the basis for the design of an implementable model of the information provision in the 

organization?  

 

The ontological models of the B-organization, I-organization, and D-organization collec-

tively provide a coherent implementation-independent model of an organization as a basis 

for developing an EIS. It clearly shows that essentially actors in the B-organization create 

new facts and use original or derived facts. These facts are shared, i.e. made available, by 

specific I-actors, namely ‘sharer agenda’, ‘sharer C-facts’ and ‘sharer P-facts’. So, O-

actors need not know about fact locations. If they need an agendum, a C-fact or a P-fact, 

they only have to request the ‘sharer agenda’, ‘sharer C-facts’ and ‘sharer P-facts’, respec-

tively, for it. These ‘sharers’ get the facts they need from ‘recallers’ from ‘derivers’. Facts 

are archived and provided by D-actors.  
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The second sub-question is elaborated in chapter 4, namely: 

 

What does an implementation model of information provision based on the realization of 

the essential model of the organization consist of?  

  

The implementation model of the information provision to be developed, is created from 

the integrated implementation-independent model of the B-organization, the I-

organization, and the D-organization. Firstly, the scope of the model is determined. It 

could be that binary facts within the scope of the EIS have one domain inside its scope and 

one outside. Then we have to create a subset of the external object class within the EIS. 

Secondly, the EIS supports O-actor roles within the B-organization. The I- and D- actor 

roles are contained in the EIS, by assigning them to agents. In order to design an imple-

mentation model of an enterprise that is implemented by an EIS the PID-framework is pre-

sented. The specified aspects in this framework are identified on the basis of literature 

sources that have been consulted by the researcher and on the basis of nearly thirty years of 

practical experience with the development of complex EISs. Based on this experience and 

the literature review, in Chapter 5 the final sub-question is answered, namely: 

 

What guidelines are needed for the design of an implementation model of the organization, 

on which the design of an enterprise information system could be based? 

 

Based on the PID-Framework twenty five rules for practitioners are formulated. The ap-

plicability of these rules are validated through three practical applications, presented and 

discussed in Chapters 6, 7 and 8.  

9.2 Benefits of using the PID Framework 

Applying the PID-Framework in designing an EIS has the following benefits over the tra-

ditional way of working: 

 

From the perspective of the using system (the organization): 

 

 A project for developing an EIS is understood as a business project and not as an IT 

project. The application for the trade in flower bulb exhibits that  

business people react positively to this approach. They are very motivated by the in-

sight that IT does not support processes but human beings in business. It sounds very 

logical to them to hear that all information services must be defined from the point of 

view of the actor roles in the B-organization and that information technology ought to 

link software components to model components.  

 After having produced the ontological models of the organization the discussion with 

information managers in the organization become well structured. It concentrates on 

the information needs of the business organization instead of all kinds of implementa-

tion issues. 

 Identifying actor roles is considered as a part of the design process of the construction 

model of the organizations. This avoids defined actor roles from the view ‘nice to 
have’ and an implemented EIS that is not operating effectively.   
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 The integral ontological model of the organization serves as a reference point for de-

signing an implementation scenario for an EIS.   

 Defining the required information services on actor role level is a good basis for having 

a transparent discussion about priorities in supporting these services with information 

technology.  

 If the enterprise prefers to buy a standard EIS, then the selection process of the EIS can 

be done more thoroughly if the standard EIS is mapped on the information services that 

are identified for each actor role that must be supported by the EIS.  

 

From the perspective of the engineer: 

 

 The PID-Framework is based on a well-founded way of thinking. This enables to intel-

lectually managing the complexity of the design of an EIS. O-actors create coordina-

tion facts and production facts and they request for coordination facts and production 

facts. This is the starting point for implementation design. 

 The use of the PID-Framework leads to a standardized approach in designing and engi-

neering the EIS. The implementation of every actor role is stepwise elaborated on the 

basis of the integral ontological model of the enterprise. Designing and engineering the 

EIS is clearly discerned. This improves the intellectual manageability of the develop-

ment process.  

9.3 Future Research 

Several issues have fallen outside the scope of this study because each of them would de-

serve a separate research project. They are mentioned hereafter in random order. 

 

 The conducted research is concentrated on what is often called the success layer in the 

organization. It is quite common in practice that either the initiator or an executor re-

vokes a pending transaction [Dietz 2006; Perinforma 2012]. This topic has not been 

covered. Further research into the consequences for the PID-Framework of the imple-

mentation of revocation or cancellation patterns is desirable. 

 

 The organization theorem (section 2.4) serves as one of the grounding theories for this 

research. Combined with the Generic System Development Process, this theorem ena-

bles the development of the I-organization as an object system supporting the B-

organization as a using system (section 3.4). However, sometimes facts are requested 

by an external actor.  For example, the government may request an enterprise to share a 

certain report periodically. Then, the enterprise provides this report at the request of an 

actor that belongs to the organization of the government. Another example, it occurs 

that an enterprise needs information from its supplier in order to achieve an optimal 

alignment in its supply chain. Then, an ontological actor in the enterprise needs to carry 

out an infological transaction with an actor at the supplier. These situations are current-

ly not addressed in the PID-Framework. Further research would be required for this. 
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 Another point that is not discussed in this study and that would require further research 

concerns the sourcing of the I-organization and/or the D-organization wholly or partly. 

Although Op ‘t Land [Op 't Land 2008] has done research on sourcing at the level of 

the business organization, research on the sourcing of the I-organization and/or D-

organization in the enterprise engineering domain is still an unexplored area.     

 

 Although the implementation model (which is composed on the basis of the PID-

Framework) is an effective model, it need not necessarily be the most desirable model 

for the organization. In this study the arguments for allocating a specific infological ac-

tor role to an agent or to a human subject are not discussed. There is still a wide field of 

study open on how to arrive at a desired model for an operational organization of an 

enterprise from an implementation-independent model.  

 

 Another important topic for future research is the elaboration of the chosen path of de-

velopment of the PID-Framework into a full-fledged design methodology for EIS’s. It 
was difficult to maintain a clear and comprehensive overview of the implementation 

model during the design of the EIS. The availability of proper tooling could be indis-

pensable in this regard. 

 

 The integral, implementation-independent model of the B-organization, I-organization, 

and D-organization provides insight into the construction of the organization. It is a 

white-box model in which concepts such as “responsibility” and “authorization” can be 
clearly defined. These concepts are often difficult to deal with when implementing en-

terprise information systems and they often end up being implemented differently from 

what was intended. In addition, this issue is also closely associated with legislation 

concerning governance. More research in this area is desirable. 
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Samenvatting (Dutch) 

Probleemstelling 

Een bedrijf heeft met de aanschaf van een Enterprise Information System, afgekort als EIS, 

een keuze gemaakt voor een operationele werkwijze, zonder dat men veelal van de wer-

king van het pakket goed op de hoogte is en de leverancier van het pakket in detail veelal 

weet hoe binnen het bedrijf wordt gewerkt. Beide partijen realiseren zich dat wel, maar er 

wordt een algemeen aanvaard standpunt ingenomen dat het niet anders kan en dat mogelij-

ke afstemmingsproblemen tussen het bedrijf en het pakket tijdens het implementatietraject 

moeten worden opgelost. Fricties die ontstaan bij de implementatie van het EIS worden 

opgelost door het op maat maken van de standaard software of door aanpassingen aan te 

brengen in de werkwijze van de organisatie. Uiteraard moeten de wijzigingen begrensd 

zijn want de leverancier moet voor wat betreft kosten en tijd binnen een specifieke band-

breedte opereren.  

 

De beschreven aanpak is vanaf begin van de jaren ’80 van de vorige eeuw gemeengoed 

geworden. Het is een aanpak die getypeerd kan worden als een benadering vanuit ‘best 
practices’. Mede door de toegenomen configuratie mogelijkheden van de standaard soft-
ware applicaties is deze aanpak breed geaccepteerd. De onderzoeker is vanaf begin jaren 

’80 van de voorgaande eeuw in management posities bij toonaangevende leveranciers van 
standaard ERP systemen hierin intensief betrokken. Allereerst in de ontwikkeling van 

standaard software producten en later in de verzorging van IT diensten aan bedrijven die 

omvangrijke EISs hebben geïmplementeerd. Daarbij kwam de vraag regelmatig boven, die 

ligt ook aan de basis van dit onderzoek, of bedrijven wel de software aanschaffen die ze in 

werkelijkheid nodig hebben. En dan gaat het niet uitsluitend over ‘het nodig hebben in het 

heden’ maar ook over ‘het nodig hebben in de nabije toekomst’. Die vraag werd ook ge-

voed door contacten bij een groot aantal bedrijven uit veel verschillende branches. Vanuit 

die contacten bleek dat (1) bedrijven de mogelijkheden van een aangeschaft EIS maar voor 

een deel benutten, (2) bedrijven zich soms de vraag stellen of hun organisatie niet weg 

groeit van het gebruikte EIS, en (3) bedrijven het EIS soms zien als een drempel voor het 

doorvoeren van veranderingen. 

 

Hoe moet de relatie tussen de organisatie en een EIS worden gezien? We gaan daar in 

deze samenvatting niet uitgebreid op in, maar het is duidelijk dat een EIS de medewerkers 

van de onderneming ondersteunt in de uitvoering van hun werkzaamheden. Een EIS is in 

de organisatie vaak zo manifest aanwezig dat de wijze waarop de processen geoperationa-

liseerd worden voor een belangrijk deel door de constructie van het EIS wordt bepaald. 

Een vorkheftruck, bijvoorbeeld, moet worden beschouwd als een stuk gereedschap in han-

den van een medewerker van de organisatie voor het uitvoeren van een specifieke produc-

tiehandeling. Een EIS echter is van een heel andere orde. Dat moet beschouwd worden als 
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een stuk gereedschap voor het operationaliseren van een deel van de bedrijfsorganisatie. 

Het bepaalt hoe medewerkers met elkaar werken. Het vervult de informatiebehoefte van 

medewerkers en het ‘onthoudt’ geproduceerde feiten om ze later weer als informatie be-

schikbaar te kunnen stellen. Het belang van een passend EIS voor de organisatie moet niet 

worden onderschat. Immers de prestatie van de onderneming wordt bepaald door de con-

structie van de onderneming!  

 

Dit realiserende is er alle reden om ons vragen te stellen die aan de basis van dit onder-

zoek liggen, namelijk: hoe ontwikkelen we een EIS dat bij de organisatie past en hoe bepa-

len we of een EIS datgene bevat wat de organisatie nodig heeft. Deze vragen veronderstel-

len enerzijds dat we kunnen bepalen wat een organisatie nodig heeft en anderzijds dat we 

de uitkomst daarvan op zodanige wijze tegen een bestaand EIS kunnen aanhouden zodat 

daar zinvolle conclusies uit getrokken kunnen worden. Dat blijkt inderdaad te kunnen.  

Onderzoeksaanpak 

Dit onderzoek heeft plaatsgevonden door gebruik te maken van de Design  Science Re-

search methodologie. In de terminologie van deze methodologie wordt voor een klasse van 

problematische contexten is een interventie type ontwikkeld waarbij een aantal generatieve 

mechanismen te hulp worden geroepen om een gewenste uitkomst te realiseren. De genera-

tieve mechanismen verklaren waarom de interventie tot de gewenste uitkomst moet leiden. 

Onder de klasse van problematische contexten moet de inbedding van een standaard EIS’s 
binnen de constructie van organisaties worden verstaan. Die context is problematisch om-

dat vanuit de praktijk blijkt dat de inbedding van het EIS door de organisatie vaak als niet 

optimaal wordt ervaren met als gevolg dat de organisatie niet optimaal functioneert. Het 

interventietype dat hiervoor is ontwikkeld bestaat uit een verzameling van richtlijnen die 

gebaseerd zijn op het Procedure for Implementation Design – Framework, afgekort als het 

PID-Framework. Met de inzet van een interventie van dit type wordt een EIS op de juiste 

wijze ingebed in een organisatie. D.w.z. de organisatie krijgt daarmee een EIS dat ze nodig 

heeft. Onder generatieve mechanismen worden theorieën verstaan waarop het PID- Fra-

mework is gefundeerd. In het tweede hoofdstuk van deze dissertatie zijn deze theorieën 

beschreven. We hebben ze aangeduid als de φ – theorieën. Met deze theorieën wordt 

verklaard waarom het PID-Framework tot het gewenste resultaat leidt. De -theorie be-

schouwt de organisatie als een sociaal systeem waarbinnen actoren vanuit drie verschillen-

de gedaanten coördinatiehandelingen en productiehandelingen verrichten. De -theorie 

beschrijft het generieke proces om vanuit een gebruikend system een object system af te 

leiden. Dat object systeem wordt in verschillende stappen afgeleid. Allereerst wordt het 

function model van het object systeem gedefinieerd. Dit function model dient als basis 

voor de ontwikkeling van een implementatie onafhankelijk constructie model, ook wel een 

ontologie model genoemd. Vanuit het ontologiemodel wordt vervolgens een implementa-

tiemodel geworpen. De -theorie laat zien dat een software applicatie niet als een zelfstan-

dig object systeem, dat een gebruikend systeem ondersteunt, moet worden beschouwd, 

maar dat het de technologie omvat die toegekend moet worden aan componenten van het 

implementatiemodel. Daardoor ontstaat er een operationele organisatie. Het is van belang 

in dit verband te noemen dat vanuit een ontologiemodel meerdere implementatiemodellen 

kunnen worden afgeleid. Daar gaan we in het kader van deze dissertatie niet op in. Het 

PID-Framework beperkt zich tot het aangeven van richtlijnen waaraan een implementatie-
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model moet voldoen. De φ-theorie, waarop de -theorie zich ook op beroept, werpt een 

helder licht op het begrip ‘feit’ in de infologische en datalogische organisatie van een on-

derneming,  

 

Er zijn drie applicaties uitgewerkt om enerzijds de werking van het Framework te illu-

streren, en anderzijds ook zijn gebruikt om het Framework aan te scherpen. De eerste ap-

plicatie betreft een situatie die al uitgebreid in de bestaande literatuur is beschreven. Het 

betreft de casus van de Stichting Geschillen Commissie. De tweede applicatie richt zich op 

het beoordelen van een EIS dat al in een organisatie voor commerciële trainingen is geïm-

plementeerd en dat al enige jaren in gebruik is. De derde applicatie richt zich op de ont-

wikkeling van een EIS voor een typische Nederlandse branche, namelijk die van het expor-

teren van bloembollen.  

Onderzoeksresultaten 

In het huidige Enterprise engineering onderzoek wordt een sterke nadruk gelegd op het 

beschrijven van de essentie van de onderneming in de vorm van een ontologiemodel van 

de bedrijfsorganisatie. Hoewel binnen dit ontologiemodel zowel de originele feiten als de 

afgeleide feiten worden gespecificeerd wordt daarin geen aandacht geschonken aan de wij-

ze waarop feiten worden afgeleid en worden gedeeld tussen de actoren. Daarvoor moet het 

essentiële model worden uitgebreid met een ontologisch model voor de infologische en 

datalogische organisatie Volgens de gehanteerde terminologie binnen het Enterprise engi-

neering domein spreekt men dan van realisering van het essentiële model. Er zijn verschil-

lende redenen te noemen waarom het van belang is voor het ontwerp van een EES om 

naast het ontologische model van de business organisatie ook de ontologische modellen 

van de Infologische en Datalogische organisatie te ontwerpen.  

In de eerste plaats moet het ontologiemodel van de infologische organisatie beschouwd 

worden als een implementatie onafhankelijk model voor het onthouden, het afleiden en het 

beschikbaar stellen van coördinatiefeiten en productiefeiten. Daarbij worden de inhoud en 

de vorm van een feit van elkaar onderscheiden. Dit onderscheid is van belang omdat de 

inhoud van een feit op verschillende wijzen vorm kan worden gegeven. Het ontologiemo-

del van de datalogische organisatie moet beschouwd worden als een implementatie onaf-

hankelijk model voor het archiveren, transformeren en ophalen van documenten. 

In de tweede plaats wordt naast de business organisatie, de infologische organisatie en 

de datalogische organisatie ook de fysieke organisatie onderscheiden. Hoewel deze organi-

satie in dit onderzoek niet wordt uitgewerkt is het wel van belang inzicht te hebben in de 

productiehandelingen die in de fysieke organisatie t.b.v. de datalogische organisatie plaats-

vinden. Het ontologische model van de fysieke organisatie levert een implementatie onaf-

hankelijke model voor het opslaan, kopiëren, vernietigen, verplaatsen en opvragen van op 

media vastgelegde documenten. In de fysieke organisatie worden documenten uit de D-

organisatie beschouwd als ‘dingen’, ook wel aangeduid met files.  
In de derde plaats wordt de onderneming beschouwd als een sociaal systeem. In het pre-

computer tijdperk was de afhandeling van feiten een gezamenlijke menselijke activiteit. 

Door de ontwikkeling van de informatie techniek zijn we het zicht daarop kwijtgeraakt. Zo 

wordt een EIS beschouwd als een gegevensverwerkend systeem waarvan in veel gevallen 

volslagen onduidelijk is welke actor de verantwoordelijkheid draagt voor de kwaliteit van 
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de brongegevens. Door het EIS te ontwikkelen vanuit een samenhangend ontologisch mo-

del van de informatievoorziening krijgen we dat inzicht weer terug.  

In de vierde plaats zouden we nog willen noemen dat het ontologische model van de in-

fologische en datalogische organisatie de actorrollen bevat die door actoren moeten wor-

den vervuld. Voor de specificatie van het EIS is het nodig om voor elk van de actorrollen 

de afweging te maken in hoeverre ze ingevuld moeten of kunnen worden met informatie 

technologie. 

 

Afsluitend, de beschikbaarheid van een integraal samenhangend ontologisch model is 

een belangrijke voorwaarde voor het ontwikkelen van een EIS. Dit ontologische model 

moet worden beschouwd als het startpunt voor het ontwerp van het te ontwikkelen of te 

selecteren EIS. In dit onderzoek wordt niet ingegaan op de criteria waarin de verschillende 

scenario’s zich van elkaar kunnen onderscheiden. De vraag die in dit onderzoek centraal 
staat betreft de vraag naar de set van richtlijnen die tijdens de ontwikkeling van het EIS 

moet worden gevolgd wil het EIS gefundeerd zijn op het onderliggende ontologische mo-

del. De mate waarin de actorrollen zijn geautomatiseerd en de technologie die daarbij 

wordt gebruikt is daaraan secundair.  

Het PID-Framework bevat een aantal aspectgroepen. Elke aspectgroep omvat meerdere 

aspecten waaraan vervolgens één of meerdere richtlijnen zijn verbonden. Deze richtlijnen 

moeten als concrete werkinstructies worden beschouwd in het ontwerpproces van het EIS. 

Deze instructies zijn zodanig opgesteld dat ze niet alleen kunnen worden gebruikt voor het 

specificeren van een nieuw EIS vanuit het ontologiemodel van de organisatie, maar ook 

kunnen worden gebruikt voor het beoordelen van de toepasbaarheid van een EIS voor een 

onderneming.  

 

 

In het derde deel van dit onderzoek worden drie cases uitgewerkt. In deze cases wordt 

aan de hand van het PID-Framework voor een aantal actor rollen geïllustreerd met welke 

aspecten bij het ontwerp van een implementatie scenario rekening moet worden gehouden. 

Deze aspecten uit het PID-Framework zijn voor een belangrijk deel afgeleid uit de weten-
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schappelijke literatuur en voor een ander deel vastgesteld uit enkele tientallen jaren van 

praktische ervaring van de onderzoeker met het ontwikkelen en implementeren van EIS’s. 
De validatie van de aspecten uit het PID-Framework heeft in elke case plaatsgevonden 

door een intensieve discussie met direct betrokkenen. Bij de eerste en derde case waren dat 

zowel de engineers als de gebruikers van het te ontwerpen EIS. Bij de tweede case was er 

sprake van een geïmplementeerd EIS. De validatie vond hier plaats met de directe gebrui-

kers van dit EIS. Deze gebruikers werden in het kader van de case studie geconfronteerd 

met een aantal aspecten van het implementatieontwerp die niet binnen het EIS waren ge-

implementeerd. Men ontdekte dat, naast het feit dat actorrollen niet expliciet waren be-

noemd, actorrollen niet of maar voor een klein deel door het EIS werden ondersteund en 

dat een groot deel van de coördinatie tussen actorrollen was gebaseerd op improvisatie. 

Wat dit laatste betreft, in de praktijk leverde dat relatief weinig problemen op. Dat was 

vooral te danken aan het feit dat een beperkt aantal mensen al lange tijd met elkaar samen-

werkten en van elkaar wist wat men van elkaar kon verwachten. 
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